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LAW CLERK
IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

VS. f

MIKE MCPHEE
AND
JCAV,LLC
Defendant-Respondent

TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL
In the District Court of the First Judicial District of
the State ofldaho, in and for the County of Kootenai
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
Curtis "Jay" Johnson, Pro Se
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
Ian D. Smith, Attorney At Law

Stephen B. McCrea, Attorney At Law
SUPREME COURT DOCKET #33966
Volume Two
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STEPHEN B. McCREA, !SB #1654
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1501
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite IO I
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1501
(208) 666-2594 IFAX: (208) 664-4370
email: sbmccrea@adelphia.net
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IN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTR1CT O THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON,
Plaintiff,
vs.
MIKE McPHEE and JCAV, LLC,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CVOS-8999
AFFIDAVIT OF
STEPHEN B. McCREA

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai
Stephen B. McCrea, being first duly sworn on oath, states as follows:
I am the attorney for the defendant, JCAV, LLC, a Washington limited liability company
doing business in the State of!daho, in the above entitled action. I am over the age of eighteen and
competent to testify to the matters set forth herein.
Attached hereto are true and correct copies of business records of J CAV, LLC kept in the
ordinary course of business according to regular business practices of JCA V, LLC, which are real
estate purchase and sale agreements which describe the parcels of real property to which the plaintiff
in the instant lawsuit claims the right to receive a real estate commission. All of the documents
attached hereto were executed on or before January 5, 2005, at a time when the plaintiff was not a
licensed real estate agent in the State of Idaho.
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None of the three attached agreements provide for any real estate commission to be paid tci
any person or firm to be paid either by the buyer or the seller.
DATED this

_E_ day of December, 2006.

STEPHEN B. McCREA

Notary Public for Idaho
Comm. Expires: 7/7/2012
CERTIFICATE OF TRANS MITTAL:

tJ

day of December, 2006, a true and correct copy of the
I hereby certify that on this
foregoing document was mailed by first class mail, postage prepaid, or hand delivered, to:
Curtis Jay Johnson
1206 N. 6th Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

First Class Mail

Ian D. Smith
Attorney at Law
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste IO 1
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Hand Delivered
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STEPHEN B~cCREA
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From; Mike McPhee <mdmcphee@earthlinK.net>
Subject: Purchase & Sales Ag
Date: Fri, 24 Dec 2004 08:21 :04 -0800
To: Jack VanderWaal <jcav555@centurytel.net>

CC:
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PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT

Xao

This Agreement made and entered into this 5C_day of
u4 ,y
.200£ by
ar1tl between Neighborhood, Inc., a corpomtioii. organized under the laws of the State of Idaho,
whose pri.ncipal place of business is 3201 North Huetter Road, Coeur d'Alene, Id~ho, 83814,
hereafter referred to as "Seller; JCAV LLC, a Washington Llmited Liability Company, whose
principal place of business is P.O. Box 463, Fox Island, Washington 96333, hereafter refem~d to as
"Buyer"; and Jack VanderWaal, a manied man, whose address is P.O. Box 463, Fox Island,
Washington 96333, as Personal Guarantor and or assigns (any assignment mu::,"1: be approved m
writing by Neighborhood Inc.)

For ll!ld in consideration of the mutual covenan1s herein contained, fue sufficiency of which
is unconditionally acknowledged by Buyer and Seller, the parties hereto do hereby agree as foUows:
SECTION 1. SALE AND PURCHASE; Defmition of "Property~

Seller agrees to sell to Buyer and Buyer agrees to purchase from Seller that certain real
property described on Exhibit A (70 acres more or less) attached hereto, t.ogefue-, with all
improvements the1'eon and appurtenances thereto (the 'Property"), all on the tem,..s, covenants ri:ad
conditions set forth herein.

SECTION 2. l'URCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT

2.1

Earnest Money Deposit. As consideration for Seller's exec\\tion and deliveiy of this

Agreement, Buyer will deposit with Pioneer Title Company the sum of One Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($100,000.00) on or before 10 days from the date of execution of frris agreeinent. Buyer
acknowledges and agrees that these funds will become non refundable afier the City of Ratb.dru,...,.
hllS appl'oved the lake subdivision as designed and submitted as of this dat.e. Said deposit shell be
credited to the pnrcbase price of said property at closing.
2.2
Purchase Price. The purchase price for said property shall be Eight Hi.mdred Forty
Thousand Dollars ($840,000.00). The entl,e purchase price shall be payable in cash or certified
check at time of closing. In the event buyer cannot close at the time specified het-cill, seller slw.ll
gl'ant a 60 day extension upon receipt from Buyer of an additional non-refundable deposit of
$25,000. Said additional deposit shall be credited to the purchase price, assuraing full and timely
performance by Buyer. In addition, the purchase price shall increase at a rate of 8% per annu."J'.l, from
·~
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the date of said extension until full payment is received by Seller at the tune of final closing.

2.3
Additional Consideration. As additional consideration Seller shall deliver to Buyer at
closing executed copies of the purchase agreements attached as Exhibits "B" and "C" hereto.

SECTION 3, CONTINGENCIES

3.1
The only contingency which shall relieve the Buyer or Seller ofits obligations
hereunder, shall be the failure of the Ci1y of Rathdrum to approve the change of zoning
classification and p1·elirninary plat for development presently pending before the City of fu!.thdram,
which specifically includes a water feature consisting of a man made lake.

SECTION 4. WARRANTIE:S
4.1
Seller's Warranties. Seller represents and warrants to Buyer t:hat the following facts
are true as of the date of Seller's execution hereof and as of Closing:
4.1.1
Authority. Execution of this Agreement by Seller and its delivery to
B1..,yer has been duly authorized. Title is vested in Seller and Seller is authorized to convey the same.
4.1.2

Delivery ofinfonnation. Not Applicable

Litigation. To Seller's actual knowledge, there is l10 action, suit,
41.3
investigation or proceeding (adminis'lrative or otherwise) pending or threatened. sgai,;st or affecting
fue Property or any portion of it, the transactions contemplated hereby, or vvhich m,ight affect the
right of the Buyer to own, operate, develop or possess the Property, except as disclosed to Buyer in a
separate 1,vriting.
4.1.4
Hazardous Waste. To Seller's actual knowledge, there are no 1.mderground
m:orage tanks on the Property and, to Seller's knowledge, there has been no production, disposal or
stotage of m1y hazardous waste or other toxic substance on, in, under or adjacent to the Property by
Seller or any other person or entity, except as disclosed to Buyer in writing.
The term "Seller's actual knowledge" shall mean the actual knowledge of the folloWing:
Neighborhood Inc. or any other representative of Seller.
4.2
Buyer's Wmi-anties. Buyer represents and warrants to Seller that the following facts
are true as of the date of Seller's execution hereof and as of Closing:
4.2. l
Organization, Standing. Autlioritv. Buyer is a Limited Liability
Cotporation duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the §~te of

Wl!i!lhington, and qualified to do business in the State ofidaho, and execution oftl:,Js A..grcemeut by
Buyer and its deliveiy to Seller have been duly authorized by Buyer's board of directors and. no
further corporate action is necessary on the part of Buyer to make this Agreement fu.l'ly fL'1d
completely binding upon Buyer in accordance with its terms.
4.2.2
Qualifications. Buyer is an experienced, competent, reputable and
financially responsible developer capable of diligently executing the development of residential
home sites and a lake as proposed on the initial proposed preliminary plat.

4.2.3
Litigation. There is no litigation, suit or action pending, or, to Buyer's
knowledge, threatened against Buyer or any principal buyer relating to 1he business of Buyer or 2ny
business-related actions of its principals, except as disclosed in writing by Buyer prior ro execution
of this Agreement.

SECTION 5. POSSESSION AND INTERIM ACTIONS
5.1
Possession and Prior Entry. Possession of the Property shall be delivered a1 Cl,:ising,
Between the date hereof and Closing or the earlier expiration or tern:iination of thls ;l._greement,
Buyer, its agents and employees shall have the right to go upon the Property for the pUe."J_:)Ose (}f
inspecting and making any tests or studies Buyer deems appropriate. Bnye:r ls iinthmrlze<l. to obta,n
approvals per city requirements for preliminary and final platting 1ni.d seller agreei to not
hinder any of the sallle. Buyer agrees to indemnify, defend and hold Seller har.1tless frcm and
against any and all liens, claims, loss or liability arising out ofBuyer' s entry on to the Property prior
to Closing pursuant to this Section 5.1 .

SECTION 6. TITLE
Seller shall, within fifteen (15) days of the date of full execution of this _A_greement; deliver
to Buyer a preliminary title commitment issued by Pioneer Title Company, including copies of all
underlying documents, and shall provide an ALTA Standard Coverage Policy at Closing. iU
Closing, title shall be free and clear of all encun1brances and defects except those on the face of ihe
plat, and any easements, covenants, and restrictions which do not v.nreasonab!y interfere with
Buyer's intended develop!Ilent of the Propel;'ty. If Seller cannot deliver clear title as reqiked herein,
then Buyer .shall either (i) waive the defects or (ii) cancel this contract and have all ea.<"IJ.est monies
,md other deposits returned to Buyer. Buyer sh.ail be deemed to have accepted any matters show.,.:. by
me title commitment or any supplement thereto delivered prior to e;},.-piration of fue Feasibi.li"i:y
Fii:riod.
SECTION 7. CLOSING
7.1

Escrow. Closing of the purchase and sale subject of this Agreement shcl! occur
.= . ""
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through an escrow (the "Escrow") with Pioneer Title Company on a date mutually acceptabie to
Buyer and Seller and, in any event, not later than 15 (fifteen) days after receiving v,;rirten
preliminary plat approval for the development of said property as presently proposed and :pcndi._rig
before !he City of Rathdrum. Buyer and Seller shall deposit with Pioneer Title Company al! :fhi:;;;~,
documents and instruments required hereby for delivery to the other.

7.2
Costs and Prorations. Seller shall pay the cost of the policy oftitl.e insu..r.mce required
hereby, all real property excise taxes due and payable in connection with the sile of the Pror,ei.ty,
one-half of the other Closing expenses, including escrow fees, and any recording fees _except the cost
of reco1-di.ng the Deed. Buyer shall pay the remaining one-half of the other Closing e:;,.>penses
including the escrow fees and charges and the cost of recording the Deed. P. i1 real property t\ixes
shall be prorated between Seller and Buyer as of Closing, using the most recent tax hformafam
available. Pioneer Title Company shall be responsible for reporting the Closing to the Intern.al
Revenue Service pursuant to Section 6045 of the Internal Revenue Code.
7.3
Escrow Instructions. This Agreement is intended by the pa.mes to set forth the
Escrow instructions to Pioneer Title Company. Nonetheless, Seller and Buyer agree to execute and
deliver to Pioneer Title Company any additional instructions requested by Pioneer Title Company
for the purpose of consummating 'Ibis.transaction, provided that any such additional instructions aze
consistent herewith.
7.4
F.I.RP.T.A. The parties agree to comply in all respects with Internal Revenue Code
Section 1445 and the regulations issued hereunder.

SECTION 8. UABil..ITY
8.1
. Release. Buyer, for itself and on behalf of anyone clmrr1Jng by, tl:h--ough, er U11der
Buyer, hereby releases Seller and its past, present and future e:m ployees, p&"'!!1e:rs, agenrn,
contractors, and their respective successors and assigns from any liability or claim arising out of or
k, co,.r,ection with the construction or sale of any building lot or other in1.prove:rwnt on the Property,
illi.:!wling, wi.thQut limitation, any loss, damage, injury or claim attributable to use ""1,tr,r
&ivelopment of the Property o:i; any part thereof, defect in design or construc,ion of WJ.Y
improvement on the Property, including, without limitation, grading and other surface and
subsur:fu.ce conditions-, presence on the Property of any threatened or endangered species or
;yc.haeologica! sites, artifacts, or other matte>s of archaeological significance.

8.2
lndemnity. Buyer shall indemnify, defend and hold Seller and its past, :,rresent snd
fature employees, partners, agents, contractors and their respective successors au.d assigns from fillY
and all loss, liability, claims or expenses (including, Without limitation, attorneys' fees) arising out
of or in connection wifu any matter subject of the release set forth in Section 8.1 a:nd •ny act,
omission, or breach ofrepresentation or warranty of Buyer or any of its agents, employees, licensee;;,
invitees or contractors, and any matter arising out of the principles of strict liability as they may
apply to the Property, except for specific warranties made in section 4.
8.3

Instr.ranee. Buyer shall hold Neighborhood Inc. as addition.ally insured on i:ts liability

Policv. ·
-

-

8.4
As-Is Sale. Except as specifically set forth in section 4.1 above, seller ma.lees no
warranties whatsoever with regard to the property, implied or expressed. Buyer has made a.•-iy such
independent investigations, as it deemed appropriate concerning the property and has detel'.!l'.lhed
that property is acceptable in "As-Is" condition subject to buye-r w-....eiving plat appmva! for the
proposed development of said property from the City of Rathdrum and Kootenai County. Buyer
further acknowledges fuat Buyer has not relied upon any repi-esentation by Seller or Sellers agents as
to the feasibility or profitability of the development of said property, a.rid Buyer has and continUeS ro
rely upon Buyer's own investigation and business judgment.

SECTION 9. ASSIGNABILITI'; BANKRUPTCY

9.1
Assignment by Buyer. Buyer may not, voluntarily or by operation of law, ,assig-u or
otherwise transfer any of its rights or obligations under this Agreement ,:vifuout obtaining fue prior
written consent of Seller, which consent may not be unreasonably wit!,1-,eid. }._,;_y attempted
assig:mnent made in violation of this provision shall be null and void.

9.2
Bankruptcy. In the event fuat all or substantially all of :Suyer' s assets are placed ir.
the .lumds of a receiver or a trustee, and such receivership or trusteeship contbues for a period of
th.itty (30) days, or should Buyer make an assignment for the benefit of credito:is, be adjudic;;ted a
bacl<:rupt, fail to pay its ordinary obligations as they become due, or institute a'ly proceedings =der
lhe Bankruptcy Act seeking to be discharged of its debts or to effect a plan of llqui&tion,
composition, or reorgrurizatlou, or should any involuntary proceeding.be filed against Buyer w..der
any such b~p1cy law and Buyer consents thereto or acquiesces therein by pleading or ddau!t, or
if such involuntiu:y proceeding is not dismissed within ninety (90) days, then t!iis Agreement shall
not become an asset in any such proceeding, and, in any. such. event, Sell.er W"Y de,;,Jru:e fhis
Agreement ended in which event Buyer shall have no further claim wit.Ii. i:-egard t,:; the Property or
otherwi..se and no right to the return of the Earnest Money Deposit.
93
AS§>Wl,mi, by Buyer and Seller.-Buyer inay at any time assign or ot.hei-w~t..~fer
its rig.fits and ohlig~unde,· flri& Agreement provided Seller approves in writing tl:laf ll-SSi-g~ illlS
c.apabiliries t o ~ , ~ -1'1lec terms of this agreement. However, Seller m.ay at any t,m"'· s_"""-"g-1. or

otherwise transfer its rights and obligations under this Agreement without the pnw w ~ t of

/u''i~,
- ,

Buyer. In connection with any such assignment or transfer, the assignee or transferee sr-all assum.e
ali the rights and obligations of Seller under this Aw.·eement. Effective as of the date cf such
assignment or transfer, Seller shall be released from all obligations under this Agreement Buyer
agrees that it will cooperate with Seller and promptly execute any doc\lme!'.lts req\lited by Pioneer
Ti!le Company, Seller or Seller's assignee or transferee in connection with L'te assigr>-'!lent or
transfer of Seller's rights hereunder.

SECTION 10. GUARANTEE OF BUYER'S PERFORMANCE

·As additional security for the performance of Buyer's obligations under the terms of this
agreement, and all of the cove!lllllts, obligations and resu-ictions imposed hereby, Jack VanderW0 al,
a =mber of JCAV LLC, 8.f!J:ees to guarantee full and complete perforrn~"ce of Buyer's obligations
under the terms of this Agreement, and by affixing his signature hereto, agrees to be per,..:onally
liable for all of the obligations of JCAV LLC.

SECTION 11. BU1:'ER R.EQUIR.EMENTS AND SELLER'S CONDI'D:(JN_&J, Ol"'t)[ON TO
:REPURCHASE TIIE PROPERY.
Buyer shall immediately apply for and diligently work on obtaining prelimlllllt}' plat
approval from the City of Rathdrum and shall provide to the seller .all the mfomi.ati.on on t.11.e sa:me.
Buyer professes that its sole intention to purchase said property is to build a water ski lake with
residential lots. Buyer shall design in to such plan a minim\llll of a l Oacre water feaiure. fn the event
Buyer shall remove the water feature, Seller shall have right to tern:'Jllilte this agreement. At &"1Y t'tl!if~
'
after closing the Buyer for any reason decides to eliminate the water featirte
and construction of fo!s
without the water feature, Seller shall have the option to repurchase the property at the cr!gi.ncl
purchase price. fu addition if Buyer does not construct such water feature prior to the closlng of lots
wii:h s..l! pru:ty buyers then Seller shall have the option to repurchase the property at the original.
ptu...,hase price. At such time Bnyer shall turn over to Seller all engineeii..ng, re~earcn, ~"d
ru:clrltectural rende1ings associated with said project within 10 days of repu..vcl-.ase of property by
Seller.

It is understood that Buyer shall participate in tl\l': water and sew.:,, agreement as peril,e; City
of Rathdn1.111 requiie!!J.ents commonly referred to as ·t111: ''.South Zone· Agreement" dat;;d M8rch 2004
and ~er ackilowiedges that Buyer shall be requl.l'eJ H:I j:lay a sewer and water foe to me City as per
fae agreemenr at the time of final platting.
AdilitionaUy Buyer recognizes the necesslij; bf fl. ~er lift station wit'h1n tb,e ooU:ll.&..mri
,lie subje~ ~ y and agrees to work with thlil Clfy cifR-itthdrum'Oll. the same.

of

· Seller shall plat wit11 the City of Rathdrum an adjoining subdivision phase from. Radiant
Lake to Meyer koad. Seller upon approval shall engineer and build oojoi..ajng sewer, water, utilities,
asphalt streets, curb and sidewalk as per City ofRathdrum requirements. Seller 2:::,orees to complete
said infrastructure or bond no later than 90 days from Buyers preiimina.-y i"'t approval, subject to
requirements of city of Rathdrum for Buyer to obtain final plat, all being subject to city ofRatb.&u..rn
approvals. Buyer agrees to pay for 112 of the sewer, water and utility costs from easterly property
bou.,dary to Meyer Rd. (ApproX, 2700 Jin. ft.) Seller shall submit to Buyer, upon completion of
hnp,ovements, an original invoice representing the actual costs for said improvements. Buyer shall
have 30 days to pay Seller for the improvements.

Additloruilly Seller shall grant to buyer easement to the north to Nagel Ro~rl adequate for
City roadway requirements.

SECTION 12. DEVELOPMENT

12.l Development. The Property shall be developed as a single-family home private take ,.vfth
some multi-family
subdivision subject to the customary permitting processes of the City ofRathd..rum.
SECTION 13. REMEDIES

If Buyer fails, without legal excuse, to close. its purchase of the Property, Seller's sole and
exclusive remedy shall be to terminate this Agreement and collec~ :and r,,t~ln the Earnest :tvfon.ey
Deposit as liquidated damages along with Seller may at there discretion maintain all right to specific
performlU!ce of this Agreement and/or to :recover actual damages i..'lcurred as a resuli of Euye-r-'s
failure to close. Earnest money shall be credited to purchase price at closing. Sellc;r shall refund
earnest money to buyer in the event City of Rathdrum Council does not approve B>.i.yers pre1imira,y
plat within 12 months from signing of this agreement. In the event of any ofuer default by Biiyer,
which is not Cllred within a reasonable period after written notice, Se!ier shall have all rig.Ji.ts and
remedies provided by law, including the right to specifically enforce this Agreement.
Buyer shall have all legal rights and remedies provided by law in the Stste of!daho.
§EC'fION 14. MISCELLANEOUS

i4.l

Notices. Any demand, request or notice which either party hereto desires or m.aybe required
ro make or deliver to the oilier shall be in writing and shall be deemed given when delivered
by facsimile, personally delivered, delivered by private cou.,ier service ( such as Federsl
Express), or three days after being deposited in the United States Mai! i.11 registered or
certified fonn, retum receipt requested, addressed as follows:
To Seller:

Neighborhood Inc.
3201 Huetter Road
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83&14

To Buyer:

To Personal Gi:ia.rantor:

JCAVLLC
P.O.Box463
Fox Island, WA. 96333

Jack VanderWa~J
P.O. Box463
Fox Island, WA. 96333

Or to such other single address and person as either party may communicate to the ofuer by Hlrs.&

'Written notice.
14.2

Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains the entire 11nderstanding between. rhe
pa:ties and :mpersedes any prior understandings and agreements between them respecting ilie s-ubjecr
matter hereof. There are no other representations, agreements, arrangements or understandin.::-•, oral
or '\Vritten, between and among the parties hereto or any of them, relating to the subject rn~r.r.er 0,f fai•
AgreemeJlt. No amendment of or supplement to this Agreement shall be valid o:r effeotlve ur,Jess
made in writing and executed by the parties hereto.
14.3 Construction. The section headings throughout this Agiieement are for conver,ie,i.ce
and reference only and the words contained in thein shall not be held to expand, modify, a.'!!plify or
aid in the interpretation, construction or meaning of this Agreement .All pronouns a.'ld a.>iy va.,iatio:us
thereof shall be deemed to refer to the masculine, feminine, neuter, singular or plural as the
identification of the person or pei-sons, firm or firms, corporation or corporations may require. Any
reference herein to "daysri means consecutive calendar days. If the last day of any ii.'l'.l('; period (:fr any
other specified date occurs on a day when the recording office of the county L'I which the Properly is
located is closed, such time period or date shall be extended to the ne~"t day such recording office is
open. All parties hereto have been represented by legal counsel in this transac1ion •nd ?.Ccordingly
hereby waive the general rule of construction that an agreement slwl be construed ag"inst its drafter.
14.4
Attorneys' Fees. In the event of litigation between the pa.-ties hereto, dedaratm:y or
otl-1erwise, in connection with this Agreement, the prevailing party s."i.?11 recover its costs m,_d.

attorneys' fees actually incurred, including for appeals, which shall be d.et.errrd.ned and fixed by the
cou..Tt as part of the judgment.
14.5 Binding. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon tl-ie heirs.
persona! representaHves, successors and assigns of the parties hei-eto. Buyer may assign the right to
·
purchase any or all Lots at Closing.

14.6
Tax Effect No party has made or is making any representations to fue other
concentlng any of the tax effects ofthe transactions provided for in this Agreement No party shall
be liable for or in any way responsible to any other party because of any ta:ic effect resulting from the
,., ·1
/

'
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transactions provided for in this Agreement.
14.7

Disclosure. Buyer is aware that Seller is an Idaho Corporation.

14.8 Survival. All warranties, representations, covenants, obligations and agreements
contained in or arising out of this Agreement shall survive the Closing and t.he transfer sud
conveyance of the Property hereunder and any and all performance herennder. All Wa.'!'?"ties a,d
representations sh.all be effective regardless of miy investigation made or wJ-.ich could have been
made.

14.9 Covenants and Restrictions. Buyer has received a copy of the Prelimina.ry Title
Report and Easements for said property

SELLER:

STATE OF IDAHO

)
)ss

COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

)

.

-;I

-

On this £day of _ it, aer'I ~

,200 S- , before me, a Notary

Public for the St:?!te of

Idilho, personally appearedCLIFFO
E. MORT, kno.wn or identified to ll'.e to be the President of
Neighborhood, Inc., that be executed the within instrum.ent on behalf of.said corporation and
acknowledged to ine that such oorporation executed the same.
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

) ss

)

COlJNTY OF PIERCE

On this _day of~_ _ _ _ _,.,00_, before me, a Notazy ?t!blic for the Sraie of
Washlngton, personally appeared JACK VANDERWAAL, known or identified to me to be tlle
~ g member of JCAV, UC, he executed the within instrument on behalf of said linlited
liabiJiry compilny and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed ,he s?-n1e.

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR WASHINGTON
Residing At:

Commission Expires:

)

STATE OF WASHINGTON

) $$

)

COUN'1'Y OF PffiRCE

On thisP4day of 12£ttm6€,lL
.200 1 / before me, aNotmy Public forilie Sta.to of
WMhiugton, personally appeared JACK V ANDER~, known or identified to me to be the
person whose nmne is subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that he
executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF.~~unto set my hand and seal ,he nanw and year in t.'ns
---"
~
·
-- ti:;
\;.
·
""'"ncat.e fiU'st above written.
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~OTARYPU£CFOR WASHINGTON

f Residing At: ~ t irM
Cow.mission Exoires: 3.l"[J.'f-tJ t
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EXHIBll' A

TO

PURCHASEANDSALEAGREE11ENT
DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

The real property situated in the City of Rathdrum, Kootenai County, Stare ofidahc,
is legally described as follows:
Parcel# R-0000-006-4800
Government Lot 6 and Northeast Quarter of the Southwest Quarter, Section 6, Township Si
North, Range 4 West, Boise Meridian, Kootenai County, Idaho. Except !:he West 330 feet of
Government Lot 6, together with an Easement for Ingress, Egress and Utilities, being 30' in width
Beginning at the centerline of Nagel Lane where it intersects with the centerline of Ohio Street,
continuing south to a point where it meets the North Line of Government Lot 6.

) '1' ,;;.,
•.

I

~

Meyer Tra:ctls

ADDENDUM

TO
NE!GHBORHOODNANDEkWAAL- PlJB.CHASE AND SALE AGREEl\li'.,,ENT

-1J.fd

This Addendum made and entered into this
day of June, 2005 by and
between Neighborhood, fnc., a corporation orgamzed under the !e.Ws of tl:!e State of
Idaho, whose principal place of business is 3201 North Huetter Road, Coeur d'Alene,

Idaho, 83814, hereafter retcrred to as "Seller: JCAV LtC, a Washington Limited
Liability C<1111pany, whose principal place of business is P. 0. Box 463, Fox Island,
Washington 96333, hereafter referred to as ''Buyer", ,md :for m1.,t,Ja! OO!!!lide.<ation, the
rccolpt 1111d sufficiency ofwbicb is hexeby acknowledged, do hereby a~~ amend &hs.1

certain rea.LJ:syite Purcha.,e and Sale agr,i,eme.nt executed on the ~ day of the
2004 by and betwe=n the above referenced pa.•i:ies h, the follcv,ing
manner li!ld on tho following terms and conditions:

ran~,

•n

I.
1n lieu cf Buyer's obligation tD ei1.eeuw # Note aml Deed of Tru.<;t favor
of· Seller 10 secuce the performance of Buy«'s obligation to conau-uct me roadway
improvements as provided for in Panigraph numbered 4 of said agreement, 'Buyer sl:!sll
instead deposit at closing the sum of $220.480 in escrow at Pioneer Title Compi-.r,y to
g,.!ll!"..ntee ¢e construction of said improvements on the following terms and conditio,~•.:
a.

The pra<:eed$ to be deposited in esorow in me as~imt of $no ,4il0

shall be used sol.el.y for the construction of the roadway Improvements ma& by Buyer for
which Buyer has been given a credit under the terms of the l't1"Cilas;, and Sale
Agreeme.'l.t. In the. event that the Duyer has not completed said iw.provements ;,, a li.rne!y

malll!.er as required in the original l'urchase IU!d Sale Agteemeii!, th,:, Seller sh.al! be
entitled to utilize all of the proceeds for the construation of the i!'.i;provements or any
oortlon thereof which· has not been completed by the Buyer, i."J)O!l the sa.n.e condhio!'..8 for
;.,leas¢ ofthe·proceeds as set forth below.
·

b.
Buyer shall he enti~ed to Il!Jlk~ draws from the llSC!'OW eccoimt for
that portion of the work certified by the Project Engineer to have been ¢omplered. The

.Project Bngln1.1er shall pi:epare a written certifica:w of completio>.J. to be deposited m
escrow and shall allOC11te what percentage of the work has been. oomple>.eid. US Ba."'k
shall also provide written authorization to Nlease said funds in accorom,ce wi.th ID"3e
terms but shall not withhold authorization .for the ml.ease of said funds to Seller in tile
evenl of dmult by Buyer. The eacrow agent shall then be entltled to rele= to the Buyer,
or to pay on Buyer's behalf, that percentage of the l)IDOllnt escrowed. Such Nleaseil oft.l-ae
proceeds for such pmposes shall be made in inqr,;ments of l'v\fei,.ty.:five percent (25 %).
The fulal twenty•flve percent (25 %) of the proceeds shall n<:it be released i.mder !l.!l.Y
con4ition until the roadway has been certified as fully completed.

c.
Buyer may, at Buyer's optlon, provide fo.r Seller's b=!it li letter of
credit, satisfactory to S.:ller, in favor of Seller scowing all of Buyer's obiigetions tor
construction of the roadways and upon acceptance of said letter of credit by Saller, Buyer
shall be relieved of the obligation to maintain the funds in escrow.
Af)l.)BNl)UM TO N!ll(Jt-'J!ORIIOOO/VANO~~ WNU.-

PURC!!,\.~E ANI) SALE AGRllEMENT- Pas,, l
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2.
It further agreed that in con,..ideration of the obliga!ions to mllke cert~ln
improvements as a condition of the approvals made by the .City of Rst.'1drum du..•in.g
1mnex;ati.on and platting of the subject property, JCAV LLC is to pay to Neighborhood,
Jnc. the sum of $260,000, for its share of the amount promised to b~ paid. The additional
sum of $260,000 shall be ]lllld to Neighborhood, Inc. not later thim lhe date of tho final
rwol'ding of the plat for the Radiant Lake $ubdivislon, or any part thereof, or
inunedlately upoo the demand of the City of Rathdrum for any amount due for such
improvements required by the City of Rllthdrwn as a condition of its approvws,
whichever shall first ooour. The imi,rovements for which said funds are to be paid apply
only to those improvements promised ro the Cicy of 'Rathdrum during (he approvi!l
process such as the cash conlrib11tion for traffic signalization, an .enginS<!ri.ng study anl\
certain mad.way improvements. Neighborhood, Inc. agrees to !l'.akc full paym.1:,ttt :I.or
these improvements in a timely manner. JCA V LLC shall remcl..,; respoll!lible for sy
other improvements or fees.
covenants, ob!lgi!!i:ions and
agreements contained in or a.rising out of this Addeindum and the Pu.~ and s~1e
Agyeen1ent shall survive the Closing and transfer end conveyance of the l.'rope..tty
herel!Ilder !llld 1111y and all p<'Jt'fonnance hereunder. All warranties md ~resentations
shall be eirective regp.rdless of any Investigation made or which could have been made.
3.

All warranties, representations,

4.
All tenns and conditions not specifically m~ified herein shail
rema.i11 in full force and effect.

This Addendum is entered into voluntarily and for '!he mu:i:ual bel!.eflt of the
J?artles: the parties have requested that Attorney Charles B. !.empesis prepare this
document and have both acknowledged the exlstmg conflict of ;,,wr,,st that exisis, an.d

have knowingly waived the same. Further, each of the parties l:1;Js obtained such
independent legal advice as they deem appropriate and necessary prior to the eJl'.ecution of
this Addendum. They have not relied upon the opinion of Chadl!,s B. Lempesis ;,,
agreei,ig hereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have signed this Agreement fue dsy •nd
year above written.

S"!J',LLER
NEJGHBO:R.HOOD, INC.

;1,0DcNDUM TO N61GlfflORHOODIV.t\NDllll WML!'URCl'Wl!! AND SALB AC!!EEMl!NT - ~ l

·e.g.;:. ,.,,r r

.::Utt¥ffi:1•'1U4"*'j

STATE OF IDAHO

,.J:'IL'!AiVli

)
} ss

COUNTY OF KOOTENAI )
J

On this~ day of Jlllle, 2005, be.fore me, a Notary Public for the Stm.e of
Idaho, perwnally appeared CLIFFORD E. MORT, known or identific,d to m1;; to be the
President ofNeighborhood, Inc., that he ell.ecuted the within instrume.'lt on behalf of said
corp0ration snd acknowledged to :me that such corporation executed tire same.

STATE OF WASlDNOTON)

) ss
COONTY OF PIERCE

)

On this c:<J".J day of June, 2005, before me. a Notary Public fo:rthe St~e of
Washington, pe!'llonally appeared JACK VANDER WAAL, known or identified to me to
be the managing member of JCAV, LLC, that he exectited the within il!St...-ument on
bs'lhalf of Sllid limited liability company and ackll.owledf;led to me that $\!ch limited
liability company executed the same.

TARY PUBLI~ Fj'.)~ WASHINGTON

Residing A!: ~ ,e',;:,-/JJ,,ev,-.,-,
CommissionExpires, ,:,//,t,/<>9
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EXl{IBIT "B"

-

THAYElVVANDERWAAL .PURCHASE AND SALE A.GREEM-ENT
/.,~·
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This Agreement made and entered into this ~day of_ ::E:tn,,11,,,,'t,
. .20()$by . and
'\ between Georgei!::'.ayer and =eel:rhayer, husband 8:1d wife, whos~ ddress 1.s,P.O. Bo~ ~90:
Rathdrum, Idaho S3858, hereal!ier teferred to as "Seller'· and JCAV LLC, a Waslllngton L1mixea
Liability Company, whose principal place of business is P.O. Box 463, Fox Island, '\Vashlngton
96333, hereafter referred to as "Buyer" and fack VanderWacl, a macied man, w}.ose adtlress is
P.O. Box 463, Fox Island, WA 96333, as Personal Guarantor.

'J

,

\V:hereas Seller is the owner of the hereinafter described real property ilnd desires to sell
to Buyer said real property upon the terms, conditions, and covenants her,;in;;fter contah"led in
this contract, and Buyer desires to purchase the real property hereim;fter described up-011 the
terms, conditions, and covenants hereinafter contained in this contract;

WHEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY AGREED AS FOLLOWS:
l.

AGREEMENT TO PURCHASE -Seller hereby agrees to sell to Buyer, and Buyer herby
agrees to purchase from Seller approximately 41.5 l acres of real property, catrent!y
wned industrial, located in the City of Rathdrum, Idaho, which is more pa.."ti.cularly
described on Exhibit "D" attached hereto, and by reference made a pa..-rt hereof as though
fully incorporated herein.
·

2.

EARNEST MONEY - Buyer shall deposit, on or before 10 days from the date of
execution of this agreement, with Pioneer Title, the closing agent listed below, the sum
of $10,000 as an earnest money deposit and shall be credited to the pli:!chase pric~ at
time of closing. In the event Buyer does not obtain preliminai:y water feature plat,
currently pending with the City of Rathdrum, within one year of signing of thls
agreement then ealllest money shall be refundable.
·

3.

PURCHASE PRIQE -It is agreed by and between the parties, the purchase price for fue
above described real property shall be $830,200.

4.

INFRASTRUCTURE CREDIT Seller shall allow an Infrastructure Credit of
$228,640 toward the Purchase Price of said real property, ma..1dng the fi,...al purchase
price the sum of $601,560. Said Infrastructure Credit of $228,640 represents 1/2 of
Buyer's estimated cost of constructing the northern adjoining roadway and infrastructure
that wi11 serve the northern adjoining property, which cost of improvements to the
Northern one half (1/2) of said roadway would otherwise be the responsibility of Seller.
Said credit is calculated as (1/2)of $160 per !in. ft. as per engineers' esfur,ate of2200 1;,.,,
ft. of northem boundary and 658 Jin. ft. of eastern bound•:ry for a total of 2858 lb.. ft. x

UO~hfr

_

.

In the event the northern adjoining roadway and infrastructure work cannot be completed
prior to the date of closing, then in that event Buyer shall execute a Note and Deed of

Ti:ust on said property in the sum of$457,280, the total amount of the roadway esfunate,
payable to Seller on or before one year from the date of closing, which Note ~all be
extinguished and deemed paid in full at time of completion of road improvemen.ts. No
interest shall accrue on said Note. In the event that the roadway improvements required
of the Buyer are not completed within one year from the date of closing, Buyer shall pay
the Note in full by depositing the full amount due in escrow at Pioneer Title. Said funds
shall be used exclusively for the purpose of completing the roadway improvements to
which the Infrastructure Credit would have applied. In the event that Seller or Buyer
shall fail to complete the roadway improvements for which said f\..mds have been
deposited within 1 (one) year following the deposit of said funds into escrow, men in that
- event the funds shall be distributs'.d equally to Seller and Buyer who shall each rew..ain
responsible for improving their one-half (1/2) of the roadway. Seller and Buyer hereby
agree to grant such easements or rights of way as may be necessa,-y for the impi-ovemenr
of said roadway lying between the property conveyed hereby and the Seller's remaining
property.

5.

CLOSING -Closing of the Purchase and Sale of the Property shall ta.1<:e place at Pfonee~
Title Company in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, on or before 90 cale."lda.t days from the date of
preliminary plat approval from the Rathdrum City Council, and Buyer a.-i.d Seller sl-,.all
share equally in all closing costs. At Buyer's option, tb.e closing date may be extended
for Ill! additional 30 days upon the condition that Buyer deposit additional $25,000 as
earnest money. Said $25,000 deposit shall be nonrefundable and shall be released to fae
Seller upon payment. Upon closing, the additional $25,000 shall be applied to the
purchase price.
Buyer shall provide payment in full to Pioneer Title at time of closing. Seller shall
deliver to Buyer, through Pioneer Title Company, a good and sufficient Wa..rrant:; Deed
to said real property, evidencing good and sufficient title thereto, free and elem- of all
liens, and encumbrances, excluding such easements, assessments, rights of way, or
restrictions as may be of record or in view as of the date of this agreement.
Seller sh.all provide to Buyer within 15 days subsequent to the execution ofthls
agreement a preliminary title report. Buyer shall have 15 days following receipt of said
report to object to any defects or deficiencies of title that may exist. Int.lie event Buyer
objects to the condition of title, then Seller shall have 30 days to remedy any defeet, and
should Seller fail to do so, Buyer may withdraw and terminate this transaction. with a full
refund ofB,\yers deposit, and without penalty. Seller shall provide to Buyer at closing a
standard policy of title insurance at Seller's ei.'])ense at the time of closing.

6.

TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS -All ta.xes and assessments levied and assessed on said
described prenuses for years prior to the date of closing shall be paid by the Seller. All
taxes and assessments now or hereafter levied and assessed on such premises for the year
in which closing occurs, shall be prorated between the parties as of the date of closing,
each party to pay their proportionate share thereof.

. >- "iI (_-·,
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The proration of taxes for the year closing occurs will be based upon information gained
from the Kootenai County Assessor's Office. The infonnation received is an estimate
only, and in the event the taxes for said year are either higher or lower th•"" the estimate,
t.½.e parties agree to re-prorate the taxes in the event Seller has paid either a greater or
lesser amount than would have been required if the Seller had retained O\vnerslilp of the
real property. The adjustment shall be made at the time Buyer receives the ta.x statement
and accounting from the Kootenai County Assessor's Office and Buyer shall fo:rward to
Seller the tax statement and accounting with the sum of money that Seller paid in excess
of what he should have been required to pay at closing if applicable, or Buyer shall
forward the tax statement to Seller and Seller shall refund to Buyer any amounts that
·should have been Seller's tax burden dilling the period in which Seller owned the real
prope1ty.

7.

BUYER'S OBLIGATIONS -As part of the terms of this sale, Buyer agrees to pdorm
the following:
A. Buyer will immediately embark on a master neighborhood layout, continuing
to work with the City ofR.athdnnn and its engineers on an overall utility

plan. Buyer shall keep Seller informed of its progress and accept Seller's
input on said plan.
B. Buyer shall locate and construct a minimum of two water a.,id two sewer
stubs to the north and one water stub and one sewer stub to the east uti!i-nng
City ofR.athdmm approved sewer and water !i.>1e sizes for fui:Ure u.se.
C. Buyer shall stub in natural gas, power, phone and cable lines tot.~ nort..h and
to the east.

·

D. Buyer shall install curbs, sidewalks and asphalt pursuant to the City of
Rathdrum standards. All engineering and surveying for the sa.,ne shall be rb.;;
responsibility of the Buyer.
E. B~yer to obtain all requ1red permics for cha inicial fil
fill and future maintenance of Buyers proposed lake.

GUARANTEE OF BUYER'S PERFORMANCE .As additional seciLrity forrhe
performance of Buyer's obligatious under the terms ofthls agreement, and all ofihe covenants,
obligations and restrictions imposed hereby, Jack Va:nderWaal, a member of JCAV LLC, agrees
to guarantee full and complete perfonnance of Buyer's obligations under the t.erms of this
Agreement, and by affixing his signature hereto, agrees to be personlllly liable for all oft.he
obligations of JCAV LLC.
9.

SELLER OBLIGATIONS -As part of the terms of this sale, Seller agrees to perform
the following:
A. Seller shall allow Buyer to work with the City of Rathdrum to rezone said

3

property to Residential from Industrial.
B. Seller shal:l. gr;mt t8 Il'!¼:,•~r tae cigbt and ability: to 4;-a,,,, •xaior :=-es Se!!.:.: 's
e~Eistisg urells adeq:,>ate to '.Rll El>~\yer'e F1f0pased l~ ht a tet30!tahle
Seller shall grant to Buyer the right to
draw wacer from the Sellers exiattne well•
for the initial. fill of Ruv.e,ro s'l>-nn(S,.,d-,:'.,.
C. Seller shal l grant to Buyer the appropnate easemcnt10 accoS1l t!:1e ~,,.,.,s,,:,. ~ 'c"' • •
fufleft.•tlffl:e.

well" as per exhibit 'D" for transmission lines, etc.

~ .· J

~

D. Seller shall allow. Buyer, its successo1-s~k~S.lfj! rig.Ji'. t7c ~
draw water from the "sJioJlqrg we!l"for the purpose ofprov!dmg water to
lake and for other irrigation type p1.n-poses in the Buyer's proposed
development. Buye/shall pay to Seller a sum to be detemuned for a
proportionate share of maintenance and operations of the sar-ue "er· 11 cw
well". t,,;,o ;au, ,l/,!(.£J..;,/ •• 1,,

me

E. Should Seller choose to give up his rights to said "sha!Icw well", Seiler shall
grant to Buyer, its successors and assigns the rights to end ownership cf said
"s!.a!l:ew well". ,?,,a ,,a1lA . k , ! ' ~ •·,A"
POSSESSION AND EARLY CONSTRUCTION -Buyer shall be entitled to possession
upon closing. Upon written approval of Seller. Buyer shall have the right to enter upon
and commence development of the proposed property prior to :final ciosfog. If permitted
to do so, Buyer shall bear the cost of all improvements and work penom1ed without $;!:i.y
claim for refund or unjust emichment, and Buyer shall not suffer any liens or otherwise
allow the real property to become encumbered due to his development of or work upon
the real property.
11.

REMEDIES -In the event Buyer does not purchase and close the sale of the real
property on the date set forth herein, the Seller shall be entitled to keep all eaJnest
monies and nonrefundable ex.tension monies as remedy for nonperfonnance by
Buyer. Seller may also have additional remedies under the laws of Idaho for specific
performance of a contract.
-

12. ·

TIME IS OF ESSENCE> Seller and Buyer acknowledges and agrees that time is ofilie
essence, and each shall timely and fully perform their obligations hereunder.

13.

ATTORNEYS FEES .Each party shall be responsible for their own attorneys' :foes and
each shall be responsible for obtaining independent legal counsel of their own choos;ng
prior to execution of this Agreement.

14.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

A. If either the Seller or Buyer consists of two or moi·e persons, such persons
shall be jointly and severally liable hereunder. Fu.rt.hermore, whenever any
other neuter or singular ten11 is used herein, such term shall be consn:ued -co
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include any party whether male or female as may be appropriate.
B. By executing this Agreement, as shoVvn by their respective signatures, me
parties hereto do hereby acknowledge receipt of a copy ofthls entire
Agreement, state that the provision.~ contained herein have been read by them
in their entirety and acknowledge that they understand the same, and that said
Agreement and each of its provisions have by them been f'Jlly and entirely
accepted.
C. Th.is Agreement shall supersede any and all other agreements written or o;ral,
between the parties concemi1;1g the matter hereof, and no mocli:ficatio:r,.s hereof
shall be valid wtless in writing executed by all the pa..rties hereto.
D. It is further understood that Charles B. Lempesis of Post Falls, Idaho 83854,
has assisted in the drafting of this agreement as the attorney for Neighborhocd
Inc., and does not represent either Seller or Buyer. Seller and Buyer
acknowledge and agree that they have not been given any advice by Charles
B. Lempesis and have been advised to seek and obtain independent legal
advice by counsel of their own choosing prior to signing thls agreement.
E. In the event an attorney is employed to enforce the provisions oft.iris
Contract, or there is any litigation arising out of any disag-reement over Lhe
performance of this Contract, the party found to be L11 default herein agrees to
pay the prevailing party's reasonable attorney's fees and costs of the
enforcement of action in addition to any other award of the court.
1_j_

BINDlNG. The TERMS and PROVISIONS hereof shall be binding upon the heirs,
executors, administrators and/or assigns of the partiez hereto.

) 'j'
·-~ /.:~
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have signed this Agreemeut the dey and yi= above writtei;..
SELLER
PURCHASE
')
)

__,..__.v

,

,

-~ _:t!,,,1·.
VAN'DERWAAL, Ms.aging
Member

STATE OF IDAHO

)

} ss
CO(JNTY OF KOOTENAI
On

)

tlus:ll~ty ofJafl.l{(l;tlj

\

Idaho, perso11ally appeared GEORGElHAYER and AUDRBB TIIAYER, known or idcnrified to
me to be the persons whose names are·subscribed to tft.5'¥or1gting in,,"tt'ument as Sellers lJlld
acknowledged to me that they executed the same.
IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the = e and ye& iri thls
certmcate first above written.

JENNIFER LOVASZ
Notary Public
State of Idaho
STATE OF WASHINGTON)
)ss

COUNTY OF PIERCE

)

On this _day of_ _ _ _ _ _~200_, before me, a Nota.,y Public for the State of
'Washington, personally appeared JACK VANDERWAAL, known or identified to me to be the

managing member of JCAV LLC, he executed the within instrument on behalf of said limited
liability comp!llly and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed the srune.

. NOTARY PUBLIC FOR WASHINGTON
Residing At:
Commission Expires:
STATE OF WASHINGTON}

)ss
COUNTY OF PIERCE

)

On thisJday of 1:, 1)e l!,/rl6 E.6
,200£ before me, a Notary Public for the Srate of
Washingron, personally appeared JACK VANDERWAAL, known or identified to me to be the
that he
person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to
executed the same.

me

IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, I~~w.to set my hand and seal the name and. vear ln fuis
certificate first above written.
~~ ~;.~~/1/0~111
•
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EXHIBIT ''b'

A parcel of land situate in the North half ofS-ectiorr6, Township 51 North, Range
5 West, Boise Meridian, Kootenai County, Idaho, more particularly described as

follows:
COMMENCING AT the center
BEGINNING;

of said Section 6, the iRUe if>Oii\lT 01=

thence along the East-West centerline of said Section 6 North 88°45'47" \\lest
2678.91 feet;
thence North 00°35'37" East-590:90-nrat; ·
thence 47 .27 feet along. a. A0/.1.•fi3l'.lg8nt cui:ve. coocave. to the soumeast; h'a!.iil:igradius of3o:·oo feet, a cei:m:at:angte.of 90°17'05.":;:and a long chord bearing North

45°44'09" East 42.53 feet,.
thence South 89"07'18"East5t3:4tfeet;thence 47 .23 feat along.a AOA,,tar.lgeAf CUNe-,concave.to the soumw.est; l:11;!.\/!i:i.g.
radius of 30.00 feet, a centrat..angte..of.90°-tt'.56'.'.Amd a long chord bearing South
44°01 '16" East 42. 50 feet;
thence South 89°07'18" East 60.00 feet;
thence 47.02 feet along a non-tangent curve concave to the southeast, having
radius of 30.00 feet, a central angle of 89°47'38", and a long chord bearing North
45°58'44" East 42.35 feet;
thence North 01°04'47" East 80.00 feet;
thence South 88°45'47" East 1915.91 feet;
thence South 88°45'59'' East 239.81 feet;
thence 47.32 feet along a non-tangent curve concave to the northwest, having
radius of 30.00 feet, a central angle of 90°22'26", and a tong Chord bearing North
'
46°02'48" East 42.56 feet;
thence South 88°23'33" East 60.01 feet;
thence 46.93 feet along a non-tangent cuNe .concave to the northeast, having
radius of 30.00 feet, a central angle of 89°37'34", and a long chord bearing South
43°57'12" East 42.29 feet;
thence South 00°34'45" West 80.01 feet;
thence 47.37 feet along a non-tangent curve qoncave to the southeast, having
radius of 30.00 feet, a central angle of 90°28'11", and a long chord bearing South
45°59'56" West 42.60 feet;
thence South 00°51'35" West 311.67 feet;
thence 282.83 feet along a non-tangent curve concave to the northwest, having
radius of 860.00 feet, a central angle of 18°50'36", and a !ong chord bearing
South 10°16'53" West 281.56 feet;
thence 5.25 feet along a non-tangent curve concave to the southeast, having
radius of 740.00 feet, a central angle of 00°24'22", and a long chord bearing
South 19"30'00" West 5.25 feet;

thence North 88°45'59" West 282.24 feet to the TRUI= PO!NT O!= BeGli\!N!NG.

said parcel contains 45. 77 acres, more or less.
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ADDENDUM

TO
TBAYER/VANOERW AAL - PURCHASE. AND SALE A.GREEM.ENT

This .Addendum !llllde and entered into this ~ d a y of June, 2005 by and
between George Thayer and A1.ldi:ee Tliayer, husband end wife, whose address is P. o.
Box 190, Rathdrum, Idaho 83858, hereafter referred to as "Se!!et" and JCAV Lf.C, a

Washington Limited Liability Company, whose principal place of busi,;,.ess is P. 0. Box
463, Fol<'. Island. Washineu,n 96333, h,:,reafter referred to as "Buyer" and fol'.' mut,ml

conslderatioa, the receipt 11.lJ.d sufficiency of which is hereby acknowiedged,, do h.erebv
agree to amend that <:ertain real estate Purchase and Sale agreement execlt.ed on
e:-1::/4 day of tile ;J;;J/1/ u@"i/, , 2004 by 1l:Dd between the above ?eTeTencod partk,:. in
~Owin€; manner an.d on tb.i followlng temtS and conditions;

th;

t.
rn lieu of Buyer's obligation to execute a Note and Deed of Trust in favor
of Seller to secure the performance of Buyer's obligation to coust.'1.1ct the roadW'f..y
improvements as provided for in ParalP'!lph numbered 4 of sllid agr,:,emen.t, Buyer sh.all
instead deposit at closin& the S\Jln of $4S7,280 in escrow at r'loneer Tfale Compa."'y to
guarantee the construction of said i!llprovements on the following terms and. ci;rulitioJ'l.s:
a.
The proceeds to be deposited in escrow in tll.e amount of $457,21!0
sh.'ll! be used solely fot the construction of the roadway lmprovemenVJ; made by Buyer to,
whl.eh Buyer .has been given a credit under the terms of the Purohase eru:I S:i;l;;
Agreement. In the event that the Buyer has not completed scld Lmprovemet1ts ir1. ~ timely
manner as required in the original Puroh.ase and Sale Agreern....-nt, fu.e Seller shall be
entitled to utilize all of tilt:: proceeds for the conslr!ICtion of the· improvements or any
portion the~of which has notbeet\ completed by the Buye,r, upon t.l;e sa..<ne condl.tions for
1'$ler;.se of the proceeds es set forth below.

b.

Buyer shall be e:o:titled to make d:raws from t!J.e escrow account for

that portion of the work certified by the Project Engineer to have been completed. The
Project Engineer sbllll prepare a written certificate of completion to be deposited ;.,
e,icrow and shall all(>Oate what perce1nase of the work bas beer, oo"'plet.ed. US Bank
swill also provide written authorization to release said :fuilds in oocorqance w;tl, !.1-tese

but shall not withhold authorization for the release of said ibnds to Seller in the
event of default by Buyer. The escrow Bg01tt shall then be entitled to rele!lSe to the
Buyer, or to be paid on Buyer's behalf, that percentage of tile amot.snt e,scn::,Wed. Such
releases of the proceeds for such puxpuses shall be made in increments of twenty-:five
t,enru:

percent (25¾), 1'he fiita! tw,:;ntyafive percent (25%} ot'i..'le proceeds sba!l not be relea_<>ed
under any condition until the roadway has been certified as fully <:ompleted.

c.

Buyer mey, at Buyer's option, provide for Seller's benefit a letter of

cteciit, satisfactory to Seller, in favor of Seller securing all of, Buyer's obligs±ioDS fo;:
constru.ctlon of the roadways and upon accc:pt.rmce of said letter of credit by Selle,, Buyer

sll«ll be Telieve<l of the obligation to maintain the funds in e=ow.

ADD!lNDUM • Plll!C I

2.
All warranties, representations, covenants, obli1,1ations and agreements
contained in or iu:ising out of this Addendum and the Purehase and S<>!e Agreement shell
stll"l'ive the Closing and transfer and conveyance of the Property hereunder e.."l.d e..'l.y a!i.d
all performance hereunder. All wartanties and representatim.,.s llha!1 be effective
rega.'liless of any investigation mllde or which could have been made.

3.

All terms and conditions not specifically modl:t'ied herein shall remain in

full :force and effect.
This Addendum.

i!I entered

parties; the parties have

into voluntarily and for the mutU2! benefit of t.!i.e
teq\lllSted that Altomey Chw:les B. Lempesis preps.e this

doell1ll.ent and have both acknowledged the existing oo-ii.fliet of interest tha eocis'".s; ·and
have knowingly waived the snme. . Further, each of
parties !llls ob!mned such

the

independent legal advice as they deem IIJ)propriate and necessary prior tQ the execution of
this Addendum. They have not relied upon the opil".ion of Chm:les B. Lemr-.,esis ill
agreeing hen,to.
SELLER

GEORGE 11IAYER, Seller

AUDREE THAYER, Seller
STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss
COUNTY OF 1'00TENAI )

On this~ d!l.y of' JutJ~, 2005, before me,a Notary Public for the Stitte of
{<lane, personally appeared GEORO.l! THAYER and AUDREE THAYER, lctiov..n or
identified to tn¢ to be the peniolll! whose names ill'e subscn'bed to the foregoing
instrument as Seliern and acknowledged to me that they executed t.'1.e 8SI!e.
IN' WITNESS WHEREOF,.! have hereunto set my hand and see! t¾e name encl
year in this certificate first above written-

NOTARYPUBUC FOR l:DA.HO
Reekling At:
Commission Expires:

,, , ':
., (
"

i_H

•

STATE OF WASHINGTON )
) oS

COUNTY OF PIERC.B

l

On this d!.f:!:, day of June, 2005, blribre me, a Noia.ry Public for the S'tat,:;, of
Washington, pcrsomilly appe;i;red 1ACK VANDER WML, toown or identlfied to me 10
be tru; managing member ofJCAV LLC, h¢ ex~ the within hlstrument on beli.a!;f of
said limited liability company llI!d ackn.owledged to me th&.t sucl;. linlit@d liability
c,.m;,pany ~ d the S61'Xll!.

STATE OF IDA.HO

)
) se

COUNTY OF K001ENAf }

£

On tbis
day of June, 2005, hefure rru:, a Notary Public for the Stare of
Washington, personally appeared MICHAEL M.:PHEE, known or identified to me to be
the ll)Jilnaging member of JCAV LLC, hi, executed the within ins1.ni1:mmt on bclia1f of said
limited liability company and acknowledged to me that !lllch lim,.¼:ed l.labllity cc~y
,;><;eoUled the SIU7!<::.

TAI()' PUBLIC FOR. IDJ\..HO
Re&iding At: ,e'.47fJve,:,v-.,-,
Commissl® Expires: ,is/.1""' 9

/a

From; Mike McPhee <mdmcphee@earthlink.net>

SUJbje::t: P & S agreement exhibit C
Date: Fri, 24 Dec 2004 08:21:04 -0800
To: Jack VanderWaal <jcav555@centurytel.net>
CC:
BCC:
, • ., ·-••• •••• .. - - •••'•• •' --·· ·-·-···· ••••••••-•;¥ ••

w-,-•-,rn .. --
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EXlllBIT ''C"
NE!GIIDORHOODNANDERWAAL .PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
This Agreement made and entered int.a 1hi.s...{ 1day of .,; /4V?, ,,4 ,..,,1
.200::§:.. by
and between Neighborhood, Inc., a corporation organized under the la'.ws of the State of J'1;ahr,,
whose principal place of business is 3201 North Huetter Road, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, 83814,
hereafter referred to as "Seller; JCAV LLC, a Washingt.on Llmited Liability Company, whose
principal place of business is P. 0, Box 463, Fox Island, Washington 96333, hereafter referred to as
"Buyer"; and Jack VanderWaal, a married man, whose address is P. 0. Box 463, Fox ,~bnd,
Washington 96333, as Personal Guarantor.
Whereas Seller is the owner of the hereinafter described real property and desL-es to sell to
Buyer said real property upon the terms, conditions, and covenants hereinafter conreined in this
contraDt, and Buyer desires to purchase the :real property hereinafter
described up0n the terms, conditions, and covenants herei11after contained in this contract;

WHEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY AGREED AS FOLLOWS:
!.

AGREEMENT TO PURCHASE -Seller hereby agrees to sell to Buyer, and Buyer hei:by
agrees to purchase from Seller approximately 5.98 acres of real property, located in the City
of Rathdrum, Idaho, which is more particularly described on Eldubit "E" attached hereto,
and by reference made a part hereof as though fully incorporated herein.

2.

EARNEST MONEY -Buyer shall deposit, on or before 10 days from the date of execution
of this agreement, with Pioneer Title, the closing agent listed below, the Sl.k"!l of$5,000 as &'1
earnest money deposit and shall be credited to the purchase price ai time of closing. The
deposit is refundable in the event City of Rathdn.u:n does not approve B,iyers prelimina.,Y
plat within one year of this agreement.

3.

PURCHASE PRICE -It is agreed by and between the paro.es, the pu..,chase price fo:r the
above described real property shall be $119,600.

4.

INFRASTRUCTURE CREDIT -Seller shall allow an Infrastructure Credit of
$110,240 toward the Purchase Price of said real property, making the final purchase price tlie
sum of $9,360. Said Infrastructure Credit of $1 l 0,240 represents l!.2 of Buyer's estimated
cost of constructing the eastern acljoining roadway and in:fulstructure that will serve the

eastern adjoining ptoperty, which cost of improvements to the eastern 1/.2 of ssid roadw,ay
would otherwise be the responsibility of Seller. Said credit is calculated as 1/2 of $160 per
Jin. ft. as per engineers' estimate of 1378 Jin. ft. x $80 per lin. ft Buyer shall grant to Seller a
right-of-way easement to the proposed roadway location.

In the event the eastern adjoining roadway and in:frastructure work car.not be completed prior
t.o the date of closing, then in that event Buyer shall execut.e a Note and Deed of Trust on
said property in the sum of$220,480, the total amount

of the roadway estimate, payable to Seller on or before one year from the date of closing,
which Note shall be extinguished and deemed paid in full at time of completion of road
improvements. No interest shall accrue on said Note. In the event that the roadway
improvements required of the Buyer are not completed within one year from the date of
closing, Buyer shall pay the Note in full by depositing the full amount due in escrow at
Pioneer Title. Said funds shall be. used exclusively for the pu..rpose of completing fi-.e
roadway improvements to which the Infrastructure Credit would have applied. In the event
that Seller or Buyer shall fail t.o complete the roadway improvements for \J\l!!i.ch said funds
have been deposited within I (one) year following the deposit of said funds into escrow, then
in that event the funds shaJ1 be distributed equally to Seller and Buyer who shall each rerralin
responsible for improving their one-half ('12i of 1he road'way. Seller and Buyer hereby agree to
grant such easements or rights of way as may be necessary for the improvement of said
roadway lying between the property conveyed hereby and the Seller's remaining property.
5. CLOSING -Closing of the Purchase and Sale of the Property shall talce place at Pioneer Title
Company in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, on or before 90 calendar days from the date of
preliminary plat approval from the Rathdrum City Council, and Buyer and Seller shall share
equally in all closing costs. At Buyer's option, the closing date may be extended for arr
additional 30 days upon an additional nonrefundable deposit of $5,000. Said S5,000 deposit
sh.all be nonrefundable and shall be released to 1he Seller upon payment. Upon closing, the
additional $5,000 shall be applied to the purchase price.
Buyer shall provide payment in full to Pioneer Title at time of closing. Seller shall deliver to
Buyer, through Pioneer Title Company, a good and sufficient Wa.rra.ri.ty Deed to said rc;al
property, evidencing good and sufficient title therei:o, free and clear of all liens, imd.
encumbra.,ices, excluding such easements, assessments, rights of way, or :rost..rictioi:'.s as may
be of record or in view as of the date of this agreement.
Seller shall provide to Buyer within 15 days subsequent to the execution of this agreement a
preliminary title report. Buyer shall have 15 days following receipt of said report to object to
any defects or deficiencies of title that may exist. In the event Buyer objects to the condition
of title, fuen Seller shall have 30 days to remedy any defect, !!!!d should Seller fail to do so,
l:luyer may withdraw and terminate this transaction with a full refund of Buyers deposit, end
without penalty. Seller shall provide to Buyer at closing a stm1dard policy tiftilc!e insu."'!lllce
,~ i '":/ ( '

<::; '. .

at Seller's expense m the time of closing.

6.

TA.XES AND ASSESSMENTS -All taxes and assessments levied and asseSScd on said
described premises for years prior to the date of closing shall be paid by 1he Seller. All taxes
and assessments now or hereafter levied and assessed on such premises for the year in which
closing ocCU1-s, shall be prorated between the parties as of the date of closing, each pa.>'t'J ro
pay their proportionate share thereof.

The proration of taxes for the year closing occurs will be based upon info.rrrnmong.ained
from the Kootenai County Assessor's Office. The information received is an estimate o:rJy,
and in the event the taxes for said year are either higher or lower than the estimate, the
parties agree to re-prorate the taxes in the event Seller has paid either a g-teater or lesser
amount than would have been required if the Seller bad retained ownership of the real
property. The adjustment shall be made at the time Buyer receives the tax statement and
accounting from the Kootenai County Assessor's Office and Buyer sh<>Jl forward Ul Seller
the tax statement and accounting with the sum of money that Seller paid in. excess of what he
should have been required to pay at closing if applicable, or Buyer shall forward the ta.x
statement to Seller and Seller shall refund to Buyer any amounts that should have been
:Seller's tax burden during the period in which Seller ov-vned the real property.
7.

BUYER'S OBLIGATIONS As part oft.he tenns of this sale, Buyer agrees to perform the
following:
Buyer will immediately embark on a master neighborhood layout, continuing to work
with the City of Rathdrum and its engineers on an overall utilit<J plan. Buyer s.¾.all
keep Seller informed of its progress and accept Seller's input on said plan.

GUARANTEE OF BUYER'S PERFORMANCE .As additional secu..-r:ity for the perforra•,,,ce
of Buyer's obligations under the terms of this agreement, and. all of the covemmts, obligations and
resirictions imposed hereby, Jack VanderWaal, a member of JCAV LLC, agrees to guarantee foll
-ii.nd complete performance of Buyer's obligations under the terms of this Agreement, and by a.fJixing
his signature hereto, agrees to be personally liable for all oft.he obligations of JCAV LLC.
&.

9.

SELLER OBLIGATIONS As part of the terms of this sale, Seller agrees to perfo:rra the
following:
Seller shall allow Buyer to work with the City ofRa"lhdr..rm on. a master plan of the
said property for a residential" subdivision.

l 0.

PbSSf:iSS10N AND EARLY CONSTRUCTION -Buyer shall be en.titled to possession. upon
closirJg. Upon written approval of Seller, Buyer shall have the right to enter upon and
co~ce development of the proposed property prior to ffr1al dosing. If permitted to do so,
,._,i

r-.) ~
.... '·'

Buyer shall bear the cost of all improvements and work pe,:formed wit.ii.out any claim for
refund or unjust enrichment, and Buyer shall not suffer any liens or otherwise allow the real
property to become encumbered due to his development of or work upon tb.e real propei:ty.
11.

REMEDIES -In the event Buyer does not purchase and close the sale of the real property on
the date set forth herein, the Seller shall be entitled to keep all earnest monies and
nonrefundable extension monies as remedy for nonperfon:nance by Buyer. Seiler may also
have additional remedies under the laws of Idaho for specific performance of a contract.

12.

TIME IS OF ESSENCE- Buyer will work diligently to perfect the proper documents to
facilitate the preliminary plat with the City of Rathdrum.

13.

ATTORNEYS FEES .Both parties shall be responsible for their own attorneys'
fees and each shall be responsible for their own attorney review.

14.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.
A.

If either the

Seller or Buyer consists of two or more persons, such persons •h~ll
be jointly and severally liable hereunder. Furthermore, whenever any other neuter
or singular te:rm is used herein, such term shall be cor.st,ued to include any party
whether male or female as may be appropriate.

B. By executing this Agreement, as shown by their respective signatures, the pa.rues
hereto do hereby acknowledge receipt of a copy ofthis entire Agreement, state
that the provisions contained herein have been read by them in their entirety and
acknowledge that they understand the same, and fhat said Agreement and each of
its provisions have by them been fully and entirely accepted.
C. This Agreement shall supersede any and all other agreements -written or oral,
between the parties concerning the matter hereof, and no modificatio:os hereof
shall be valid unless in writing executed by all the parties hereto.
D. It is further understood that Charles B. Lempesis of Post Falls; Idaho 33854, ha 0
assisted in the drafting this agreement as the ll.ttorney for Neighl;orhood Inc.,
and does not represent either Seller or Buyer. Seller and Buyer acknowledge and
agree that they have not been given any advice by Charles B. Lernpesis and have
been advised to seek and obtain independent legal advice by counsel of their own
choosing prior to signing this agreement

of

E. fu the event an attorney is employed to enforce the provisions of this Contract, or
there is any litigation arising out of any disagreement oVQ:r the performW-ce of
this Contract, the party found to be in defawt herein ~ees to pay the prevailbg
parcy's reasonable attorney's fees and costs of the enforcement of action in
addition to any other award of the llourt.

15.

BINDING .The TERMS and PROVISIONS hereofshlµl b.e binding upon the hei.>-s,
executors, administrators and/or assigns of the parties hereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have signed this Agreement the day a.YJ.d year ioove
written:
~

'·

STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss
CODNTY OF KOOTENAI )
0

7ti,,l ~ io ,-,;

On thisS aay of .,,,

.
, 20~""before me,

'

a Notary Public for the State otrd~ho,
personally appeared CLIFFORD E. MORT and THOMAS A. JOHNSON, lc110\'\'11 ct identified to me
~ he the President and Vic<} President, r~spectively, of Neighborhood; L>1c., that they executed the
-within instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to
that such corporation
&-ecuted the same.

me

STATE OF WASHINGTON

) .

)ss
cotJNTY OF PIERCE

}

On this _day of
.200_, before me, a Notary Public for the State of
Washington, personally appeared JACK VANDERWA.AL. known or identified to me to be the
managing member of JCAV. LLC, he executed the within instruroent on behalf of said !iniited
liability company and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed the same.

NOTARY PUBUC FOR WASHINGTON
Residing At:
Commission Expires:
'STA'IB OF WASHINGTON )
\

.

) ss
.

)

COl)j:\ffY OF PIERCE

'On fil'!:s~ ~ay of. l)Ub/f.6£-1-- .2oo;fefore me, a Notary Public for the Stare of
\;~ti- ~t!onally ~eared JACKVAND
AAL, known or identified to me to be t.'1e
person ~!:}Se lliilhe is subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me tlllt he

Ek~

execute!J the same.
,
·
.
·
rN. WITNESS '«rat>'<.i~w;~:'i;i,;~
hereunto set my hand and seal the name a.ud,yeai; in t_hjs
y v , ~ ~ ~~$; ·\
certifk.aie first above~ ~
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STEPHEN B. McCREA, !SB #1654
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1501
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite l Ol
Coeurd'Alene,ID83816-150!

·~- < ·

~~:li?::~!!!:a~:te{p~i~~le~64-4370
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F,: 2: ! !J
1

IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE F-IRST JUDICIAL DISTRJCt OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON,
Plaintiff,
vs.
MIKE McPHEE and JCA V, LLC,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV05-8999
AFFIDAVIT OF
STEPHEN B. McCREA
RE: REAL ESTATE LICENSE
OF PLAINTIFF

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai
Stephen B. McCrea, being first duly sworn on oath, states as follows:
I am the attorney for the defendant, JCA V, LLC, in the above entitled action. I am over the
age of eighteen and competent to testify to the matters set forth herein.
Attached hereto are certified copies received from the State of Idaho, Real Estate
Commission. The documents show that Curtis J. Johnson was licensed as a real estate agent
continuously from April 24, 200 I through May 14, 2004. His real estate license was reissued on
August JO, 2004 and expired on October 31, 2004. At that point, Mr. Johnson was not licensed until
January 6, 2005 and his license became inactive on March 9, 2005.
Therefore, Mr. Johnson did not have an active real estate license from May 14, 2004 through
August I 0, 2004. His license, again, was inactive from November 1, 2004 through January 6, 2005
and has not been active since March 9, 2005.

AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN 8. McCREA: PAGE I

DATED this

l_ day of December, 2006.
STEPHEN B. McCREA

otary Public for Idaho
Comm. Expires: 7/7/2012

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMITTAL:
I hereby certify that on this/I!!!_ day of December, 2006, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was mailed by first class mail, postage prepaid, or hand delivered, to:
Curtis Jay Johnson
1206 N. 6th Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814

First Class Mail

Ian D. Smith
Attorney at Law
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste 10 l
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Hand Delivered

STEPHEN B. McCREA

AFF!DA V!T OF STEPHEN B. McCREA: PAGE 2
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REiL ESTATE LIC:ENSll: .

· Nontrartsf~rable

State of Idaho
Real Estate Commission

This is to certify that
CUF,,i S .j JJf-!NSON
is duly licensed to transact business in the state of Idaho as
a Real E,stat'e ' . S,"-1.ESPERSON
onJytwheii acting for or on behalf of:

. '_¼·:..:.: ;' '. -. . .. \:\\
c'.' . MARSHPLL!:MENb ...

\iifliji~

1;it~t~f~1~s!tEt;t ~: ~~f-' \.,.-_,...

2
·.;~

.··,·,:\412412081'

Not Valid Unless Signed by Licensee

'
DONNA M. JONES
Executive Director

~~-/

'

(I">_ t/\10.,/A1=f'O

REE-10-10
Rev, 07/00

REA.L ESTATE COMMISSION

~ ~ ,;,,{/(; 't~~\ 633 North 4th Street
(] ("' , ?,
, :'\'cPO Box 83720

{, ,'\;'0'\.

CommissjQn Use Only

~<::,'\ ~oise, ID 83720-0077

DateFiled:

~t-,.\- :=::/51"' (208) 334-3285
:,;i:ef".om\fflunications Relay Service 1 800 377-3529

'/t"J~() /
5/,,S

' -

Receipt:

\'O~ c,o~,...

License Received:

}/

NOTICE OF REAL ESTATE LICENSE CHANGE
Changes shall become effective when all forms and fees are received and approved by the Idaho Real Estate Commission (IREC) Forms th
are illegible, incomplete or not accompanied by the proper attachments will be returned,
·
a1
SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS

)a, Sales Associate
-~Broker

License Type:

Status:

License Type: ..

0 Designated Broker
O Branch Manager
~ain Office

?,et,,\tj
LocationAddress: ;5·7 u), tf-a.yo&:fl !/ut'I 5f:< ID<f

B

Mailing Address:-"'z.,,.tLL'-------------

XD 83 S3 S:

Office Telephone (with area ":'de):

G;IO_V

• . ,·

C

/Y}o cSl\q I\ (l'Jeoo

City,State,Zip: ~ 1 ,

'

'

L'

~

77d -I.,€; 3

;

'

Firm Name:

Qeaf,, 012,1

a
D
O
0

Active
Inactive
Provisional
Other

9 Branch Office

Be«±IC'.c ~ /bc;oc.io:.±r;s.

~

LocaijonAddress:_/1.M,.a;Z...JCLQJ...L.LJJ"-'""'"'---"="-"',,,__~_,,_.A-f~

0

Mailing AddreSS:_;cs_¾l,""'"'m"-"f------------City ,State, Zip:~ilffi (

Y,,

~w e

J. 'A:/<"() f', LD 838/¢.

hrJ", withareacode):

(@g) J{;;,5-

-o.d< ,:>t:f/

<S-,.

'

Licensee's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ucensee's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,,

Personal Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Personal Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

City,State,Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City ,State,Zip:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Home Telephc.,ne (with area code): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Home Telephone(withareacode): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a

Finn Organization:

Sole Proprietorship

Firm Organization:

O Corporation

a

License Origin:

0

Idaho Primary License

O Reciprocity

a
D
O
0
O
O

o Partnership
Limited Partnership
O Limited Liability Partnership
O Limited Liability Company

D

E

Status:

0 Broker
O Associate Broker

O Branch Office

Main Office
FirmName:

-'A:7 ~les ~ss~at;

D lnactlve
0 Provisional
0 Other

0 Associate Broker
O Designated Broker
0 Branch Manager

A

o Active

.-·1 ,.;utense Origin:

(. l-t ./

Sole Proprietorship
Corporation
Partnership
Limited Partnership
Limited Liability Partnership
Limited Liability Company

O Idaho Primary License
O Reciprocity

1

\

Jay Johnson, Realtor®

lRl~©~ijxif~!Q)
July 12, 2001

JUL I 3 2001
IDAHO REAL ESTATE'
COMMISSION

Marshall Mend
Marshall Mend Realty
157 W, Hayden Avenue
Hayden, ID 83835
Dear Marshall:

Effective July 13, 2001 I am terminating my Idaho real estate license with your brokerage and
transferring to Century 21 Beutler & Associates. I appreciate everything, thank you.

Sincerely,

~

Jay Johnson

Cc: Idaho Real Estate Commission

U.S. Postal Service

.

·
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CEffltFIED MAIL RECEIPT
/DomesticJlltail Only; No Insurance Cover.,ge Provided)
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REE-10-10

IDAHO REAL ESTATE COMMISSION·

Rev. 07/00

633 North 4th Street
POBox83720
Boise, ID 83720-0077
(208) 334-3285
Telecommunications Relay Service 1 800 377 -3529

Commission Use Only
Date Filed:
Receipt:

;,!...,: //-,''.
·tfi,.:i..Li.7- : ..,,,.:l
·: ·:,:.! ,:·<,....,,

License Received:

,._ ··i
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NOTICE OF REAL ESTATE LICENSE CHA~~© &

·. . ·.

.

Changes shall become effective when all forms and fees are received and approved by the Idaho Real Estate Commission (IREC}. /or,&g.t~
are illegible, incomplete ornot accompanied by the proper attachments will be returned.
4PJ? . ,~:':
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j . .,

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONs/O,1¾:) ,,·
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Name of Licensee for Whom
~
the Change is Requested:_......,.,JQ-';:(~1~i1~$,..c.,,,1<J=·----------1::C,,,lfC<':!r:'-'.t'::'1'::·$;:,''-------:-:-:'~=/
,S.),;Q"1t,.,;S-::+~-41'·,...,,,._
4
(Asitappearsonlicen~e}

Co,.,,l!.__,,;,1..

!astname

License Number of Licensee:

first name

middle

nam~'tl/~-' 15:~

~•->+f._O-~D~u..,,.~:,.~5"';:;i_5:_,_,/~---- Date Change Submitted ---ly;-l/4".d-,,,;;a,,,,.1,_,/t.._),..·-:2""'-s,,----ot Necessarily lhe Effective Date)

--~

License Type:

Q"'

Sales A$sociate
Broker
Cl Associate Broker
O Designated Broker
0 Branch Manager

r:fi

A

t/J',ain Office

License Type:

Location Address:

IS,3(.

r,._
6

0 Inactive
O Provisional

Sales Associate

Status: A-Active

Broker

O Associate Broker
0 Designated Broker
O Branch Manager

0 Other

0 Main Office

O Branch Office

(lg()/-f' i' ii JI

Firm Name:

B

Status: iii( Active

Bt:Jt¼{ ~-,,q:po(;.icd-es
North1+•c:s:t Blvd

D Inactive
0 Provisional
O Other
O Branch Office

Gm,9 <". KR.Ji£ ~ Location Address: ; 9m A.l±tt4uµ;,a;t;
FlrmName:

Ma<ling Address:-3,iQ.f[).,,,_,~e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City,S1ate,Zip:0nf'.;;(d' (i;/.edf',
Office Telephq9e (with area code):
/

/

I

LI)

't3ff/f:

(2o'!::-)'J6S::- s-s·s;,v
Broker's Signature

C

Licensee's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Licensee's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Personal Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Personal Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
7

City,State,Zlp: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City ,State,Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ _

Home Telephone (wtth area code): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

HomeTelephone(withareacode): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Firm Organization:

Firm Organization:

D
E

License Origin:

D
O
O
O
O
O

Safe Proprietorship
Corporation
Partnership
Umited Partnership
Lfm1ied Liabil<'ty Partnership
Umited Liability Company

0 Idaho Primary License
O Reciprocity

7

o

o
0
O

0
O
'~ ~r't!nse Origin:

Sole Proprietorship
Corporation
Partnership
Limited Partnership
Limited Liability Partnership
Limited Liability Company

D Idaho Primary License
O Reciprocity

-- •-------• ... r&rliHnn~I in~truction
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REAL ESTATE LICENSE

·,·

Noritransrerab1e

State of Idaho
Real Estate Commission

1·
1

This is to certify that
CURTIS J .-".)HNS N
is duly licensed to transact business in the state of Idaho as
S.AL:::SPER SON
a Real Estate
only when acting for or on behalf of:

~-jj~ffA-BELJTLER\;:',: , .-

.

.

\ CEN,:UFW 21 SEuftek & ;;\S$0GJATES: .DHN.BEUTL

.

Not Valid Unless Signed by Licensee

1s·l~~
(~3.~:.~?,il]~~t:~(y9s
·,c•. ~: :•~OEUROALENE-.10:.83814. ,::____,

i" ___ ;_:~\

.• _..·i·,Tj/. -:

DONNA M. ~ONES

,.,,-;·::?·,\·\{;'.})j)fif ;c';i..;'.f\\·,

r: . ,·~B;~;7~~ij~~~f

·_. ,.:,

Executive Director

i:-=-=--.,,.. . ;, ,,. - - -•1:1:;2002

%,~';1tL~(:"_·:::-:,..·i·-:..,·

._, :, ..:.LiCensf:::Ntimber
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:r:r_:;-,_.,/.:"->,-·
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REAL ESTATELICENSE
State of Idaho
Real Estate Commission

· Nontr$~sferable

.

~

.

. ··. · Ntintrat1.sferable

This is to certify that
CUR.,,,::: ; .;1:;r1;.1sc:s:
is duly licensed to transact business in the state of Idaho as
a Real Estate

s.~LE:::PERso;~

only when acting for or on behalf of:
,"' ~·. ~,:-i ,~ /
SR.AD JORD,nN

Not V;;iJid Unkss Signed by Licensee

. · F(

GMAC REAfr EST.4.TE NORTHV./EST: JORDAN HILL & H
DOt .!N,ti.; M ••}Oi·.JES
Executive Director

t0t3:lt2002.•

. 4/25/2()02
Isslie Date.

···EXPititttiOn;.p~
·

·_ :. ·;;ci<i·,,; ·_-,

G000013242
..1••·•

••·

~~ipess .,t,,Jumber.

.•

FILE
COPY

NO.

.bAHO REAL ESTATE UCENf
Issued by the
STATE OF IDAHO
Idaho Real Estate Commission

This is to certify that Curtis J Johnson is duly licensed to transact real estate business in the State
of Idaho as a Salesperson only when acting for or on behalf of R Brad Jordan for GMAC Real
Estate Northwest.
1900 Northwest Blvd
Coeur d Alene ID 83814

Not Valid Unless Signed by Licensee

Donna M. Jones
Executive Director

License#: SP25251

Issued: 11/1/2002

Expires: 10/31/2004

Business#:

CO13242

Pagel of l

[daho Real Estate Commission --

Idaho Real E:,tate

Commission
Application Usage Audit Log

User R Brad Jordan (DB00010074) removed associate Curtis J Johnson (SP00025251) from
company GMAC Real Estate Northwest (CO00013242) .

. ; .

l,

( .:..t C·

Idaho Real Estate Commission

Page 1 of 1

'i

Idaho Real Estate
Commission

Application Usage Audit Log

Roy N Schons (DB00007072) added associate Curtis J Johnson (SP00025251) to
company The Real Estate Connection (PR00015945).

Title

Approval
No.

School

Date
Completed

Core/
Elective

No. of

Credits

-

Total Credits:

As to whether or not the new associate is actively covered under Real Estate Errors &
· · Omissions Insurance, the user answered: yes

IREC Receipt Number: 142508
Access Idaho Billing Transaction:
Transaction ID: 376733

Date I Time Created: 01 :31 PM MDT August 10, 2004
Description: Associate SP00025251 with PR00015945
Cost: $15.00 (1 x $15.00)

)
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FILE
COPY
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IDAHO REAL ESTATE UCEN:
Issued by the

NO.

STATE OF iOAHO

Idaho Real Estate Commission

This is to certify that Curtis J Johnson is duly licensed to transact real estate business in the State
of Idaho as a Salesperson only when acting for or on behalf of Roy N Schons for The Real Estate
Connection.
PO BOX 72
513 W APPLEWAY
Post Falls ID 83854

Not Valid Unless Signed by Licensee
Donna M. Jones

Executive Director
License#; SP25251

Issued: 8/10/2004

Expires: 10/31/2004

Business#:

PR15945

REE-113-7

Rev. 03/04

WAHO REAL ESTATE COMMISSION
Physical: 633 N 4th Street, Boise, ID
Mailing: PO Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720-0077

IR.EC USE ONLY
Receipt# _ _ _ __
Date; _ _ _ _ __

NOTICE TO RENEW.REAL ESTATE LICENSE· r
License Number: SP25251
License Type: Active Salesperson
Expiration Date: 10/31/2004 Amount Due: $200

CURTIS J JOHNSON .
}(t,.. /: ._ .{Z--l °'-"
THE REAL ESTAlE CONl~•LECl:~.oN
POBOX72
POST FALLS ID 83854
/-_.,.\,
;=.
·,-(
\';'..\ 1.;_-:,
··z. .
\J u

Business Reference #: PRl 5945
Business Phone: (208) 765-2939

17

Home

__ Al;ldress

c~ ~ U ,j

, •. c

&",Phon

c'.:::::: ·1.J'l

-...:;;.,

i,

\

..

·<i~·w:;

j~\\l i1 '-, phfJ
You can renew over the Internet at "http://www:idahorealest~~cpemission.com/renewal.hunl."
...... ,
!-'- ....,!fr.;),_
•fl!...I..•. ,._..,

- H.,.." R....

al?i~:1~~-&n.Q.~

This licensee's real estate license will expire unless
listed below are met, fees paid, and paperwork
received in the Idaho Real Estate Commission's office beYore - 5:00 PM MDT on the expiration date shown above. A late
renewal penalty of $25 will be assessed on any renewal received after that date and time.
1.

ALL LICENSEES: Have you been issued any criminal, civil, or administrative judgment or order that you are required to
report under sections 54-2062 or 54-2063 Idaho Code. DYES (attach explanation) IJl'NO

2.

ACTIVE LICENSEES: I certify that I have completed the Continuing Education requirements under section 54-2023 and I
further understand that penalties will be imposed by section 54-2059 Idaho Code for violations under section 54-2060 Idaho
Code for the use of fraud, deception, misrepresentation, misstatement or any unlawful means in applying for or securing a
license to act"as a real estate broker or salesperson. I agree to furnish sufficient evidence of having completed the required
Continuing Education requirements upon request by th.A. Commission. .Jit\"ES D NO

3. ACTIVE UCENSEES: I certify that I have Errors & Omission (E&O) insurance as required under section 54-2013 and I
further understand that penalties will be imposed by section 54-2059 Idaho Code for violations under section 54-2060 Idaho
Code for the use of fraud, deception, misrepresentation, misstatement or any unlawful means in applying for or securing a
license to act as a real estate broker or salesperson. I am aware that I must maintain E&O insurance to be actively licensed in
the sta!e _of I<lpjlo. l agree to furnish sufficient eviden~e of having Error~ & Omission insurance upon request by tpe ·
Comnuss1on. ~YES CJNO -f o~.f'"-,...-.. o:.l"'~ .......Q ~(31 ~ 1/3 - c.,;df 17,,,,cJ,...-4-,IL ,,,._:f· 1sr- <:l/"/7•...,,---p<v--i-,4.
w,q •wt- Jo \.c,••H.)$ c..-,.."#-.J X 1,,.,,,,.-v-L ,''ff.
/ ·

~·-

Signatur

.

/2./JO/Df

Date./

4.

DESIGNATED BROKERS: Include a list ofidaho licensees associated with your office(s).

5.

RECIPROCAL LICENSEES: Include a copy of your primary real estate license.

6.

/

.

LATE RENEWALS: A person applying for a renewal after the above expiration date must complete this form, pay the
· renewal fee.pins the late renewal penalty fee, and, complete a notarized "Affidavit" or "Late License Renewal Agreement."
(Forms are available from the Commission or from the "forms" page of its Website, http://www.idahorealestatecon:u:uission.com.)

FREE ... One lucky licensee will receive a refund of their licensing fees just for renewing online. Licensees who renew
online July- December 2004 will have their names entered into monthly drawings for a refund of their renewal fees.
If the licensee also prints the renewed license online, his/her name will be entered again. The next drawing will be held in
November 2004. Are you the luck)' one?
Due to rising costs associated with issuing a refund, it is the policy of the Idaho Real Estate Commission to refimd overpayments of under $25 only if requested in writing
within 30 days of the Commission's receipt of the overpayment. Overpayments of $25 or more will be automatically refunded to the licensee. There will be a 5'.15 fee
assessed for each check returned to the Commission for insufficient funds.
...--., r-· .,..

Submit this renewal letter, attachments, and fees-\ti:)lqaho
Real Estate Commission {IREC)
..__
,.,_

REE-055-12

Rev. 02/04

OFFICE & EXPRESS MAIL ADDRESS

633 N Fourth Street
Boise, ID 83702

Toll Free (866) 447-541 I
Telecommunications Relay System (TRS)
(800) 377-3529

PO Box 83720

State ofldaho

(208) 334~3285

Boise, ID 83720-0077

Real Estate Commission
1 ,

AFFIDAVIT

.
.
NOTE: Do not sign this affidavit if you have been involved in any real es~te acti~ity ~equ;t,ring ; license,
including advertisements, since your license expired. If you cannot sign this affidavit then complete the
appropriate section on the reverse side of this form.
;:;,

•·..

.,;

I

Pe:i:-son Renewinv License Late

%":'\ :.:J:

Lv

I,
r \ \:2
h.n::> QY\ , being first duly sworn, depose and say that I have not been involved
in any real estate transactions or practices in Idaho, which require a license as defined in Section 54-2002,
Idaho Code, since the expiration date of my license, which was
f · .
·

/o/~·

l LL
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State of
.
Mm .
Coun~~\\\~~~'"' \

) ss.
)

~~~\.!?=~
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S~~~~'¥Ad..s¥~~finned to before me this
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My Commission Expires

9- 3' tf}' - LZ ~

R

r,L.-4_ t +/,

./(c-of: -I~ being first duly sworn, depose and say that I was the designated broker of
the above named person and that the above statement is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

State of

l/,,. /4

e,

/

,,,t;;'P ry-.n--4: )

County of
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h,
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tyfy Commission Expires --~--._..;..Y_C:?_-_.c>~?:;_____
/

NO.

IDAHO REAL ESTATE UCEN:..
lssueti by the
STATE OF !DAHO

FILE
COPY

ldaho Real Estate Commission

This is to certify that Curtis J Johnson is duly licensed to transact real estate business in the State of Idaho as a
Salesperson only when acting for or on behalf of Keith R Kroetch for Kirk Realty.

2201 N GOVERNMENT WAY STE K Coeurd Alene ID 83816

Not Valid Unless Signed by Licensee

PO BOX 742

Donna M. Jones

Coeur d Alene ID 83816

Executive Di,:ector
License#: SP25251

Issued: 1/6/2005

Expires:

10/31/2006

Business#: PR12531

Idaho Real Estate Commission
Associate Change Notification

Keith R Kroetch (0800004542) requested that associate Curtis J Johnson
(SP00025251) be removed from Kirk Realty (PR00012531).
Effective date: March 09, 2005
Idaho Real Estate Commission I Accessibility I Privacy Policy
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6-07-2004 05:12

JAY JOHNSON 20P~SS9188

PAGE: 1

STATE :j-~ ![it.HO
}
COi '1\ITY r,c :---,r.,c •,:-1 ·

FiLcf>"

Curtis •Jay'' Johnson, Pro Se
th
1206 N. 6 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 769-9337

~)l . . .SS.

..' r,r-".. IR...

,~1,,
~.' !"•.
IR
• • h.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL D1S1fR'K,.~., hl')j:fif,,J~;THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOO
Curtis •Jat' Johnson
1206 N 6 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Plaintiff,

) Case # CV0S-8999
)
) FIRST AMMENDED
) MOTION FOR ORDER
) COMPELLING

) DISCOVERY

vs.
MikeMcPhee
JCAV, LLC

)

)
Defendants

)

COMES NOW, the above named Plaintiff, Curtis •Jay'' Johnson and pursuant to Rule
37(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure hereby moves the Court for an Order to
Compel Discovery to the above named Defendants, JCA V, LLC and Mike McPhee.

Regarding Defendant JCAV, LLC

Plaintiff propounded Interrogatories to Defendant JCAV, LLC and on May 22, 2008,
Defendant JCAV, LLC objected to interrogatories numbered 66, 67, 68 and 73 on
grounds that they were not calculated to lead to admissible evidence, and did not
answer. Plaintiff did inform Defendant in a letter on September 7, 2006, that Pla'intiff
would file a Motion to Compel if Defendant JCAV, LLC did not answer within 14 days.
Defendant JCAV, LLC did not answer. Plaintiff did also include in that letter a request
for B discovery items. Defendant JCAV, LLC objected to all of the requests on grounds
that they were not calculated to lead to admissible evidence.

A) INTERROGATORIES Numbers 66, 67, 68, and 73 and Discovery Request

Numbers 1 and 2, September 7, 2006

I

16-07-2004 05: 12

PAGE:2

JA\' JOHNSON 20P<'759188

)'

66.

Did the living trust which owns the home in Cougar Gulch acquire a loan to buy
the house?

67.

Was there a part of the loan that was cash, made available for the completion of
landscaping and/or deck work on the home?

72.

Was the cash, if there was any, supplied by the lender, managed by Jack
Vanderwaal?

73.

Did Jack Vanderwaal leave the matter to Lane Vanderwaal?

Discovery Requests:
1) Mortgage loan agreement for purchase of home in Cougar Gulch, in which Lane
Vanderwaal and his wife were living, plus any addendum or additional agreement
regarding the completion of landscaping and deck work.
2) Invoices and receipts of payment for landscaping work on the home .

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Plaintiff was a real estate agent and Lane Vanderwaal was his customer. Plaintiff
showed a home to Lane Vanderwaal, who made an assignable offer to purchase that
home and it was accepted and then assigned to Jack Vanderwaal, aka JCAV, LLC.
Jack Vanderwaal, presumably through a living trust, did acquire the home using funds .
from a mortgage loan, which provided cash to pay explicitly and only for completion of
deck construction and landscaping on the home.
Plaintiff seeks evidence that Jack Vanderwaal was negligent in the handling of that
cash and violated the terms of his contract with the mortgage provider. Plaintiff has
personal knowledge that Lane Vanderwaal contracted a landscaper to perform
significant work, valued at approximately $15,000, and that the landscaper was not
paid within a reasonable time. Plaintiff did participate in a conversation, in which the
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landscaper told Defendant Mike McPhee that he was very angry and that he still had
not been paid. This conversation occurred many months after the work was performed.
If Jack Vanderwaa{ entrusted cash from a mortgage loan to Lane Vanderwaal,
establishing Lane Vanderwaal as his agent. and then did not exercise due care to see
that Lane Vanderwaal handled the cash appropriately, this would represent negligent
conduct, which involves reliance on an agenl According to the ldaho Rules of
Evidence, Rule 405(b) evidence of specific instances of similar conduct is admissible.
Clearly these interrogatories and discovery items are calculated to lead to admissible
evidence, and the Defendant by its unwarranted objections has placed an undue
burden on the Plaintiff and the Court.
Bl PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY REQUEST Numbers 3 and 6, September 7, 2006 -

3) Per your answer to Interrogatory Number 36, documentation showing JCAV, LLC
equity package used to acquire loan for land and development costs for Radiant Lake
Estates.
6) Copy of most recent Valuation Appraisal of Radiant Lake Estates

•

*

•

•

•

*

•

•

•

•

Plaintiff has alleged extremely severe emotional distress. The Plaintiff seeks to
show that his distress was all the more extreme, and the Defendants' tortious conduct
all the more unconscionable because the Defendants had made a million and were
going to make many more millions thanks in larga part to the Plaintiff's work. ihe
extreme polarity between the very high value of the work the Plaintiff perfonned for the
Defendants, and the very low heinous abuse and neglect he received therefore,
contributed to Plaintiff's already insufferable :agony from post traumatic stress disorder,
poverty and social ostracism.
,-°'

r

i'.

<: :) !
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Defendant Mike McPhee told the Plaintiff in 2005, that he had arranged for Jack
Vanderwaal to use equity funds from a refinance loan on commercial property at 6640

Government Way as the down payment on the construction loan for Radiant Lake
Estates. The equity was very substantial tnanks in large part to the Plaintiff's work as a
real estate agent on behalf of the Defendants.
The value of the Radiant Lake Estates project needs to be established to show how
extreme and unconscionable the continuing tortious conduct and breach of contract

were, and how it would severely increase the agony of the Plaintiff.

C) PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY REQUEST Number 8, September 7, 2006
8)

Receipt, either credit card record or paper receipt from Michael D's Restaurant,

Coeur d'Alene, for breakfast paid for by Jack Vanderwaal, approximately winter of

2004.

•

*

•

•

•

•

Plaintiff organized and attended the first meeting between Defendant JCAV, LLC, and
Neighborhoods, Inc., sellers of 70 acres of land, which JCAV, LLC purchased for
Radiant Lake Estates. The meeting took place at Michael D's Restaurant. JCAV, LLC

bought breakfast for everyone, including the Plaintiff, and said, "I am going to be paying
for everything, I might as well start now."
The receipt from the restaurant is admissible evidence that this meeting o=urred, that
Johnson was present, and that JCAV, LLC paid the bill.

D) PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY REQUEST Number 4, September 7, 2006
4) Copies of any email messages sent to or received from Mike McPhee from August
2005 'through December 2006. Messages may be forwarded to Plaintiff's email

account for convenience, jay@lyhitm.co'm

4
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.

*

*

•

•

...

In August 2005. JCAV. LLC told the Plaintiff that he would ask Mike McPhee to put in

writing what was owed to Plaintiff. Plaintiff believes this writing was sent by email.
Plaintiff seeks evidence that the Defendants ackrmwledged and part performed an oral

contract with Johnson Plaintiff believes that the Defendants discussed this maner by

email in August 2005. The subsequent sent emails may contain evidence of the
agency relationship batwean the Defendants, and may contain evidence that the
Plaintiff infonned JCAV, LLC about McPhee's sexually charged tortious conduct.

Regarding Defendant Mike McPhee
The Defendant Mil\e McPhee- has obj0cted to or otherwise not complied with the ·

following discovery requests, making the following responses:
A) PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY REQUEST Number 3, April 26, 2006
3) Copy of an emails exchanged by Defendant, or his agents, since January 1, 2005,
with Jack Vanderwaal, JCAV, LLC orJVAC, LLC-.
Response to No. 3:

Objection, No. [sic] 2 is overly braod and unduly burdensome.

Without waiving the said objection: Defendant is in the process of obtaining the
reqw~sted information and the ssmg will bs provided in due course_

,.

+

*

•

...

...

Mike McPhee told tne Plaintiff that he had Informed JGAV, LLC in 2005 that a real

estate commission was owed to Plaintiif, and that JCAV, LLC had authorized the
payment. These «i!mails may contain evidence that the obligation was acknowtedged
by the Defendants.

B) PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY REQUEST Number 4, April 26, 2006
.4) legal name of, and records of any wage payments to Kieth. the deceased man

j
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who was the Defendant's companion and was trying to sell his idea for a truss clip.
Response to No. 4:

Objection, No. 4 is compound, is vague and is not reasonably

likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

•

...

*

*

*

...

*

*

Kieth became McPhee's friend after the Plaintiff was. Plaintiff heard stories about Kieth
being physically ejected from McPhee's car by McPhee in a rage over a business issue.
McPhee used his "friend" status to subjugate Plaintiff's business interests. Plaintiff
seeks evidence of specific instances of similar conduct. Plaintiff also seeks to establish
circumstantial evidence that McPhee's rage juxtaposed to his "friendship" is very
traumatizing, and may have contributed to Kieth's premature death. Kieth's legal name
is required to research his cause of death, and may lead to finding his relatives or
anyone whom Kieth may have told about the alleged hostile encounter with McPhee.

PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY REQUEST Number 5, Aprll 28, 2008
5) Copies of the two checks written by the Defendant to Plaintiff, for $2,000 each, on
the Vanderwaal and Associates checking account tn 2005.
Response to No. 5: Defendant is in the process of obtaining the- requested information
·and the same will be provided in due course.
it

•

...

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Defendant has not provided the checks. The checks are evidence of part
performance of the oral contract to pay the Plaintiff for his work on Radiant Lake
Estates.

PLAINTIFF'S DISCOVERY REQUEST Number 7, April 26, 2006
7) Log of all rent payments received from, and a copy of atl leases to, Lane Hamilton,
or his motorcycle painting company.

6
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Response to No. 7: Objection, No 7 is not reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence.

•

*

.

*

.

*

...

•

.

Lane Hamilton was a tenant at the business park on 6600 Government Way. whom
Plaintiff witnessed being befriended by McPhee. Hamilton described to Plaintiff a
torrential rage that McPhee went into, that McPhee physically accosted Hamilton, and
that McPhee falsely accused Hamilton of pouring paint down the drain. Hamilton
refused to make an affidavit because he was afraid of McPhee's temper and also
because he felt indebted to McPhee for grace on _rent payments. Hamilton said he left
the business park against the wishes of McPhee, Hamilton's phone has been
disconnected and he is no longer at the address which he gave to the Plaintiff for
purposes of being served a subpoena. Plaintiff seeks evidence of specific similar
conduct, befriending a man and turning the friendship into a raging hatred, and the
friendship involves a business interest over which McPhee has power and self
perceived benevolence.

CONCLUSION
Plaintiff has in good faith conferred or attempted to confer with the Defendants in an
effort to secure the disclosure of these discovery items and the answers to the
Interrogatories, Clearty all the evidence sought is relevant and admissible. The

Defendants' withholding of the potential evidence is meant to delay and obstruct the
Plaintiff's Discovery. Plaintiff hereby respectfully requests that this Honorable Court
enter an Order to Compel Production of Discovery, to each of the Defendants, to each

of the request~ stated herein, and that the Court award expenses to the Plaintiff for the
preparation of this Motion, pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 37(a).

-'~6 ··1
7
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DATED_..:..../=--J-+/_/__,_7.....,/'-i...,·'*"~---
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Curtis Jay Johnson
Plaintiff, Pro Se

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 17th day of December, 2006, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing documents to be served by facsimile to the
following:
STEPHEN MCCREA. ATTORNEY FOR JCAV, LLC
.
608 NORTHWEST BLVD
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
FACSIMILE (208} 664-4370
IAN SMITH, ATTORNEY FOR MIKE MCPHEE
60B NORTHWEST BLVD
COEUR D'ALENE. ID 83814
FACSIMILE (208) 765-9089

son
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Curtis "Jaf Johnson, Pro Se
1206 N. 6 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 769-9337
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

) Case # CV0S-8999

Curtis "Ja(. Johnson
1
1206 N 6 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

)

Plaintiff,
vs.
Mike McPhee
JCAV, LLC

)
) Affidavit of
) Curtis Jay Johnson
)
)

Defendants

)
)

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

I, Curtis Jay Johnson, do hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the
laws of the United States of America, that I am over the age of eighteen and competent
to testify to the matters set forth herein, and that the following is true and correct.
Attached hereto are true and correct copies of the following documents:
1. Affidavit of Jack Vanderwaal, June 29, 2006
2. Affidavit of Jack Vanderwaal, April 12, 2006
3. Answers to Interrogatories propounded to Defendant JCAV, May 22, 2006
4. Defendant Mike McPhee's response to Plaintiff's Discovery Request, June 7, 2006
6, Addendum to ThayerNanderwaal - Purchase and Sale Agreement, June 23, 2005
filed with the Court and furnished to Plaintiff under Affidavit of Stephen B, McCrea,
December 6, 2006
7. Addendum # 2 to earnest money agreement dated December 27, 2003, signed by
the Seller and Lane Vanderwaal, Buyer, and thereby assigned to Jack Vanderwaal.
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8. Earnest Money Check for Earnest money agreement dated December 27, 2003,
written by Lane Vanderwaal on Vanderwaal & Associates account.
9. Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson, December 15, 2006

10. Request for discovery responses and further discovery requests, from Plaintiff to
defendantJCAV, LLC, September 7, 2006.
11. Discovery Request form Plaintiff to Defendant Mike McPhee, April 26, 2006

DATED this /J//day of December, 2006.
CurtiN_ay Jo
·-..........

on ·

.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~y of December, 2006

'

TERRY SHECK
N01 ARY i->LJl:llJC
STATf. Of' IDAHO

>6t:
- .,
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STEPHEN B. McCREA, !SB #1654
Attorney al Law
P.O. Box 1501
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 10 I
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1501
(208) 666-2594 j FAX: (208) 664-4370
email: sbmccrea@adelphia.net

IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FJRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV05-8999
AFFIDA vrr OF
JACK VANDERWAAL

)

MIKE McPHEE and JCAV, LLC,
Defendants.

)
)
)

-----------,------>
STATE OF WASHINGTON
County of Pierce
I, Jack VanderWaal, being first duly sworn on oath, states as follows: lam over the age of
eighteen and competent to testify tn the matters set forth herein.

1n early 2002, Mike McPhee and my son, Lane VanderWaal, formed VanderWaal &
Associates, LLC. They were in the home remodeling business by acquiring bank repossessions and

HUD houses in the Tacoma area. I was financing the purchase of the homes and the remodeling
costs and we would split the profit on the sale after expenses. However, Mike and Lane became
deeper in debt to me on each house.

f

Mike McPhee moved back to Coeur d'Alene where his children resided and were going to
school. That fall of2002 Mike presented me a proposal of a business park that was for sale saying

AFFll)AVITOF JACK VANDERWl\/\1.: PAOE 1
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that with some improvements he and Lane could fill the vacancies and then sell the property for
about double the purchase price and rhat would be a way for them to get out of debt to me.
The project looked feasible and 1 formed JCAV, LLC on November 25, 2002. I am the only
member of JCAV, LLC. This was how I first met Jay Johnson, the real estate agent for the property.
lr appeared that Mike and Jay were friends since they both were local and from the area. Jay
seemed to be involved in a number of business schemes in addition to being a real estate agent. I
recall on one occasion we met him as he. was setting up a coffee latte stand in a shppping mall near
Spokane.
We closed the purchase on the business park on Government Way on December 12, 2002.
YanderWaal & Associates, LLC (Mike and Lane) were to do all the improvements and
manage the center as wel I as promote getting the center filled with occupants. They were to be paid
a 2/3 share of the profits the center made after expenses. The center was profitable, but not enough
for Mike and Lane to make a livmg. That summer they became acquainted with William Petersen.
who was renting a large space in the center. He indicated that he was willing to purchase at least
half of the property (Lots 6 & 7 and.about half the buildings). Again, Jay Johnson's company
represented the real estate agents in the closing of selling half orthe property. Jay again received
his commission on that sale that closed on September 19, 2003.
I had an agreement with Mike and Lane that they would get a share of the profit on the sale
of the property and this paid back a portion of the debt that they owed me. With the business park
fully occupied, Mike and Lane were exploring other business ventures to get them ,,ut of debt and
to make some money. The project, now known as Radiant Lake, was one of those ventures they
were looking into. I don't know or have the details on how it evolved or how it was even s~ted.
Since I did not sp,md much time in Coeur d'Alene I would only occasionally hear about some of
their plans. However, they were never working on behalf of JCAV, LLG during any of this time.
They used their own company to explore new business ventures.
During the summer of 2004, Mike approached me on becoming a partner in the lake project
they were working on. It was near the town of Rathdrum and involved purchasing land from two
different parties. I told Mike I was not interested in becoming a partner in their venture but would
consider doing the entire project myself. He had worked out mostofthe details on the purchase with
the two parties who were selling the land. In fact, I never even met the principals ofthc two parties
AFFfDAVIT OF JACK VANORRWAAI,: PAGE 2
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until l was we! l under way toward the purchase of the land. I had an engineering finn work on
plans to see if it was feasible and calculate the pr<)ject cost to make a inan made lake with around
200 building lots before I actually purchased the land. During this time I never met with Jay
Johnson or any real estate people regarding the purchase of the land. It was a direct purchase from
the principals who owned the properties.
On October I 0, 2004, word got out to the newspapers of Coeur d'Alene that there were plans
in the works for a 118 acre project with a 20 acre lake. On December 14, 2004, there was a public
hearing in Rathdrum on the lake project that ultimately got approved.
On April 11, 2005, I finally received the appraisal reporr to allow me to apply for financing
for the project. (The project complete would be worth about $15,000,000.)
On June l, 2005, r finally received the commitment letter for the financing of the project and
we closed the sale of the properties and commenced construction.
I did eventually have a contract signed by Mike McPhee to manage the construction of the
entire development, but VanderWaal & Associates was not a party to that contract.
During the first part of 2005, Jay Johnson contacted me several times trying to get
commission monies on the project. I told him what ever arrangements he had made with Mike to
go and talk to him about it because I was not aware that any agent was involved in the sale of the
land. l asked him ifhe wa5 representing the sellers, why didn't they pay him a commission. He said
they did not want to pay him. l told him if there was any agent involved this would have been
settled with the closing title company. He kept saying that Mike owed him that money. I told him
to put in writing what he was talking about and send it to me. He did finally send me an em~iJ
stating his position. I forwarded this to Mike and asked him about Jay's claim.
Between September 20, 2005 and November 4, 2005, I received several very strange text
mess[J.ges on y phone froin Jay Johnson, indicating he was going to sue if he was not paid some
money. He sounded like a very desperate man who was talking very irrationally.
The lake project did not evolve to where it became a project until 2005 after extensive
engineering costs to see if it was even feasible. It became a real gamble on my part to even proceed
with the project since it was something that had never been done in the area before. I still have a
long way to go to break even on the project and the claims Jay Johnson is making are completely
ridiculous.
AFFIDAVIT OF JACK VANDERWAAL PAGI:: 3
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2006.
/

i.,

this

.2:/.. day of -:V:a e.

, 2006.

I hereby certify that on this S' day of-+---rr---~ 2006., a true and coucct copy of
the foregoing document was mailed by first clas mail, ostage prepaid, or hand delivered, tn:
Curtis Jay Johnson
1206 N. 6th Street
Coeur d'Alene, JD 838 !4

Ian D. Smith
Attorney at Law
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste 101
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
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STEPHEN B. McCREA, ISB #1654
Anomey at Law

P.O. Box 1501
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 101
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1501
(208) 666-2594 I FAX: (208) 664-43 70
email: sbmccrea@adelphia.net
IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON,

Plaintiff,
vs.
MIKE McPHEE and JCAV, LLC,

______________
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV0S-8999

AFFIDAVIT OF
JACK C. VANDERWML

)
)
)

STATE OF ~GTON
County of

,, /:

c:--E--

Jack C. Vanderwaal, being first duly sworn on oath, states as follows: I am over the age of
eighteen and competent to testify to the matters set forth herein..
I am the sole member of an entity known as JCA V, LLC. JCAV, LLC is a limited liability
company organized in the State of Washington on November 25, 2000 and registered to do business
in the State of Idaho. See the attached certificate of existence.
The only commission arrangement that either J or JCAV, LLC have entered into with Curtis

Jay Johnson has been for the purchase and subsequent sale of real property on Government Way in
July of 2003.
Neither JCAV, LLC or myself have had any oral agreement with Mike McPhee for the

purchase of propcny .or for the dcvclopmem of property. JCAV, LLC has a written agreement with
, McPhee Design and Development, Inc., for construction management of Radiant Lake Estates, and

AFFlflAVIT OF JACK C. VANDF.RWAAL: PAGE 1
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has a written agreement with Vanderwaal & Associates, LLC, to manage property which JCAV,
LLC owns on Government Way.

I was asked to be a partner with Mike McPhee for the purchase of property known as Radiant
Lake Estates, but opted to do the project myself without any partners. The real property know as
Radiant Lake Estates was purchased by JCAV, LLC, in January of 2005. Mike McPhee is not now,
and has never been, a member of JCAV, LLC. Mike McPhee did not purchase the real property
for the Radiant Lake Project.

DA TED this. /z-Iay of April, 2006.

Notary Public for
Comm. Expires: ..:l...,Ocµ.'l...f.-1-cc:.._ _ _ _ __

CERTII'ICATE OF TRANSMITTAL:
I hereby certify that on thls/,..2~day of April, 2006, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
document was mailed by fir~t class mail, postage prepaid, or hand delivered, to:

Curtis Jay Johnson
1206 N .. 6'h Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Ian D. Smith
Attoml"!y at Law
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste I 01
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
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INTERROGATORY NO. 25: Did Mike McPhee submit that infonnation to the managing
director?

.1k'

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO, 25: Mike McPhee informed me that Jay Johnson

was not a party to his land deal.
INTERROGATORY NO. 26: Did the managing director also invite Jay Johnson to submit
a wr:il!en account of what was owed?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORYNO. 26: See answer to Interrogatory No. 24.
INTERROGATORY NO. 27: Did the managing director then negotiate or handle the matter
with Jay Johnson?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 27: No, I only referred the information to Mike
McPhee.
INTERROGATORY NO. 28: Did the managing director then direct Mike McPhee to handle
the matter?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 28: No.
fNTERROGATORYNO. 29: Did Jay Johnson then inform the managing director that Mike
McPhee had left abusive voice mails on Jay Johnson's phone?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 29: Yes, in a telephone message.
INTERROGATORY NO. 30: Did Jay Johnson then describe the sounds that Mike McPhee
made when Jay Johnson alleges Mike McPhee directed Jay Johnson to perform oral sex action by
discreet sounds and gestures from this mouth and lips?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 30: No.
INTERROGATORY NO. 31: Did the managing director then get sick to his stomach or
otherwise get disgusted and want to hang up the phonti?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 31: No.
INTERROGATORY NO. 32: Did the managing director then tell Jay Johnson that he would
be in Coeur d'Alene to sort the matter out?
ANSWER TO fNTERROGATORYNO. 32: I told Jay Johnson I would take the information
to Mike McPhee.

~/'I
ANSWF.RS TO INTERROGATORIES: PAGE 3
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 53: Not applicable.

-f

INTERROGATORY NO. 66: Did the living trust which owns the home in Cougar Gulch

acquire a Joan to buy the house?

.f{:-

ANSWER TO INT.ERROGA TORY NO. 66: Object to the question, not calculated to lead

'
to admissible evidence.

f

INTERROGATORY NO. 67: Was there a part of the loan that was cash, made available for

the completion of landscaping and/or deck work on the home?

f

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 67: Object to the question, not calculated to lead

to admissible evidence.

:I

INTERROGATORY NO. 72: Was the cash, if there was any, supplied by the lender,

managed by Jack VanderWaal?

-f

ANSWER TO lNTERROGATORY NO. 72: Object to the question, not calculated to lead

to admissible evidence.
INTERROGATORY N 0. 73: Did Jack VanderW aal leave the matter to Lane VanderW aal?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 73: Object to the question, not calculated to lead

to admissible evidence.
INTERROGATORY NO. 74: Did Jack VanderWaal leave the matter of payment to Jay
Johnson for his work on Radiant Lake to Mike McPhee?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 74: Any business relations or resolutions are

.

;

matters between Mike McPhce and Jay Johnson and are of no concern to JCAV, LLC as these
matters took place prior to JCAV, LLC purchasing the project.
DATED this.2.Scfay of

~~. 2006.

~3,f'L-<=

STEP 13. McCREA

Attorney for Defendant, JCAV, LLC

I
:(

I~

ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIF.S, PAGF. 6

I '

I.

I

!
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No. 4: Legal name of, and records of any wage payments to, Keith, the

deceased man who was the Defendant's companion and was trying to sell his idea for a
truss clip.

'-*

Response to No, 4: Objection, No. 4 Is compound, Is vague and !s not

reasonably llkely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
~

No. 5: Copies of the two checks written by the Defendant to Plaintiff, for

$2,000.00 each, on the Vanderwaal and Associates checking account in 2005.

"f"

Response to No,

5; Defendant is in the process of obtaining the requested

Information and the same will be provided in due course.
No. 6; Mental examination of Defendant by a doctor or psychiatry.
Response

to No. 6: Objection, No. 6 is not a proper request under the Idaho

Rules of Civil Procedure .

.:t_

No. 7: Log of all rent payments received from, and a copy of all leases to, Lane

Hamilton, or his motorcycle painting company.

~ Response to

No. 7: Objection, Nb. 7 is not reasonably calculated to lead to the

discovery of admissible evidence.

Np. 8: Copy of Commission agreement between McPhee Design and
Development, Inc. and JCAV, LLC for Radiant Lake Estates.
Response to

No. 8: See attached.

DEFENDANT MIKE McPHEE'S
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S
DISCOVERY REQUEST

•3-

,-

! .

/ I/
.__

j

•••

.:.,
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ADDENDUM
TO

~HAYERIVANDRRWAAt-PURCHASEANDSALiAGREEME.NT
This Addendum !nlldi!I and entered into this 2'ffhlday of' J~. 2001 by end
bci:wcen GeQrge Thayer and Al.lQl't!e Tlmyer, husban~fe, who~ address it P. o.
Box 190, Rathdrum, Idaho 838.58, h~reafwr refen:ed to as "Stllet'. aud JCAV LT.C 1 "

Washinston Limited Liability Company, whose principal plaoo of buslness ls P. O. Box
463, Fox Island. Washington 96333, h~after refeired to ti "Buyer" and toit mutual
consideration, the recclpt w;id sul$clcncy of whlch Is hel"1'by acknowledged, do hereby
agree to amend that cer-Wn real est.ate Purohasc and Slllc es,:ccmem executed on fhe
e;::/:;/4 day of the :1;'JllllllJ.i!: (. •2004 by'lllld between the above ""'ferem:ed parties in
~lowing mllmlet and on iho followlng terms and aonditi<:>ns:

1, ·. rn lieu of Buyer's obllgatlon to ei.ecute a Note and Deed of Trust i.'1 favor
of Seller to sec11.1e the performance of Buyer's obli;atioll. tll CO!!St.t"uct the roadway
improvemc:nts aa provided for in Plll'llgrap11 numbered.·4 of mid QgrOCmem:. Beyer eh~ll
instead deposit at closittS the sum of $457,2S0 in escrow at Pioneer Title Compa.-iy to
guarantee the conitructio!l of said !roprovcments on the following t=e and co!i!li1ions:

a.
The proceeds to bc deposb:d in eiicrow in th<; amount of $4-57,2110
shiill be used solely for the consU'Uction of the ro:1dway lm_l)'l"Qvernen1t made by Buyer for
which Buyer bas been given a credit under the tcrma of the Purch!!se and Sli!e
Agreement. In tho ~vent tha.t the Buyet ha!! not completed said improvements in a timely
rm1J1Mir a.~ required in the or:lg!nal Puro.lu,.se and Sale· Agre~ 'the Seller shall oo
entitled to utilize all of tfR: prooeeds for the oonstnmtion of thidmi,tovetnertts or a.11y
pc,rtkm the~f which has not.been ootnpleted by the Buyer, .IJ?On the same 9omlltlons fo:
mlaase of the pro~eds Ill! set fqrth below,
b.
Beyer shall be cniitlcd to make dl:11ws from the escrow l!CCOU.nt for
that portion of the work certlfted by the Project 'Engineer to have been. oompleted. The
Praject Engine~ shall prepare. a written oerti&ate of completion to be deposited !.n
eBC..>OW and shall allocate w.bm: percenmse of the work has bee~ coep!eted, Us Benk
sbll.ll also pro'lidc wrltie11 authori~ation t.o release said funds in ~corqe.nce wit.l-i these
\.lrrns but shall not withhold authorization for the release of said funds to Seller in the
event of default by Buyer. The escrow egc:nt shall then be en:tit!ad to rel~ to the
Buyer, or to be paid on Buyer's behalf, 'lhllt percentage of the amount escrowed. Such

releases of the proceeds for such purposes shall be ma.de in lncremenis of twc:-m;y-five
percent (2.5¾), The final twi:,nt;y~five perc:ent (25%) o:f'the pro<x>eda sb.l!ll not i:,;o %'e!esed
uz:.der any eoudiUon until the roadway has been certified as fully completed.
c.
Suyer may, at Buycr's option, provio; for S~ller'a b"1'.efit a letter.of
oredit, S&isfactory to S,:;ller, in favor of Seller securtna al.I. of, Buy~r'~ obllgationS fur
cons!ruolioii of the roadways and upon m:ccpt,,nce of said Jettor of ~dit by Selle~, Buye.sh:all be -relleyed of the obligation to roaintltln the fi.mds in !1$C!OW.
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2.
All warrantie;, i-qiro&entatiollll, covenimts, obli~lons and agreemel'l.ts
e<>D,tained in or arising out of this Addendum and !he Pnrohase and Sele Agi"eMl~t sh.s1l

survive the Closlng and transfer lllld "°n.veyanee of the Property her.iunder L'ld en)' a.11.d
AU. waxranties and Tepl'ellentalior,.s shall he ef!:ecdvs
~ e s s of any investigation made or which could have been made.

all pe.tforlllllll.Ce bereuJ:lder.

J.
All tezms and conditions not spcclf'ically inodlfied hereln shlll! remuin ln
full forcG and e,ffeot.

This Addendum. Is entered inio voluntarily and for the mutual benefit of the
parties; the parties have ,eq1111sr.ea that Altorney Cwirles B. L ~ prepare thls
d~e:n1 and h2ve both acknowledged the e ~ collilict of iT!.t.e!.Ut that msts, 'sml
!mve knowingly waived the same. Further, eecli of 'the parties has obtsined SL'lf.lh
indcpendetrt legal advice as they deem IIPPtopriate and necessary prior tel the eleemnton of
ibis Addendum. They bnve not relied \lll0n the opinion of Charles a. Lempesis m
egreeing ha-ot.o.
Sll'__,l,LER

GEORGE TI!AYER, Seller

AUDREE THAYER, Se!h,r
STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss
COUNTY OF I'-OOTENA! )
.
On this____.__ d11,y of Jut,~. 2005, before me.a Notary ,Public fur the Stw:e of
Ti:lahQ, peri.onall)' 11ppem:ed GEOROE THAYEP. md AUDREE THAYE.lt, bGMl or
id..~ified to me tD be the pc:nons wlwse name, lll'e ~ubscn'btd to the foregoing
inst:rument as Sellers and acknowledged to me that they exocisted the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,.! ,lm'l/e hereunto set my ham! l!lld seal l'he name al!.d
year hi this c.mi:ficate first above wrltt,,,,n.

NOTARY PUBL[C FOR IDAHO
Residing At:
Commi~siot, Expii111s:

15-05-2004 04: 05
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STATE OF WASHINGTON)
) ss
COtlNTV OP J:>!ERC.6
)

On !his c{lf~dday of June. 2005, before me, a Notary Publio for the State of
Washingr.on, perm,~ly appean,d 1ACK VANDER. WML, known or idc:ntl!i<:d to me 10
b,i !be managing member of JCAV LLC, he 11xecutffl the within Instrument on beb.a!t of
said limited liability cOmpMY and 11Cknowledged to me, that slIQh lim!Uld liability
cotll.pany executed the same.

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) 1W

COUNTY OF KOO'f.EN.Al )
On this£.day of Jillie, 2005, before me, a Notary Public for the Srate of
.
Washinston, personally appeared MICHAEL M;;J>HEB, known or !dentitl.ed to me ta bo
the managing membi!r of JCA V LLC, he, executed tlie wlth!n illsr.mi:mmt on behalf of aaid
limlt.11:d liability company and acknowledged to me that such limited lb.btlity eompm1.y
executed !he snme.

TAiY PUBLIC FPR IDAHO
tlesiding At: .£,47.,tJ:.,,e.un,,
.Commission Expires:

~J/-fi/o:;

,.,
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIA~EblgTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

17)

~

/ //

) Case # CV0S-8999

Curtis "Jay" Johnson
1206 N 61h St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

)

vs.

) Answer to JCAV, LlC's Motion
) for Summary Judgment
)
)

MikeMcPhee
JCAV, LLC

)
)

Plaintiff,

Defendants

)

NOW COMES the above named Plaintiff, Curtis Jay Johnson in answer to the
Defendant JCAV, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment. Pursuant to Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 56(c), Plaintiff shall submit opposing affidavits
at least 14 days prior to the date of the hearing on the motion, at which time
evidence referenced herein shall also be submitted.

ANALYSIS

In the Memorandum in Support of Defendant JCAV, LLC's Motion for Summary .
Judgment, under the heading ANALYSIS, The Defendant states:
"It goes without saying that summary judgment is appropriate when there is no
genuine issue of material fact after the pleadings, depositions, admissions and
affidavits have been construed most favorably to the opposing party ... "
Except assuming arguendo that the Plaintiffs allegations are true, the
Defendant has clearly construed the record least favorably to the opposing

,·-- ,··,c
) / ,
·.,

I

party, and thereby rendered the bulk of the memorandum immaterial to the
Court's ruling on the Motion for Summary Judgment.

Summary judgment is only appropriate when genuine issues of material fact are absent
and the case can be decided as a matter of law. Rules Cov. Proc. Rule 56(c).
Edmondson v Shearer Lumber Products, 75 P.3d 733, 139 Idaho 172, rehearing
denied, certiorari denied 124 S.Ct. 1426. 540 U.S. 1184, 158 L.Ed. 2d 88. (2003)

A material fact precluding summary judgment is one upon which the outcome of the .
case may be different. O'guin v. Bingham County, 72 P.3d 849, 139 Idaho 9. appeal
after remand 122 P.3d 308, 142 Idaho 49 (2003)

MATERIAL FACTS IN DISPUTE

Assertions made by the Defendant and disputed by the Plaintiff, which may
affect the outcome of the case, are numbered in the order they appear in the
Defendant's Memorandum and written in italics.

1) Johnson's assistance was minimal
Johnson's work included:
A) selecting the location of the project
B) setting up the cooperation of the land sellers, George Thayer and
Neighborhoods Inc., who helped enormously in the planning and approval
stages
C) setting up.and attending all the initial meetings
D) setting the tempo, i.e. the timing of the meetings
E) conceiving the high density affordable aspect (most man made lakes are
exclusive developments)
Material fact is that the project happened, and Johnson was the real estate

agent who made it happen, McPhee, at the time it was apparent to him what
Johnson had done for him, promised Johnson repeatedly that he would be
the agent selling the lots. Johnson had to withdraw from the project primarily
due to traumatization from McPhee's abuse. Over time, McPhee's gratitude
to Johnson evaporated, and in McPhee's mind Johnson became "a fly on his
ass." (Johnson Tr. No. 2, P.86, Ln.22-24; P.108, Ln. 20-21)
86
22. He promised I would be hired to sell the
23. lots. He promised me that three or four times when he
24. realized what I had done for him.
108
20. And he said, fuck you, you're a fly on my
21. ass; you're a piece of shit; blip, blip, blah, blah

2) Johnson's claim for negligence against JCAV arises because when Johnson
asked the principal of JCA V, Jack Vanderwaal, to intervene and insure
payment, JCA V did not heed his request.
Johnson's claim for negligence against JCAV arises because Johnson went
through unimaginable torment after JCAV completely disregarded Johnson's
condition and Johnson's description of McPhee's slurping gestures, and
Johnson's allegations of torture, and Johnson's allegations of breach of
contract and Johnson's contribution to the project. The breach of contract
claim arises because JCAV did not heed Johnson's request for payment, or
at least a contract to pay. (Johnson Tr. 2, P.100, Ln. 20-23) ·
100

.--,

/'\

,,,

/.. ij I

20.
21.
22.
23.

I'm suing for breach of contract as far as
the money for paying me for my work. I'm suing for
negligence as far as not having any interest in whether
what I said was true regarding Mike Mcphee

Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson, July 31. 2006: I told Jack that McPhee had left abusive
messages. I told Jack that McPhee had asked me to perform oral sex, and I imitated
one of the slurping noises McPhee had made.
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: Was the managing director informed by Jay Johnson that
Mike McPhee had been extremely angry in the past and that Jay Johnson could not
cope with talking to or negotiating with Mike McPhee?
JCAV ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 21: No, the managing director was not
concerned about any personal problems between Mike McPhee and Jay Johnson.

Email dated August 26, 2005 Subj: Radiant Lake from Johnson to JCAV: ... This
grieved me, but Mike had been so furious and unruly over disagreements in the past...

INTERROGATORY NO. 41: Did the managing director make any effort whatsoever to
investigate whether Mike McPhee might have abused Jay Johnson to an extent and in
a nature that was serious?
JCAV ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 41: No, this was none of my business.

3) In this case there is no evidence which would support a judgment for
Johnson.
There is ample evidence to support a judgment for Johnson, for example:
A) Johnson's testimony that McPhee's telling him, "bend over, I'll drive"
caused post traumatic stress disorder.
B) Recording of McPhee leaving a message for Johnson, shows how
McPhee, maliciously attempted to belittle and abuse Johnson into
submission, it shows Mcphee's use of money as a device of taunting and
domination, it shows McPhee's sick obsession with male genitalia, and it

shows how perverted McPhee is, saying, "give me a call" after all his
abusive remarks.
C) Video tape of Johnson showing a paralysis in his abdominal section,
consistent with a psychosomatic experience of being sodomized, and
consistent with public perception of Johnson's creepiness.
D) Affidavit of Cheryl Burchell, showing that Johnson was deeply traumatized
by McPhee and showing that his abdominal section released tension
when he fainted, such that there was a massive bowel movement.
4) Most a/legations regarding intentional and negligent infliction of emotional
distress are barred by the statute of limitations;

Statute of Limitations is not appropriate to this case and does not bar any of
the conduct by McPhee, for any of several reasons.

Curtis v. Firth. 850 P.2d 749. 123 Idaho 598, appeal after remand 869 P.2d 229. 125
Idaho 229 (1993) By its very nature, tort of intentional infliction of emotional distress

will often involve series of acts over period of time, rather than one single act causing
severe emotional distress; for that reason, concept of continuing tort should be
extended to apply to intentional infliction of emotional distress claims.

McPhee's tortious conduct may be viewed in its entirety as emasculating
dehumanizing subjugation, and all of the conduct may constitute a continuing
tort, for purposes of the statute of limitations.

Knudsen v Agee. 918 P.2d 1221, 128 Idaho 776 (1996)
Equitable estoppel is available to plaintiff when defendants, by their representations or

conduct, kept plaintiff from pusuing cause Of action during limitation period.

J.R. Simplot Co. v. Chemetics lnt'I Inc., 126 Idaho 532, 887 P.2d 1039 (1994)
The elements of equitable estoppel, the only non-statutory bar to a statute of limitation
defense in Idaho, are: (1) false representation or concealment of a material fact with

actual or constructive knowledge of the truth. (2) that the party asserting estoppel did
not know or could not discover the truth. (3) that the false representation or
concealment was made with the intent that it be relied upon (4) that the person to
whom the representations were made, or from whom the facts were concealed, relied
and acted upon the representation or concealment to his prejudice.

McPhee made false representations to Johnson; Johnson did not know
the truth, the false representation was made with the intent that it be
relied upon, and Johnson relied upon the false representations. (Johnson
Tr. 2, P.86, Ln . 6-10) (Johnson Tr. 1, P.13, Ln. 4-6; P.14, Ln. 6--8)
(86)
6. He said that when, I think when he paid me
7. the first $2,000.
8. Q. Okay. He said, Trust us?
9. Yeah, We always come through; we'll always
10. come through for you.
(13-14)
4. Q. Who are the principals of JCAV?
5. Jack Vanderwaal, and apparently I thought
6. Mike McPhee was a principal, but apparently Jack

Johnson was led

to believe he would be paid, and relied on that payment for

relief of his poverty. He also believed that payment was the responsibility of
JCAV, since he believed McPhee was a principal thereof. (See Addendum to
ThayerNanderwaal Purchase and Sale Agreement, June 23, 2005.)

Mason v. Tucker and Associates, 871 P.2d, 846, 125 Idaho 429 (1994)

Defendant mat be equitably estopped from relying on statute of limitations if his
statements or conduct caused plaintiff to refrain from prosecuting action during
limitations period.

McPhee's conduct traumatized Johnson such that he was mentally
disabled and penniless, and McPhee's conduct led Johnson to believe he
would be paid at least $25,000 for his work on Radiant Lake Estates.
(Johnson Tr. No. 2, P.83-84, Ln.24-25; Ln.1-2)
(83-84)
24. Q. What was the commission, 10 percent?
25. It was not discussed, but it was discussed
1. exactly as twenty five grand for the piece owned by
2. Neighborhoods, Inc_.

Johnson v. Pischke, 700 P.2d 19, 108 Idaho 397 (1985) Policy behind statue of
limitations is protection of defendants against stale claims, and protection of courts
against needless expenditures of resources.

Clearly this is not a stale claim. Johnson filed as soon as he was able,
after exhausting all other potential remedies, and after it became apparent
that JCAV would not investigate or intervene.

Singleton v. Foster, 559 P.2d 765, 98 Idaho 149, appeal after remand 635 P.2d 254,
102 Idaho 588 (1977) Motions to dismiss complaints on the basis of statutes of
limitation are generally viewed with disfavor.

Also. due to Johnson's disability, (See letters of diagnosis from the State
of Idaho Mental Health Department) the Court may extend the statute.

6) ...the breach of contract which allegedly occurred with respect to a project
known as Radiant Lake allegedly took place in Fall of 2003 through Summer of
2004.

The breach of contract occurred once the land was purchased, which was in
June 2005. The formation of the oral contract to pay Johnson was in Spring
of 2003 through the Spring of 2004.
7) Johnson, realizing that his allegations were time barred, received permission
to amend the complaint to allege the additional acts ...

Johnson amended his complaint because he realized he had not fully stated
his claim in the original complaint, and he feared the case might be thrown
out on the statute of limitations. Johnson knew that he had been gravely
injured by the abuse and neglect, which occurred after the breach of
contract. But, at the time of the original complaint, Johnson was unable to
formulate the causes of action due to mental and emotional impairment.
8) The issues in this case are: Whether the statements made by McPhee,
assuming arguendo the truth of the allegations, were actionable and, if so,
whether McPhee was acting in the scope of his authority in making the
statements to such an extent that JCA V would be liable for his acts.

To call the directives and gestures and rage and degrading abuse
"statements" is to completely abrogate the truth and essence of Johnson's
claim. The conduct of McPhee was sinister, sick and ruthless.

Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson. July 31. 2006: Mike McPhee told me, approximately in
the spring of 2003, while I was in the front seat of his car. "suck my dick."
He said it in a way that was not specious or raucous. He meant it. He leaned back in
his seat and mildly projected his crotch. I was shocked and terrified. and unable to

.)
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react appropriately.
For about the next month, each time Mike McPhee (hereinafter McPhee) and I were
alone, McPhee made some sick beckoning gesture to torture me. He would lick his
lips, avert my eyes to his crotch, and make slurping sounds. I became more and more
frozen. We were in a remote area of the Highlands Golf Course, I was driving the golf
cart. I had to urinate and went into the trees. When I got back he told me to whip it
out. I was in denial, paralyzed in silent panic. I drove the cart. He told me then,
directly in a penetrating tone of voice, "Bend over, I'll drive."

The liability of JCAV for McPhee's acts is based on principal and agent
relationship, and due primarily to JCAV's negligence and acquiescence
after being notified of McPhee's acts, regardless whether McPhee was
acting within the scope of his authority.

Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson. July 31.2006: I appealed to Jack Vanderwaal. I sent
him a text message, saying I wanted to talk to him, confidential. I called him about four
hours later... . I told him I hadn't been paid sufficiently, that McPhee had been very
cruel, and I couldn't talk to McPhee any more ...
I told Jack that McPhee had left abusive messages. I told Jack that McPhee had asked
me to perform oral sex, and I imitated one of the slurping noises McPhee had made.

Foley Co. v. Scottsdale Ins Co. 28 Kan App. 2d 219. 15 P.3d 353 (2000)
A principal who receives notice of an unauthorized act of an agent must promptly
repudiate the agent's actions or it is presumed that the principal ratified the act
Jessen v. National Excess Ins. Co. 108 N.M. 625. 776 P.2d 1244 (1989)

)

Ratification of another's act requires either knowledge of material facts or
circumstances sufficient to put reasonable person on notice to inquire into those facts;
ratification may be implied by acquiescence in results of unauthorized act, or by
retention of benefits of that act.
Rhein v. ADT Automotive. Inc.• 122 N.M. 646. 930 P.2d 783, 1996- NMSC - 066 (1996)
Principal may be held liable for punitive damages when principal has in some way
authorized, ratified or participated in wanton, oppressive, malicious, fraudulent or
criminal acts of its ag'ent.

9) While the alleged words ofthe defendant, McPhee, if they were spoken, may
be rough or crude, they are not so extreme and outrageous as to be considered
anything other than ordinary locker room talk.
When your good friend, with whom you are in business. tells you, suck my
dick, and he means it, and he says it like that's all you are worth, and then
he invades you over and over again with shockingly sick, unimaginable
gestures, and you are trying to remain friends, because you are in business
together, very substantial business, and because you think the person is
otherwise nice... Johnson was stretched to his limit by the gestures, then
"Bend over, I'll drive" finished Johnson off. It was not a crude remark, it was
a penetrating command from a voice of authority, and it caused Johnson to
psychosomatically experience being forcefully sodomized by a powerful man
with phallic enormity, which was too much for Johnson's soul to bear, and
his whole being went into an abysmally sickening collapse, and his body
reacted over time to this experience, and he became afflicted with post
traumatic stress disorder.

Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson, July 31, 2006: Based on my bodily experience, both at
the time McPhee said "bend over, I'll drive" and at the time I relived that trauma in my
soul as a psychological healing tool, (a few days before the pretrial conference on June
51h, 2006) I believe with great conviction that my Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

(hereinafter PTSD) was proximately caused by McPhee, by his directing me to bend
over and let him drive. When I relived that moment my guts trembled and gurgled in an
extraordinary way.

10) .. .there has not been shown to be any causal connection between the acts
complained of and the distress.
See Look Your Heart in the Mirror video of Johnson, and Johnson's
testimony directly above.

11) Johnson is asking the court to award him damages because McPhee"s
alleged comments made him feel worse when Johnson had low self esteem
because of his adulterous relationships and his lies.

Johnson, was almost recovered from the hard times he had. He was
doing great business with McPhee, they had a great friendship, and he
was in love with a beautiful woman. McPhee turned fiend, though, and
Johnson's dreams and life turned to a wretched nightmare.

Johnson v. Richards, 2~4 P.507, 50 Idaho 150 (1930) Generally, in absence of
statue, character of party to civil action is not proper subject of inquiry.

12) Any emotional distress which may have been suffered by Johnson was
caused by Johnson's own acts.

Johnson's own acts caused adversity and definite emotional weakness,
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but not post traumatic stress disorder, and not disability and not
hospitalization. (See letters from State of Idaho Mental Health
Department and intake record from Kootenai Medical Center, Intensive
Care Unit.)

13) There is no evidence that even if McPhee said the words alleged they
were the proximate cause of damages to Johnson any more than his own acts
caused his "rough" emotional state, which had "no beginning" and "no end".
The statement "no beginning" and "no end" is a reference to metaphysical
reality of continuous phenomena, not an emotional eternity.

14) .. .the acts of McPhee cannot be imputed to JCA V.

Sharp v. W.H. Moore, Inc., 796 P.2d 506, 118 Idaho 297 (1990)
Principal is liable for torts of agent committed within the scope of agency relationship.
Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson. July 31. 2006: In May 2003 McPhee went into a high
voltage rage against me because I resisted his whim to end the real estate transaction
in which I represented JCAV, LLC, by McPhee's agency.

Also, see reference to notification of, and subsequent acquiescence
by, JCAV, regarding alleged sexually charged tortious conduct, whereby
such acquiescence, JCAV becomes potentially liable for punitive
damages.

15) It should be noted that all the alleged acts took place in the context of
Johnson demanding to be paid for a real estate transaction, the purchase of
property by JCA V.
This is completely untrue. The alleged acts occur over a two year time

period, and most of them occurred while Johnson was representing JCAV
in the sale of 6600 Governemtn Way. As far as the term "demanding to
be paid," first, Johnson asked for a contract to be paid lawfully, and was
refused by McPhee, then, when JCAV bought the land, there was no
money available for Johnson. Johnson had held off creditors and lived on
the brink of starvation, eviction and madness for many months. Johnson
was forced to beg McPhee, who paid Johnson $2,000 twice. Johnson
begged again some weeks later, and McPhee acted as though there
would be money again, but there wasn't. So Johnson appealed to JCAV
with a reasonable request for payment, and then McPhee left abusive
voice mails, acted hostile to Johnson, told Johnson he hadn't even begun
to see how much McPhee hated him, all the while saying, at the end of
the voice mails, "call me." McPhee knew he had an obligation to
Johnson, and he was trying to keep Johnson at bay. Johnson reverted to
somewhat more confrontational means as a last resort and an alternate
strategy.
Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson. July 31. 2006: I was polite, calm, and reasonable. I told
him my talent and intuitive sense in real estate was extraordinary, that I had been
involved in the best deals in town, and that he had a blind spot, being unable to see my
value, that I was the most creative agent in town, and probably the only agent in town
who would have put the project in Rathdrum. A team effort involving the parties whose
cooperation I requested and established was probably the only way it would have
happened according to McPhee's plan.
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16) In this case there was no showing that JCA V authorized or ratified the
alleged statements of McPhee which occurred when Johnson initiated contacts
to seek payment from McPhee, who was not a purchaser of the property. There
has been no showing that JCA V even knew about the statements allegedly
made by McPhee until the phone calf from Johnson to JCAV which is the basis
for Johnson's third claim of relief.

McPhee's conduct toward Johnson in 2005, until the phone call to JCAV,
was basically friendly, but smug. The "statements of McPhee which
occurred when Johnson initiated contacts to seek payment from McPhee"
occurred after the initial phone call appeal to JCAV, and so of course
JCAV didn't know about them. By its negligence, JCAV invited them.
Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson. July 31. 2006: He was smug but not cruel until I
wanted some more money. He had assured me long ago and repeatedly of at least
$25,000. I had told my creditors I would have at least that much. 1was approximately
$5,000 behind on rent. I was facing another eviction. I begged McPhee, and he turned
cruel again, telling me through his secretary, "we'll pay you when we sell the lots".
I appealed to Jack Vanderwaal.

The tortious conduct was heightened when JCAV refused to intervene,
and Johnson began to "negotiate" again with McPhee, to try and find
some mutually agreeable solution, which would keep Johnson alive, at
least.
17) Johnson admitted that McPhee was not even aware of the "emotional
distress" which he had caused two years earlier.

This is a completely false statement. Johnson testified that McPhee said,
"I don't know what you're talking about" regarding Johnson's attempt to
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resolve his issue with McPhee's directing him to perform oral sex.
(Johnson Tr. No. 2, P.93, Ln.7-10)
(93)
7. told him - in 2005 I went in his office and I said,
8. Mike, that really fucked me up when you asked
9. me to suck my dick. He says, I don't know what you're
10. talking about.

McPhee is fiendish and a liar. (See addendum to ThayerNanderwaal
Purchase and Sale Agreement, June 23, 2005,) which McPhee signed,
before a notary, an officer of the state, declaring himself to be a managing
member of JCAV, LLC.

Idaho Code 18-5401: Every person who, having taken an oath that he will testify,
declare, depose, or certify truly, before any competent tribunal, legislative
committee, officer, or person in any of the cases in which such an oath may by
law be administered, willfully and contrary to such oath, states as true and
material matter which he knows to be false, is guilty of perjury.
Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson, July 31, 2006: I believe that McPhee had a power over
Jack ...
Jack Vanderwaal signed the same page of paper on the same day before
the same notary, and thereby assisted McPhee in what appears to be
felony perjury. Thereby, Jack Vanderwaal has apparently committed
felony perjury himself, and so it goes with anyone whom McPhee works
with or has influence over.
Affidavit of Jack Vanderwaal, April 12, 2006: Niether JCAV, LLC or myself have had

any oral agreement with Mike McPhee for the purchase of property or for the
development of property... Mike McPhee is not now, and has never been, a member of
JCAV, LLC.
Subsequently, Jack Vanderwaal has sworn to things, which seem
completely inconsistent with the Thayer addendum, apparently to avoid
liability for McPhee's tortious conduct.
Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson, August 29. 2006:
Plaintiff sent the following text messages to Jack Vanderwaal
12:59pm

10/04/2005

P.a.i.d. Partner acquiesces in degeneracy

7:58am

10/11/2005

Mike is lying

11:44am

11/04/05

Mike has a death wish. Lane is snakebit...

McPhee knew very well, that his conduct was destructive to Johnson.
McPhee knew very well, that he was not a managing member of JCAV.
McPhee has no concern for others. He uses his powers of intelligence
and perception to stupify his victims, and take advantage of their talent,
resources and good will toward him, and then he disposes of them or
in this case, incriminates them, by surreptitious and malicious means, to
his self imagined glory.
Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson, July 31. 2006: Kieth, who McPhee befriended after he
destroyed me, died of psychological related causes about 6 months after he had a
falling out with McPhee.
There are a number of victims of and witnesses to similar conduct by
McPhee, who because of death or fear of reprisal have declined to make
affidavits. Johnson has only recently become able to afford and mentally
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and emotionally able to perform depositions. Johnson will begin deposing
these witnesses if the motions for summary judgment are denied.

18) There was no showing that McPhee was aware that his actions caused
harm especialfy in light of Johnson's demand for money, as shown below, and
Johnson's instigation of confrontation with McPhee.

Johnson was requesting to be paid for services rendered. McPhee
subjugated Johnson and so Johnson appealed to JCAV. Upon hearing
that Johnson had appealed to JCAV, McPhee left voice messages for
Johnson, one of which is in evidence, transcript of which is,
approximately, "Hey you fucking dickhead, why don't you call me back, I
need to borrow some money, you never loaned me a nickel, you fucking
prick, give me a call." (CdA Police Audio Recording, Report # 05c26632)

McPhee Interrogatory No. 214: Did you leave me a voice mail, saying "Hey you fucking
dickhead ... call me"? McPhee's Answer: NO

McPhee was very aware that Johnson was traumatized. (Johnson Tr. No.
2, P.94, Ln.22-25; P.95, Ln.1-3)
(94-95)
22. a situation where Mike was amused that I was so, like
23. you say, weak or that I was traumatized. He found it
24. amusing.
25. Q. Did he tell you that?
1. He snickered all the time.
2. Q. Was he snickering at you?
3. Yes.
Johnson had lived almost three years in hell, and had to overcome

unimaginable mental, physical, and circumstantial chaos, to finally be
able to take a stand against McPhee at the Iron Horse Bar.
Johnson was dancing, and felt like himself again for a few moments, and
McPhee was there, and the song was triumphant in nature, and it inspired
Johnson to make a showing of his newfound strength. It would be absurd
to characterize the past relationship by this little symbolic gesture. During
the abuse, Johnson's fight or flight instinct failed. McPhee is subtle,
fiendish, and very powerful, and when he strikes, his victims are totally
unprepared, and shocked. Johnson, during his healing, as recommended
by psychological literature, re-enacted the shocking scenes, and reawakened his fight or flight instinct, and when McPhee got in Johnson's
face, this time, Johnson was ready to fight, but took flight, as he testified;
"I just walked away."

19) Johnson can demonstrate no physical manifestation of distress which can
rise to the level of being actionable ...

Look Your Heart in the Mirror video, diagnosis of post traumatic stress
disorder, Affidavit of Cheryl Burchell, Hospital record.

20) Johnson admitted he was not working for JCA V

Johnson, upon learning that McPhee was not a member of JCAV, stated
that he represented McPhee. But Johnson also stated, "in my mind I
represented JCAV". It would be absurd for Johnson to think that McPhee
was going to buy the land. It was assumed from the beginning that JCAV
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(Jack Vanderwaal) was going to finance the project. (See Email from
Jack Vanderwaal to McPhee dated February 3, 2004):
Vanderwaal:

"If you guys had some cash you could participate as a investor in the

lake deal which would net you more money than the business park."

21) Therefore, there is no evidence to show that Mike McPhee was working for
or was an agent of JCA V, LLC.
See addendum to ThayerNanderwaal contract, and listing agreement and
purchase and sale agreement for 6600 Government Way.
Stout v. McNary, 75 Idaho 99. 267 p.2d 655 (1954): "Relationship of principal and
agent, when shown to exist, will be presumed to continue in absence of anything to
show its termination."

22) Jay Johnson admits that he had no agreement with JCA V, LLC or Mike
McPhee regarding the purchase of the Radiant Lake property. Johnson could
not be entitled to damages for a breach of contract when no contract with JCA V
existed.
Johnson admits he had no written agreement. An oral contract did exist,
made with Johnson by McPhee in 2003, and part performed by McPhee
and Vanderwaal in 2005, thereby removing it from the strictures of the
statute of frauds. I. C. 9-504 McPhee was clearly JCAV's agent. and so
JCAV had a contract with Johnson.

Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson. July 31. 2006: I appealed to Jack Vanderwaal.
... He took credit for already paying me $4,000 ..
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23) Johnson was not licensed on that date and is not entitled to commission on
that basis alone ...
Johnson sent in his renewal on December 30, 2004, and it was stamped
by the Real Estate Commission on January 5, 2005. The issue of the
license occurred on January 6th , 2005. The Real Estate Commission's
policy was that you are licensed to perform work on the day you send in
your license fee (December 30, 2004), assuming your license is
subsequently issued. Plaintiff reserves the right to affirm this, and will
submit subsequent to the filing of this answer a supplemental
memorandum verifying this fact.
McPhee refused to sign an agreement with Kirk Realty, or any broker.
Kirk Realty wanted 25% split of the commission on the lake deal.
Johnson found a broker that would only charge 10% commission split.
So Johnson decided to change brokers, to HelpUSell, now defunct.
At that time, every penny was critical to Johnson's survival and healing,
and there was a $20 fee for changing brokers. Johnson couldn't afford it,
and he was severely disabled, such that he spent most of his time
in agony on his back, so he couldn't do real estate work anyway.
See: NOTICE OF REAL ESTATE LICENSE CHANGE (3/10/2005)

Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson, July 31, 2006: I lived in torment and dire poverty for
about one year, my only comfort came from the expectation of payment for my work on
Radiant Lake Estates.

24) To the extent that Johnson's complaint alleged that he represented JCAV in
the acquisition of land or a business opportunity, he was prohibited from doing
so ...
I ·represented" JCAV, through its agent, Mike McPhee, not as a client, but
as a customer. There was no prohibition from representing someone
without a written agreement. It was not "representation" per se, but it was
"performing valuable services". (See Agency Law in Idaho) An agency
relationship could have, and would have been created, had McPhee
signed a buyer broker agreement at the time Johnson asked. McPhee
refused, and so subjugated Johnson and used undue influence to prevent
Johnson from receiving a lawful real estate commission. (Johnson Tr. No.
1, P.38, Ln.1-7)
(38)
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

I attempted - I spoke to Mike McPhee on
the phone saying that we needed to get a
buyer broker agreement established so that I could
get paid for the lake, as we had agreed that I would
be paid for the lake from - and Mike said that he
didn't want to pay a broker.

25) ... Johnson had not even informed McPhee that the comment he allegedly
made had harmed him.
Johnson informed McPhee approximately three to six months prior to the
breach of contract, and McPhee said, "I don't know what you're talking
about." (See above reference to perjury)

26) The essence of the lawsuit is that Johnson thought he should have been
paid for work which he did as a real estate agent for McPhee.
The essence of the lawsuit is that Johnson was stretched to the point of
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death by anxiety, and he had no other means of restoring himself other
than to sue. Johnson did exemplary work, and was tortured for it.
JCAV had a duty to Johnson, both in 2003, to investigate the threatening
letters, and in 2005, to investigate the allegations of menacing and
sexually beckoning abuse and torture. Johnson performed valuable
services as a licensed real estate agent for JCAV, mostly through its
agent, Mike McPhee, but also in organizing the first meeting between
JCAV and Neighborhoods, Inc at Michael D's Restaurant.
Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson, July 31, 2006: JCAV, LLC, a.k.a. Jack Vanderwaal had
orally committed to financing the project by saying at a breakfast meeting, which I
organized, "I'll be paying for everything, J might as well start now."

27) This is not a breach of duty and is not actionable as a negligence claim.
This is a breach of duty, as discussed above regarding Johnson's
notification of principal of wanton oppressive acts of its agent, and is
actionable as a negligence claim.

Email to Jack Vanderwaal from Jay Johnson dated August 26, 2005): "Roughly six
months ago, I called Mike and asked that he sign a contract to pay commission on the
land sale.· He said, "we are not going to do that." When we talked about his
paying me directly, not through a broker, he said I should keep it quiet, since he knew I
am not allowed to earn commission income without the involvement of a broker. This
grieved me, but Mike had been so furious and unruly over disagreements in the past,
that I went along with it, trusting things would work out."

Furthermore, McPhee, acting as agent of JCAv,·sent hostile totally
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unrealistic letters to Johnson regarding the transaction at 6600
Government Way, demanding release of all sums paid into escrow by Bill
Peterson, and threatening a lawsuit. In the sales contract, page 5,
it says that the broker is entitled to one half of the earnest money after
costs in the event of default by the buyer and a seller demand for
liquidation. Jack Vanderwaal testified in Answer to Interrogatory Number
7, that he authorized those letters. Plaintiff argues that a reasonable man
could foresee potential problems and injuries resulting from the letters,
and therefor JCAV had a duty to investigate them. (See letter(s) to and
from Jay Johnson of GMAC Real Estate to and from Stephen Mccrae,
attorney for JCAV, LLC. ·July 11 through July 22, 2003)
Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson. July 31, 2006: In May 2003 McPhee went into a high
voltage rage against me because I resisted his whim to end the real estate transaction
in which I represented JCAV, LLC, byMcPhee's agency. McPhee demanded the

$30,000 earnest money be released. I told him it wasn't going to happen ...
The buyer, Bill Peterson, would sue JCAV, LLC, myself, and the broker if McPhee's
whims were followed. It would be a terrible situation. The reasonable course was to
allow the buyer, _Bill Peterson, more time to close the transaction. The reason he
needed more time was that the property did not appraise at the contractual sale value,
which was $1,335,000. The appraised value was $1,150,000. The buyer, in order to
close the sale, needed $185,000 more cash. He needed to refinance another property
he owned, which took about two months. During the period between the original
dispute and the eventual close of the sale, McPhee treated me and tormented me as a
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traitor, almost daily. He explained himself to me after the sale closed by saying I didn't
represent him, and that I told him how it was going

to be.

The factthat the sale did close evidences that JCAV did not share the
hostile attitude of McPhee, and casts doubt on the veracity of JCAV's
answer to Interrogatory number 7, that McPhee was authorized to send

the demand letters to Johnson.
(See addendum no. 2, July 24, 2003, signed only by the buyer, Peterson)

. 28) And when he finally informed McPhee that he has been hurt he also
instigated confrontations.
The Defendant has confused the timing, as shown above. The
"instigated confrontations" referred to here, are possibly the text
messages Johnson sent. By the time Johnson sent those messages, he
had already exhausted an almost infinite reservoir of good will toward
McPhee, and Johnson was simply trying another tactic, more like
McPhee's own conduct, that might alter the way McPhee reacted.

CONCLUSION
•

Summary judgment is only appropriate when genuine issues of material fact
are absent and the case can be decided as a matter of law. Genuine issues
of material fact clearly exist, and so summary judgment is inappropriate.

•

The plaintiff has provided ample evidence to support a judgment in his favor,
and will be able to provide significant additional evidence in due time.

•

The statute of limitations has been shown to be inapplicable and
inappropriate to this case.

•

The defendants' testimony and denials have been shown to be suspect, and
perjury charges may be appropriate.
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•

Therefor, the defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment should be denied.

DATED _ _l_--z,,,-+-/_2_
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Curtis "Jai'son
Plaintiff, Pro Se
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 21st day of December, 2006, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by hand delivery to the
following:
STEPHEN MCCREA, ATTORNEY FOR JCAV, LLC
608 NORTHWEST BLVD
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
FACSIMILE (208) 664-4370 .
IAN SMITH, ATTORNEY FOR MIKE MCPHEE
608 NORTHWEST BLVD
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
FACSIMILE (208) 765-9089
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Plaintiff, Pro Se
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY cfF KOOTENAI

Curtis "Jaf Johnson
1206 N 61 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

I
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) Case # CV0S-8999

Plaintiff,
vs.
Mike McPhee
JCAV, LLC
Defendants

)
)
)
)
) SUPPLEMENT TO

) Answer to JCAV, LLC's Motion
) for Summary Judgment ·
)

NOW COMES, the above named Plaintiff, Curtis Jay Johnson, with this
Supplement to his Answer to Defendant JCAV, LLC's motion for Summary
Judgment.
The Defendant has aUeged that because the Plaintiffs real estate license was
inactive on January Su,, 2005, that the Plaintiff is therefor prohibited from earning
a real estate commission based on the contract entered into by JCAV, LLC. on
that date. Plaintiff has made inquiry to the Real Estate Commission, who
discovered that there was a typo in the system, and that Johnson's license was
actually active on January 5th , 2005. Therefor the Plaintiff was a licensed real
estate agent on January 5th , 2005, and the Defendant's argument regarding
Johnson's license status at the time the contract was entered into is therefor
void. Furthermore, regarding Johnson's lawful right to compensation under the
oral agreement and subsequent part performance of that agreement, the IDAHO
REAL ESTATE COMMISSION Guideline# 20 states in its conclusion regarding
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non-agency "representation":

Idaho Real Estate License Law and Rules does not require a licensee to
form an agency relationship with either buyer or seller of property in order
to engage in the business of real estate.
A "nonagent" licensee can receive a compensation in accordance with his
or her contract rights with a buyer, seller or another licensee for work
performed in the business of real estate.

Therefor, if the Court finds that McPhee made part performance to Johnson of
an oral contract to pay a real estate commission, the Court may enforce specific
performance of that contract. I.C. 9-504

DATED __l_2__/'--z_-2..-1-)_o_,_ _
I

Plaintiff, Pro Se

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 22nd day of December, 2006, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by fax copy to the following;
STEPHEN MCCREA, ATTORNEY FOR JCAV, LLC
608 NORTHWEST BLVD
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
FACSIMILE (208) 664-4370

-

IAN SMITH, ATTORNEY FOR MIKE MCPHEE
608 NORTHWEST BLVD
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
FACSIMILE (208) 765-9089

CurtisJ.si}hlnson
Plaintiff, Pro Se

STATE Of IOAHO
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Curtis "Jay'' Johnson, Pro Se
1206 N. 6th St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 769-9337
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JU
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE cotltJWbF KOOTENAI
) Case # CV05-8999
)

Curtis "Ja( Johnson
1
1206 N 6 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

)

VS.

) Answer to Defendant
) Mike McPhee's Motion
) For Summary Judgment

MikeMcPhee
JCAV, LLC

)
)

Plaintiff,

Defendants

)

NOW COMES, the above named Plaintiff, Curtis Jay Johnson (hereinafter
Johnson) and answers in objection to the above named Defendant, Mike
McPhee's Motion for Summary Judgment. Pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, Rule 56(c), Plaintiff shall submit opposing affidavits at least 14 days
prior to the date of the hearing on the motion, at which time evidence referenced
herein shall also be submitted.

Summary judgment is only appropriate when genuine issues of material fact are absent
and the case can be decided as a matter of law. Rules Cov. Proc. Rule 56{c).
Edmondson v Shearer Lumber Products, 75 P.3d 733,139 Idaho 172. rehearing
denied, certiorari denied 124 S.Ct. 1426. 540 U.S. 1184, 158 L.Ed, 2d 88. (2003)

A material fact precluding summary judgment is one upon which the outcome of the
case may be different. O'guin v. Bingham County, 72 P.3d 849, 139 Idaho 9, appeal

after remand 122 P.3d 308, 142 Idaho 49 (2003) .

MATERIAL FACTS IN DISPUTE

Assertions made by the Defendant and disputed by the Plaintiff, which may
affect the outcome of the case, are numbered in the order they appear in the
Defendant's Memorandum and written in italics.

1 ) Johnson testified in his first deposition that the general abuse which McPhee
allegedly inflicted upon Johnson consisted of:
A) McPhee said Johnson was a piece of shit real estate agent.
(Tr.1, P.34, L.5-11)
Q. And that comment, I am assuming, took
place under your category general abuse as set forth
in exhibit 1?
Yes, that was - in writing this
document. that comment preceded by several months
10. what I would call - - it was a forewarning. It was
11. not part of what I would call the abuse.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

2) Johnson testified at his first deposition that the obscene abuse consisted of.

A) McPhee told Johnson to perform oral sex:

Actually, McPhee told Johnson to perform oral sex and then reminded
Johnson repeatedly with horrifying and shocking obscene gestures, over
a period of weeks.
(Tr.1, P.45, L.1-5)
1. okay, I understand, it doesn't hurt to ask. But
2. then when it was repeated and repeated and repeated
3. and there was - it wsa overwhelming, and I went
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4. into what I have recently discovered through my
5. reading was post traumatic stress syndrome.

Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson. July 31. 2006: For about the next month. each time
Mike McPhee (hereinafter McPhee) and I were alone, McPhee made some sick
beckoning gesture to torture me. He would lick his lips, avert my eyes to his crotch,
and make slurping sounds.

3) This was an altercation which Johnson initiated as testified by him in his
second deposition;
Johnson waved his finger in the air, while he was dancing, not looking at
McPhee, and not knowing whether McPhee saw.

4)
As set forth above, Johnson initially testified at his first deposition, that
McPhee's alleged tortious conduct ceased in July of 2003.
Johnson stated that the obscene abuse, and the general abuse which
Johnson had referenced on the time line, ceased in July 2003. Johnson
did not testify that the tortious conduct ceased. The conduct alleged in
the original complaint ceased.

5) The fact that Johnson miraculously recalled additional alleged tortious
conduct ... should be viewed with great skepticism by the court.

Johnson had been abused and maligned to such an extreme, that he had
little faith in people's ability to understand his suffering, and little hope
that he could find words that could convey how tormenting and agonizing
the abuse and subjugation in 2005 was.

";) 0 c.
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6) .. .the significant time gaps between the alleged abuse in 2003 and 2005
cannot support a claim that the alleged conduct was continuing in nature.
(JCAV Tr.2, P.94-95)

19. It was a water torture type abuse the whole
20. time. I don't want to say there was no abuse. But it
21. was an actionable type of abuse. It was just basically
22. a situation where Mike was amused that I was so; like
23. you say, weak or that I was traumatized. He found it
24. amusing.
25. Q. Did he tell you that?
1. He snickered all the time.
2. Q. Was he snickering at you?
3. Yes.
NOTE) Johnson sent a change notice to the court reporting service, which was
not included in this transcript, for some reason. The words "was an actionable"
should be "wasn't actionable" meaning it could not stand on its own as
actionable abuse. However, within the continuing tort concept, it was applicable
and does tie the contract subjugation cause of action to the obscene and
general abuse causes of action into a continuum of dehumanizing subjugation
and wanton disregard of Johnson's life.
For continuing tort, see above regarding water torture type abuse. Also,
Johnson's testimony was that McPhee had touched him in a creepy way,
that was sickening to Johnson, in 2004 or 2005, Johnson isn't sure.
(JCAV Tr.2, P.57)
2.

Q. Let me ask you this. Did Mike touch you in

2005?
A He - in a light way that was sickening to
s. me, he did, yes.
6. Q. When did that happen? Name a date and a
7. place and a time.
8. A It was in his office. And I was sitting
3.
4.

. ·1
4
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9.

there. And he walked past me behind me and rubbed his
the back of my shoulders.
day was that?
A In a gentle kind of petting kind of way.
Q. Whal day was that?
A I don't recall.
Q. What time was it?
A It was a time when I was working with the it mighthave been 2004. But it was in his office.
And I don't allege that necessarily as a factor in this
lawsuit. He's just a very creepy person.

10. hand across
11. Q. And what

12.
13.
14.

1s.
16.
17.

1s.
19.

Johnson was not aware of any continuing tort theory or concept at the
time he filed his lawsuit, but he knew the conduct was continuing and that
it was always emotionally distressing 1:md inhumane, even to this day.

7) Johnson's claims for Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress and Intentional
lnfliciton of Emotional Distress for any alleged conduct which occurred in the
year 2003 should be dismissed as they are time barred.

Johnson has addressed the statue of limitations in his answer to JCAV,
LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment, and asserts herein that the Court
should find that the statute of limitations is not applicable or appropriate to
the allegations for any of several reasons. Johnson makes only the
following addition to the aforementioned; regarding equitable estoppel asa bar to the statute of limitations defense.
Mason v. Tucker and Associates. 871 P.2d 846. 125 Idaho 429 (Idaho APP. 1994)
Defendant may be equitably estopped from relying on statute of limitations if his
statements or conduct caused plaintiff to refrain from prosecuting action during
limitations period.

McPhee invited Johnson to a lunch meeting, in the winter of 2004-2005,
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which was attended by representatives from Pioneer Title Company, who
were working on the Radiant Lake project with McPhee. By inviting
Johnson to this meeting, McPhee led Johnson to believe he was still part
of the Radiant Lake team, would be paid, respected, etc. Bill Clark of
Pioneer Title will testify, either by affidavit or deposition that the meeting
occurred, and that Johnson was present. Bill Clark is checking with the
Pioneer Title legal advisory as to whether he should make an affidavit or
wait to be deposed.

8) The entirety of Johnson's a/legations regarding his claims for Negligent and
Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress fail to state a claim upon which relief
may be granted.

Johnson's claim can be summarized as follows, per the Idaho supreme
court's parameters for recovery on a claim of intentional infliction of
emotional distress:
A) The conduct must be intentional or reckless
McPhee's alleged conduct is both, obviously.
B) The conduct must be extreme and outrageous
All of McPhee's alleged conduct is extreme; the threat to copulate with
Johnson's girlfriend, the sexually charged putrid shocks and invasions
of Johnson's consciousness, i.e. licking lips and slurping; the demonic
domination and rage over disputed earnest money in a deal that
Johnson found for McPhee, which essentially made the Defendants a
million dollars overnight; the water torture little acidic drops of mockery
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over time; and then the wanton disregard of Johnson's value and his
life surrounding the breach of contract.
C) There must be a causal connection between the wrongful conduct and
the emotional distress
It is absolutely undeniable that Johnson's Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder was proximately caused by "bend over, I'll drive.' The
extremity of agony and anxiety inherent to the disease was
exacerbated by the other conduct, and Johnson's life consequences,
such that Johnson almost died, and was recommended to be
hospitalized in the intensive care unit.
D) The emotional distress must be severe
Johnson was frozen in traumatic anxiety and spent about 8 hours
· per day for one year on his back. Johnson continues to have major
disruptions and difficulties in his life due to his post traumatic stress
disorder and the circulation of stored anxiety through Johnson's body.

Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson, July 31, 2006: Mike McPhee told me, approximately in
the spring of 2003, while I was in the front seat of his car, "suck my dick." This was
after he had charmed my girlfriend and established a domination in our friendship and
business relationship. He said it in a way that was not specious or raucous. He meant
it. He leaned back in his seat and mildly projected his crotch. I was shocked and
terrified, and unable to react appropriately. I rationalized my frozen panic with a moral
and philosophical stance of acceptance. For about the next month, each time Mike
McPhee (hereinafter McPhee) and I were alone, McPhee made some sick beckoning

'
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gesture to torture me. He would lick his lips, avert my eyes to his crotch, and make

slurping sounds. I became more and more frozen. We were in a remote area of the
Highlands Golf Course, I was driving the golf cart. I had to urinate and went into the

trees. When I got back he told me to whip it out. I was in denial, paralyzed in silent
panic. I drove the cart. He told me then, directly in a penetrating tone of voice, "Bend
over, I'll drive." The image from McPhee's phallic description combined with the depth

and strength of McPhee's voice caused me psychologically to experience being
forcefully sodomized. This was the death of me. My only thought was: Mike, you
murdered me ...
Having failed at everything I tried, having lost my girlfriend, having terrible physiological
and psychological symptoms of PTSD, I lost all bearing in life. Everywhere I went,
people leered. at me, whispered to each other about me. Waitresses would leave me
sitting without waiting on me. I was a villain in everyone's eyes, and somehow I
became one in my own eyes, blaming and hating myself for all my failures, craziness,
etc. I became terribly irritable around my kids, I got evicted from my home, thrown out
of a coffee shop, a dance club, and was at the brink of death from anxiety, really.

9) Johnson has made no claim, and has provided no evidence that he has
suffered any physical injury as a result of McPhee's alleged conduct. Therefor,
Johnson's claim of Negligent lnfliciton of emotional distress must fail.
(Tr.1 P.63 Ln. 6-9)
6.
7.

s.
9.

when I get utterly, totally relaxed, the energetic
accumulation of trauma moves very very - feels
like it could be dangerous and it could stop my
heart, and at times it does grab my heart.

Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson, July 31. 2006: Based on my bodily experience, both at
the time McPhee said "bend over, I'll drive" and at the time I relived that trauma in my
soul as a psychological healing tool, (a few days before the pretrial conference on June
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51h, 2006) I believe with great conviction that my Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(hereinafter PTSD) was proximately caused by McPhee, by his directing me to bend
over and let him drive. When I relived that moment my guts trembled and gurgled in an
extraordinary way.
See letters of diagnosis from State of Idaho Mental Health Department and intake
record from Kootenai Medical Center, and the Look Your Heart in the Mirror video.

10) Johnson has admitted that McPhee did not subject Johnson to sexual
abuse in 2003.

Johnson simply testified that McPhee said "I don't know what you're
talking about" when Johnson went to McPhee in 2005 and tried to resolve
the matter psychologically, so that there could be a mutual understanding
. and a healing of the friendship and business relationship. McPhee's eyes
and manners were wicked and fiendish when he said that. He was lying
and intentionally inflicting emotional distress upon Johnson.

11) All of the alleged acts of Mcphee, as testified to by Johnson in his
depositions, and as alleged in Johnson's Complaints, do not rise to the level of
outrageousness necessary to sustain a claim of intentional Infliction of Emotional
Distress.

It is hard to imagine a more outrageous course of conduct. The conduct
defies explanation, and expands the imagination as to how sick, brutal
and inhumane a person can be.

12) The essence of the allegations supporting Johnson's claims are that, over
the course of six months, in the year 2003, McPhee made crude remarks to

) i ~··
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Johnson some of them sexual in nature, that in the year 2005, Mcphee said
things to Johnson that Johnson did not want to hear.
The essence of the allegations are that McPhee decided to have some
fun and destroy Johnson. He didn't make crude remarks. He
surreptitiously worked his way into Johnson's life and consciousness,
posing as a friend; he shockingly invaded and violated Johnson's sacred
manhood; he tore Johnson's heart to pieces by threatening to screw his
girlfriend, and charming her away from him; he brutally demeaned
Johnson over the commercial real estate deal and over the payment for
work on Radiant Lake; all the while, making millions for himself and his
partner, largely thanks to Johnson's talent, good will and hard work.

Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson. July 31, 2006: I believe I was lured into a relationship
with McPhee so he could destroy me for sport

13) If Johnson is to believed, McPhee's conduct could best be described as
"lacker room talk''.

Per the summary judgment standard, this statement is irrelevant to the
Court's ruling on the motion; it construes the record most favorable to the
moving party. Secondly, it is a completely false statement. See above,
regarding the essence of the allegations.

14) The nature of the alleged behavior is not something that is so far outside of
societal norms that it should be the basis for a lawsuit.

The nature of the alleged behavior is nightmarish, unimaginably fiendish
"••

/
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Johnson some of them sexual in nature, that in the year 2005, Mcphee said
things to Johnson that Johnson did not want to hear.

The essence of the allegations are that McPhee decided to have some
fun and destroy Johnson. He didn't make crude remarks. He
surreptitiously worked his way into Johnson's life and consciousness,
posing as a friend; he shockingly invaded and violated Johnson's sacred
manhood; he tore Johnson's heart to pieces by threatening to screw his
girlfriend, and charming her away from him; he brutally demeaned
Joh.nson over the commercial real estate deal and over the payment for
work on Radiant Lake; all the while, making millions for himself and his
partner, largely thanks to Johnson's talent, good will and hard work.

Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson, July 31, 2006: I believe I was lured into a relationship
with McPhee so he could destroy me for sport.

13) If Johnson is to believed, McPhee's conduct could best be described as
"locker room talk".

Per the summary judgment standard, this statement is irrelevant to the
Court's ruling on the motion; it construes the record most favorable to the
moving party. Secondly, it is a completely false statement. See above,
regarding the essence of the allegations.

14) The nature of the alleged behavior is not something that is so far outside of
societal norms that it should be the basis for a lawsuit.

The nature of the alleged behavior is nightmarish, unimaginably fiendish
r
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and diabolical; cruel, wanton and abysmally abhorrent.

15) Johnson did not have an objection to the locker room talk.

Johnson was so shocked and horrified he froze and pretended it wasn't
happening. Later, Johnson stayed ·in contact and did work with McPhee
as a matter of friendship, acceptance, business, and healing.
(JCAV Tr.2, P.59)
17. Q. So why did you stay in contact with Mike
18. after you thought he was creepy? Tell me why you
19. stayed in contact with him.
20. A. Because, number one, there was a lot of good
21. feelings and friendship at the beginning. Number two,
22. there was a real estate project. Number three, there was
23. belief on my part that in order for me to heal
24. I had to face everything. And I couldn't tum my back on
25. anything.

(JCAV Tr. 2, P.65)
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Q. Terminate. Why didn't you terminate it?

A. Terminate the agreement?
Q. Yeah. You don't have to put up with that, do
you?
A. There's two - there's two reasons .. And the
first reason is that there was a domination and a sort of a demon possession - type situation going on.
And there was a lot of money to be made on the lake.
And there was a past previous friendship that was - it
was - it was such a polarization of situations where
your best friend, a guy you hang out with and is
frigging fun and - and you're making big business and
everything is going to be great and we're all going to
be millionaires and happy days, then he turns into the
frigging snake that bit you on the jugular.
Q. So why didn't you terminate your relationship
then?
A. Because you're bit on the frigging jugular
and you're frigging fried. You don't know what to do.
It happens.

ll

15) In analyzing whether McPhee's alleged conduct was extreme and
outrageous, the Court should consider Johnson's character and prior behavior.

Johnson v. Richards. 294 P.507. 50 Idaho 150 (1930) Generally, in absence of
statue, character of party to civil action is not proper subject of inquiry.
Affidavit of Lyn J. Glassman. December 21. 2006: I was ... Johnson's girlfriend during
his marriage ... Jay was ambitiously pursuing a modem answer to the social ills
surrounding marriage and divorce and the horrible impacts on children... I am a highly
educated woman ... My relationship with Jay was very substantial... Jay was a very
strong and confident man, and I personally saw nothing immoral in our relationship.

16) Obviously, Johnson's prior behavior reflects a person who has exposed
himself to conduct, and has engaged in conduct, which has hardened him to the
rough edges of society.
Johnson was in a marriage that had not been intimate for five years.
Johnson wanted to know true love. Johnson wanted to live in the same
home as his kids. Johnson also wanted to find some new knowledge that
would help our culture get over its "rough edges". In the Declaration of
Independence, it says that each person is endowed with certain
unalienable rights, including the right to life liberty and the pursuit of
happiness. No one is perfect, and society could be thankful when
people make sacrifices and go beyond the bounds and look deeper than
the status quo. Johnson's heart and intentions were always in the right
place, regardless of anyone's egotistical judgment of Johnson's behavior.

17) McPhee's conduct would have had no effect on such a hardened individual.
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Johnson bared his soul, that is not a hardening. Johnson opened his
heart to McPhee, and McPhee surreptitiously injected poison, and did
abysmally sick nauseating violence to Johnson, and would not repent.

18) Johnson testified that he had suffered a reduction in his income as a result
of the alleged pre-Mcphee emotional distress. As result, Johnson has failed to
establish a causal connection between McPhee's alleged conduct and his
alleged emotional distress.

Johnson testified that Century 21 asked him to leave. Johnson's did not
testify that he had a reduction in income. In fact, Johnson's income
stayed the same at GMAC Real Estate.

19) Johnson also testified that he had been traumatized prior to being exposed
to McPhee's alleged conduct.

Johnson testified that the pre-McPhee trauma set him up for the McPhee
induced massive almost fatal trauma. Johnson's "trauma" prior to
McPhee was insignificant by comparison, and the type of thing one could
get over with a few months counseling or an exercise program or some
self help positive thinking type work.
If .Johnson had not had the lowered self esteem, he might have reacted
more appropriately to McPhee's attacks, or McPhee might not have made
the attacks. But McPhee did make the attacks, and proximately caused
post traumatic stress disorder and other chaotic conditions in Johnson.

BREACH OF CONTRACT
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20) McPhee has never been a member of JCAV, LLC.

McPhee is and at all times was, indisputably, an agent of JCAV.
McPhee fraudulently represented himself to be a member of JCAV. JCAV
by its actions, ratified McPhee's agency on many occasions. most
obviously when JCAV allowed McPhee to sign as a managing member of
JCAV, LLC. on the ThayerNanderwaal addendum.

21) Johnson's claim for a commission based upon an alleged oral agreement
must fail, as a matter of law.

REAL ESTATE COMMISSION Guideline# 20 states in its conclusion regarding
non-agency "representation":

Idaho Real Estate Ucense Law and Rules does not require a licensee to
form an agency relationship with either buyer or seller of property in order
to engage in the business of real estate.
A "nonagenr licensee can receive a compensation in accordance with his
or her contract rights with a buyer, seffer or another licensee for work
performed in the business of real estate.

If the Court finds that McPhee made part performance to Johnson of

an oral contract to pay a real estate commission, the Court may enforce
specific performance of that contract. I. C. 9-504
Affidavit of Curtis Jay Johnson. July 31. 2006: When JCAV, LLC bought the land for
Radiant Lake Estates, I was not paid ... After about 1-2 months of my steady polite
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reminders and pleading, McPhee finally wrote me a check for $2,000. Then he wrote
me another one for $2,000 some weeks later. Both were on the Vanderwaal and
Associates checking account.

22) Furthermore, Johnson is not entitled to a commission from McPhee
because McPhee did not purchase the Radiant Lake property.

McPhee was JCAV's agent. McPhee was performing within the scope of
his agency when he made an oral contract to pay a real estate
commission to Johnson.
23) By Johnson's own admission, there is no promise to be enforced.

The Defendant has misrepresented Johnson's testimony and taken words
out of context. Johnson admits he cannot seek enforcement of the
promise that McPhee made that Johnson would be hired to sell the lots.
(JCAV Tr. No. 2, P.86-87)
22. He promised that I would be hired to sell the
23. lots. He promised me that three or four times when he
24. realized what I had done for him. I actually did sell
25. the lots or make proposals to different builders. I
1. had probably 25% of the lots committed to.
2. Q. Did you have a signed listing agreement?
3. No, I - just a promise-4. Q. Did you talk about what the terms were?
.
5. There was no written - it was just - it was a promise that isn't enforceable,
and I realize that.

24) Johnson was not a licensed real estate agent at the time of the sale and
purchase of the Radiant Lake property, and is therefor barred, as a matter of
law, from receiving a commission from the sale and purchase of that property.

J.C. 54-2054 Compensation. Commissions and Fees - Prohibited Conduct:
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( 1) Court action for fee collection. No person engaged in the business or
acting in the capacity of real estate broker or salesperson in Idaho
shall bring or maintain any action in the courts for the collection of a
fee, commission or other compensation for the performance of any
acts requiring a real estate license as provided in section 54-2002,
Idaho Code, without alleging and proving that such person was an
actively licensed broker or salesperson in Idaho at the time the
alleged cause of action arose.

Johnson was a licensed real estate agent at the time he did the actual
work on Radiant Lake Estates, and he was a licensed real estate agent
on the date the purchase contracts were entered into by JCAV, and he
was a licensed real estate agent when he asked McPhee to sign a written
commission agreement. He was not a licensed real estate agent when
the land sale closed (due to McPhee's conduct and Johnson's resultant
mental illness).
The only issue at law, for the Court to determine is, when did the cause
of action arise? Johnson argues, the cause of action arose when McPhee
refused to sign an agreement, and told Johnson we're not going to pay
through a broker. McPhee did not terminate his oral agreement with
Johnson, he just dictated the terms, thereby subjugating Johnson.
Johnson performed his duties under the oral contract, exceptionally well,
and to the great profit of JCAV and McPhee. Johnson did all he was able
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to do to get lawfully paid for his work. Johnson became disabled and
unable to work, and had no money and no driver's license to support
himself in the real estate business, and all of this was proximately caused
by McPhee's malicious conduct against Johnson.
Johnson argues it would be unconscionable not to enforce specific
performance of the oral contract to pay Johnson for the work he did.

25). McPhee was not and is not the agent of JCA V.

McPhee signed the following documents, and/or negotiated their terms on
behalf of JCAV, LLC.:
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Purchase agreement on 6600 Government Way
Listing agreement on 6600 Government Way
Sales Agreement on 6600 Government Way
Purchase agreement with Neighborhoods, Inc. for Radiant Lake
ThayerNanderwaal addendum, Radiant Lake

JCAV gave no indication ever that McPhee was not authorized to perform
any of the above functions on behalf of JCAV. The suggestion that
McPhee was not and is not the agent of JCAV is absurd.

*

*

*

**

*

*

**

*

**

*

The following witnesses are deliberating or preparing affidavits, which may be
submitted into evidence within 14 days of the hearing on this motion. Plaintiff
reserves the right to make oral argument pertaining to the affidavits at the
hearing on the Motion for Summary Judgment.
Nanci Fulford - witness to similar conduct by McPhee and witness to Johnson's
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coinciding contemporaneous telling of the alleged obscene conduct
Kirbi Swanson - victim of McPhee's abuse and rage
Brian - former door man at the Iron Horse Bar - witness to the recent aitercation
Bill Clark - marketing person at Pioneer Title, attended meeting in 2005 where
Johnson was invited to by McPhee, presumably as a member of the Radiant
Lake Estates team.
Cheryl Burchell - witness to Johnson fainting and passing a massive bowel
movement after her suggesting he tell McPhee, "Man, you hurt my pride."
Lane Hamilton - victim of McPhee's abuse and rage and former tenant at 6600
Government Way

CONCLUSION
•

The Defendant has attempted to persuade the Court that the conduct from

2002-3 is time barred. Plaintiff has shown here and in the answer to Defendant
JCAV's Motion for Summary Judgment, that the bar is inappropriate and
inapplicable, asa matter of law and as a matter of principal.
•

The Defendant argues that the alfeged conduct is not extreme and

outrageous, and does not rise to the level of outrageousness and meet the four
elements necessary for a claim for Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress.
Plaintiff has shown that the conduct and the emotional distress clearly rise to the
level of outrageousness and meet the four elements.
•

The defendant argues that the Plaintiff is hardened and immoral, and

therefore impervious to emotional distress. Plaintiff has shown, firstly that this
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argument is inadmissible, and secondly that Plaintiff was not hardened or
immoral.
•

The defendant argues that there is no physical element of the distress.

Plaintiff argues that post traumatic stress disorder is an extremely physical
manifestation of distress, and that other physical manifestations have been
testified to and evidenced, such that there is clearly a physical manifestation of
the distress.
•

The Defendant argues that there is no contract, and no agency. Plaintiff has

shown that there was an oral contract, and testified to its part pertormance.
Plaintiff has shown that his work as a real estate agent was under the status
"non-agent" which is a lawful type of "representation" in the real estate business,
and under Idaho law he has contract rights.
•

Under Idaho law, Summary Judgment is only appropriate when genuine

issues of material fact are absent and the case can be decided as a matter of
law. Genuine issues of material fact clearly exist, and so summary judgment is
inappropriate.
•

Therefor, the defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment should be denied.

-/1,~l-·-~-~-)_O_b__

DATED _ _

Cu~
Plaintiff, Pro Se
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I hereby certify that on the 26th day of December, 2006, I s;aused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing documents to be served by hand delivery to the
following:
STEPHEN MCCREA, ATTORNEY FOR JCAV, LLC
608 NORTHWEST BLVD
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
FACSIMILE (208) 664-4370
IAN SMITH, ATTORNEY FOR MIKE MCPHEE
608 NORTHWEST BLVD
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
FACSIMILE (208) 765-9089

Curtis Jay f o n
Plaintiff, Pro Se
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Curtis "Jay" Johnson, Pro Se
1206 N. 6 th St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 769~9337

Curtis "Ja( Johnson
1206 N 61 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

vs.

) Case # CV05~8999
)
) Affidavit of Curtis Jay
) Johnson
)
)

MikeMcPhee
JCAV, LLC

)
)

Plaintiff,

Defendants

)

I, Curtis Jay Johnson, do hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the
United States of America, that I am over the age of eighteen and competent

to testify in

the matters set forth herein, and that the following is true and correct.
Attached hereto are true and correct copies of the folJowing documents, which have
been collated and labeled as follows:
Exhibit 1
• Commerciaf/lnvestment Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement, July 27, 2002
• Check for $5,000, written to Mike McPhee on July 25,2002, signed over to GMAC
• Exclusive Right to Sell Listing Agreement, January 30, 2003, executed by Mike
McPt)ee on behalf of JCAV, LLC., January 30, 2003
• Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement and Receipt for Earnest Money,
February 8, 2003, executed by Mike McPhee on behalf of JCAV, LLC, February 17,

2003
•
•

Seller's Counter Offer #1, executed by Mike McPhee on behalf of JCAV, LLC,
February 15, 2003
Addendum #1, executed by Jack Vanderwaal, on behalf of JCAV, LLC, April 2,

2003·
•
•

Addendum #2, executed by William Peterson on July 24, 2003
Marketing flyer, 6600 Government Way, created by Jay Johnson, GMAC Real
Estate

Exhibit2
•
•

Letter to Jay Johnson from Stephen B. McCrea dated July 11, 2003
Letter to Jay Johnson from Stephen B. McCrea dated July 21, 2003

•
•

Letter to Jay Johnson from Stephen 8. McCrea dated July 22, 2003
Letter from Jay Johnson to Stephen McCrea dated July 22, 2003

Exhibit 3
• Letter from Idaho Department of Health & Welfare, Mental Health Services, March
29, 2006, signed by Dr. Jennifer Rhodes, M.D.
• Letter from Idaho Department of Health & Welfare, Mental Health Services, June 6,
2006, signed by Dr. Jennifer Rhodes, M.D.
• Invoice from Kootenai Medical Center, Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit, to Curtis J.
Johnson, May 14, 2006
Exhibit 4
• Email from Neal Bemklau, Licensing Supervisor, Idaho Real Estate Commission to
Jay Johnson, December 22, 2006 - Emphasizes active licensed date January 5,
2005.
• IDAHO REAL ESTATE COMMISSION, Guideline #20 (4 pages)
• . Agency Law in Idaho, Effective July 1, 2001
• NOTICE OF REAL ESTATE LICENSE CHANGE, March 10, 2005
Exhibit 5
• Affidavit of Jack Vanderwaal, April 12, 2006
• Addendum to ThayerNanderwaal- Purchase and Sale Agreement, June 23, 2005
• Answers to Interrogatories propounded to Defendant JCAV, May 22, 2006
Exhibit6
• Affidavit of Susan McGahey, December 28, 2006
• Affidavit of Art Elliot, December 27, 2006
• Affidavit of Lyn J Glassman, December 21, 2006
• Affidavit of Richard A. Foat, December 28, 2006
• Affidavit of Curtis J, Johnson regarding voice message, December 28, 2006
Exhibit 7
• Voice message recorded on CD, labeled as CDA Police Audio Recording, Report
#05C26632, spoken by Mike McPhee to Curtis Jay Johnson, on or about August
31,2005
Exhibit 8
• Email Letter to Jack Vanderwaal from Jay Johnson, written on Susan McGahey's
computer, August 26, 2005, forwarded to Starr Kelso, Attorney at Law (handwritten
notes are made by Starr Kelso, not part of original document)
• Email Letter from Jack Vanderwaal to Mike McPhee, February 2, 2004 (lots 5 & 6)
(Furnished to Plaintiff by Defendant Mike McPhee, Supplemental Discovery
Response, December 18, 2006)
• Email Letter form Mike McPhee to Jack Vcinderwaal, August 31, 2005, {this is a
copy of the above referenced E~mail letter to Jack Vanderwaal from Jay Johnson,
August 26, 2005, edited by Mike McPhee, 3 pages)
Exhibit 9

)

Look Your Heart in the Mirror Video on DVD, recorded in or around August, 2006
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DATED this1 day of December, 2006.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~day of December, 2006
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REAL ESTA, ;,URCHASE AND SALE AGREE,.
AND RECEIPT FOR EARNEST MONEY

L:..I
£0U~l HOlJSiHCi

OP'P0-ATUN1'r'V

THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT. READ THE ENTIRE DOCUMENT, INCLUDlNG THE GENERAL PRINTED PROVISIONS
ANO ATTACHMENTS. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CONSULT YOUR ATTORNEY AND/OR ACCOUNTANT BEFORE SIGNING

5·

~ -7rnr t
a

3-455-5-

1. REAL ESTATE OFFICES:
LISTING AGENCY_ ___c~_...'-'--',.,,_____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0ffi~e Phone# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9

Office Fax# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-Mail _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Other.Phone# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

Usting Agent..

--: 0

2

SELLING AGEN~Y

3

Office Fax#

7., -;::,
G

? ~-. , ..,..___

(M

i4 C.

Phone# _ _ __,_&,.._·_'-1'..._,_··v.;;::;'_·_ - _....
CJ_.""1_,;i.,,,.-G,....._·~ - -

Office P h o n e # _ - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - E-Mail _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Other Phone# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.,-"-

Selling Agent -..-<.-=<¥-__.-c../--"'/"-_._.,._...,__ _ _ _ _ _ _-""_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone.# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4

I

5
,
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7

a

2. BUYER:

}

• J

'/'

/<.

9
0

L

l

r ,.

J

.

1-,--::C i/-.,.. ~,- , • .-...,,_

(Hereinafter called "BUYER")
agrees to purchase, and the undersigned SELLER agrees to sell the followif)§,described real estate hereinafter r~erreq to as "PREMISES" COMMONLY
( 2 <)• , -" t rh'-• :A--:\-, "t' }flty
County y( . -' ·~ T
ID, Zip '$ ~ '-1, / ·SKNOWN AS {4 (q O G ,t,)
, legally described as:P
v /)._...g.,,..
:?..- -·,
I.;. ,,
:::Z q, 'b'
ll 2
·

G:...._

,(1 , / / / ,

JL

A J. cX

4 /·,._ '.. 1; ,-"::::::,.,
+

6/

ORD Legal Description Attached as addendµn;i.# _ _---'-'~- {Addend~m m st a~c~rnpany original off~r.)
1
3. TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE:,..,.,,..,
,4;,. / / .
.
i
f. .. ,l ,..# .,
~
.t::>-,..,r7
--·vottARS,.
$ · / f 1 , C OU payable upon the following TERMS AND CONDITIONS ( rtot including closiljl costs):
4. 'FINA~iA'L TERMS: Note: A+C+D+E must add up to total purch~se price, e,xc~pt or 100%
$
~- .'>(:9--;') (A) EARNEST MONEY: BUYERherebydeposits
l
,:=
~
.
· DOLLARS as Earnest
1 ,
_c.,

t·,
3

finJ:cing.

Ye.
h .. , .
O cashier's ch~ J:a note due O other _ _ _ _ _._ _ ___,,_ _ _ _ _ __

' Money evidenced by: 0 cash D personal check
and a receipt is hereby acknowtedged. Earnest Money to be deposited in trust account upon acceptance by all parties and shaH be held by:
~isling Broker 0,Selling Bro~er D other
·
.
·
· · for · the benefit of the parties hereto, ano
f! ,:-·,. . ...,'1': ,- .f, . 7 -)B~r) shaJl)11old the completely executed Broker's copy of this Agreement
1, ··.· ,., ,.:/
c~ ~
-=
The responsible Broker shall be
(B) ALL CASH OFFER: ONO
If this is an all cash offer do not complete lines 34 through 52, fill blanks with NIA (Not
Applicable), FUNDS MAY NOT BE OBTAINED FRQM FINANCING UNDER THIS OPTION. BUYER agrees to provide SELLER within--.,..,business days from the date of !his agreement, evidence of sufficient funds and/or proceeds .necessary .to close transa,c!ion. Acceptable
documentation includes, bulls not limited to a copy of a recent bank or financial statement or contract(s) for the sale of BUYER'S current re:lidence.
or other property to be sold.
(C) NEW LOAN PROCEEDS: This Agreement ls contingent upon BUYER obtaining: OFHA OVA OC0NVEN DIHFA
ORD O0THER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ FIRST LOAN of$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ noi including mot1gage insurance, with

5

i;

)

mes

.

$

$

.v ,·,.

interest not \o exceed _ _ _ _ _ % for a period of _ _ _ year(s) at: Dfixed rate Oother _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. BUYER shalfpay no
more than _ _ _ point( s) plus ·origination fee if any. SELLER shall pay no more than __ point( s ). Any reduction in points shall first accrue to the
benefit of the OBUYER OSELLER O Divided Equally O N/A
BUYER D has applied O shalt apply for such loan within ___ business day(s} of SELLER'S acceptance. Within _ _ business days. of final.
acceptance of all parties, BUYER agrees to furnish SELLER with a written loan commitment showing lender approval of credit report, income·
verification, debt ratios and subject only to satisfactory appraisal and final lender undeiwriting. If such written commitment is not received . ·
by SELLER within the strict time allotted, SELLER may at their option cancel this agreemen~ by notifying BUYER in writing of such cancellation. If an
appraisal is required by lender, the property must appraise at not less than purchase price or BUYER'S Earnest Money may be rettJrned at
BUYER'S request
.
.
,: FHA/VA. If applicable, it is expressly agreed that notwithstanding any other provisions of this contract, BUYER shall not be obligated to complete
the purchase of the property described herein or to incur any penalty or forfeiture of Earnest Money deposits or otherwise unless BUYER has been
given in accordance with HUD/FHA or VA requirements a written statement by the Federal Housing Commissioner, Veterans Administration or a
Direct Endorsement lender setting forth the appraised value of the property of not less than the sales price as staled in the contract. BUYER shall
. have the privilege and option of proceeding with consummation of the contract without regard to the amount of the appraised valuation. The
appraised valuation is arrived at to determine the maximum mortgage the Department of Housing and Urban Development will insure. HUD does
not warrant the value or the condition of the property. BUYER should satisfy himself/herself that the price and condition of the property are
acceptable. H is agreed that any item included in section 7 is of nominal value less than $100.
r) 2 0, ,io 6
(D) ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL TERMS:
·
~ Additional f.inancial terms are specified under the heading "OTHER TERMS AND/OR CONDITIONS" (Section 5).
D Additional financial terms are contained in a FINANCING ADDENDUM of same date, attached hereto, signed by both parties.
,:-;; I , .1 1·. ~, .-~1 (E) APPROXIMATE FUNDS DUE AT CLOSING: Cash at closing, not including closing costs, to be paid by BUYER at
c!ol,ing, In GOOD FUNDS, which includes: cash, electronic transfer funds.certified check or cashier's check. Any net difference between the
approximate balances of th~.loan(s) shown above, which are to be assumed or taken subjec1 to, and the actual balances of said loan(s) at closing .of
escrow shatl be adjusted In bcash DOlher: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

<

8UY~Jt

BUYER'S Initials
This form

SELLER. acknowled e receipt of copy of this. page, which constitutes page
)(µ.,
) Date
..,.. .i r,"' . SELLER'S Initials~---)(

1

of 6 pages.
.
) Date-----~

is printed and distr

.

uted by the Idaho Association o R LTORS®, Inc./ Ada County Association of REAL TORS®, Inc: This form has been designed for and
is provided only for use by real estate professionals who are members of lhe National Association of·REALTORS®.

USE BY ANY OTHER PERSON IS PROHIBITED.
.
Copyright Idaho Association of REAL TORS®, Inc. I Ada County Association of REAL TORS®, Inc. All rigl1ts reserved.
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5. OTHERTERMSAND/ORCONDITIONS:

74
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6. OCCUPANCY: BUYER D does 9'does not intend to occupy property as BUYER'S primary residence,

l1

7. ITEMS INCLUDED & EXCLUDED IN THIS SALE: All existing fixtures and fittings that are attached to the property are INCLUDED IN THE
PURCHASE PRICE (unless excfuded below}, and shaf! be transferred free of liens. These include,.but are not limited to. all attached floor coverings, attached

,o

32

,.
lJ
l5
l6
l7

,.
!9

television antennae, satellite dish and receiving equipment, attached plumbing, bathroom and lighting fixtures, window screens, screen doors, storm windows,
storm doors, window coverings, garage door..opener(s) and transmitter(s), exterior trees, plants or shrubbery, water heating apparatus and fixtures,.attached
. fireplace equipment, awnings, ventilating, cooling and heating systems, built win and "drop~in" ranges (but excepting al! other ranges), fuel tanks and irrigation
fixtures and equipment, all water systems, wells, springs, wa:ter, water rights, ditches and ditch rights, if any, that are appurtenant thereto that are now on or·
used in connection with the premises and shall be inc!llded in the sale unless otherwise provided herein.
The following additional items are specifically:
__,.

(A) INCLUDED IN THIS SALE:

.

/,

,-:/,

. ,/,

10

,,

,,.j

>2

'//

(B) EXCLUDED IN THIS SALE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;:.h...;-,_,__p°"A_"-f-"v--'"'-/.,__,___,__r.:...'._;__-1------------

,

,s
•6

,7

,a
.9 .

o
-1

2

8. TITLE CONVEY ANGE: Title of SELLER is to be conveyed by warranty deed, unless otherwise provided, and is to be marketable and insurable except
for rights reserved in federal patents, state or railroad deeds, building or use restrictions, building and zoniAg regulations and ordinances of any governmental
unit, and rights of way and.easements.established orof record,·Uens, encumbrances or defects to be discharged by SELLER may be paid out of Purchase.
money·at date of closing. No liens, encumbrances or defects, which are to be discharged or assumed by BUYER or to which title is taken subject to, exist
unless otherwise specified in this Agreement.

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
0

9. TITLE INSURANCE:
(A) TITLE COMMITMENT: Prior to closing the transaction, CTVSELLER or

D BUYER shall furnish to BUYER a commitment of a title insurance policy
showing the condition of the title to said premises. BUYER shall have
business day(s) from receipt of the commitment or not less than twenty-four.(24)
hours prior to closing, within.which to object in writing to the condition of the title as set forth in the commitment. If BUYER does not so object, BUYER shall be
deemed to have· accepted the conditions of the title. It is agreed that if the title of said premises is not marketable, or cannot be made so within
business day(s) after notice containing a written statement of defect is delivered to SELLER, BUYER'S Earnest Money deposit will be returned to BUYER and
SELLEf shall pay for the cost Of title insurance cancellation fee, escrow and legal fees, if any.

2..

(B) STANDARD COVERAGE OWNER'S POLICY: SELLER shall within a reasonable time after closing furnish to BUYER a title insurance policy in the.
amount of the-purchase price of the premises.showing marketable and insurable title subject to the liens, encumbrances and defects elsewhere set out in this
Agreement to be discharged or assumed by BUYER. The risk assumed by the title company in the standard coverage policy is limited to matters of
publiC record.
(C) EXTENDED COVERAGE LENDER'S POLICY (Mortgagee policy): The lender may require that BUYER (Borrower) furnish an Extended
Coverage Lender's Policy. This extended coverage lender's policy considers matters of public record and additionally insures against certain matters no{
shown in the public record. This extended coverage lender's policy is solely for the benefit of the lender and only protects the lender.
(D) EXTENDED COVERAGE OWNER'S POLICY: A standard title policy does not cover certain potential problems or risks such as liens (Le. a legal
claim against premises for payment of some debt or obligation, boundary disputes, claims of easement and other matters of claims if they are not of public
record at time of closing.) However, under Idaho law, such potential claims against the premises may have become legal obligations before the purchase of
the home and yet may not be of public record until after the purchase. It is recommended that BUYER talk to a title company about what it offers in the way of
extended coverage title policies and endorsements. This extended coverage owner's policy is for the benefit of the owner and provides similar
coverage like provided by the extended coverage lender's policy,
Extended Coverage Owner's Policy requested DYes c;>i<lo. Additional premium paid by: DBUYER DSELLER.
BUYER ~nd SELLER acknowledge receipt of copy of this page, which constitutes page 2 of 6 pages.
BUYER'S Initials (
V ).'-,,~~_,Date '\ i;c.,'-·. a:;,
SELLER'S Initials ' - - - - ' ' - - - ~ D a t e _ _ _ _ _ __
TQis form is printed and distributed by the ldaho Association of~EAL TORS®, Inc, I Ada County Association of REAL TORS®. !nc. This form has been designed for and
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is provided only for use by real estate professionals who are members of the National Association of REAL TORS®.

USE BY ANY OTHER PERSON IS PROHIBITED.
Copyright Idaho Association of REALTORS®, Inc./ Ada County Association of REAL TORS®, !nc. All rights re·served.
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140

(E) HOME OWNER'S EXPANDED COVERAGE ENDORSEMENT: This endorsement attacKes to and becomes a part of a Standard Title Policy.

This endorsement shall be effective only if at date of policy there is located on the ll;!_~b..edlo_s.aid.p.olic¥-8-0neJo.faur.family_resideotiaLstrncture...in-·.
142~1Ch the insured owner resides either at date of policy or at any time prior tO the time insured owner acquires knowledge of a potential claim hereunder. The
143
Title company hereby insures the insured Owner of the estate or interest against loss or damage which the Insured Owner-shall.sustain by reason of existence
1'44
at date of policy of any unrecorded statutory liens for labor or material attaching to said estate or interest arising out of any work of improvement on said land in
145
progress or completed at date of policy, except a work of improvement for which Said insured Owner has agreed to be responsible. Also covers other
,4·e
problems but only after a final court order of judgment that requires remo".',al. Home Owner's Expanded Coverage Endorsement requested: ~N01.DYES, If
141

>47

yes. additional premium paid by D BUYER O SELLER.
·····--

149

(F) The parties agree that

,so

----

,,z:;,,· ,- .~· :, /

,'

--·-,'
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.//,. /. /_J _ ..
I

} ,.,.. ,·.
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,,q Title Company shall, provide tit!~ policy and prelin:iinary report of commi\ment.
.

151

10, INSPECTION: BUYER chooses !llto have inspection; Dnot to have inspection. If BUYER chooses not to have inspection skip lines 157 to 173.

152
153

BUYER shall have the right to conduct irk!)ectlons, investigations, tests, surveys and other studies at BUYER'S expense. BUYER shall, wjm_in · / c) ·
business day(s) of acceptance, complete,these inspections and give to SELLER written notice of items disapproved of. SUYER is strongly advised-to exercise
these rights and to make BUYER'S own selection of professionals with appropriate qualificatio"ns to conduct inspections of the entire property.
BUYER'S acceptance of the condition of the property is a contingency of this Agreement.

>54

155
>56

FHA INSPECTION REQUIREMENT, If applicable: "For Your Protection: Get a Home Inspection", HUD 92564-CN must be signed on or before

157

execution of this agreement.

>58

SATISFACTION/REMOVAL OF INSPECTION CONTINGENCIES:

>59

1. If BUYER does not within the strict time period specified give to SELLER written notice of items disapproved of, BUYER shall.conclusively be deemed to

160
161
162
1'63

have: {a) completed all inspections, investigations, review of applicable documents and disclosures; (b} elected to proceed with the transaction anµ {c}
assumed all liability, responsibility and expense for repairs or. corrections other than for items which SELLER has otherwise 8.greed in writing to repair or
correct.
2. If BUYER does within the strict time period specified give to SELLER written notice of items disapproved of, BUYER shall provide to SELLER pertinent
section(S) of wrHten jnspection reports, SELLER.shall have
bu'siness day(s) in which to respond in writing. The SELLER, at their option; may
-correct the Items as specified by the BUYERS in their letter or may iict not to do sci. If the SELLER agrees to correct the items asked for in tti~'B'UY.ERS
letter, then both-parties agree that they will continue with the transaction and proceed to closing. This will remove the BUYERS inspection contingency.
3,lf.the SELLER e!ec'ts not to correct the disapproved items, then the BUYER has the option of either continuing the transaction without the SELLER being
resp:=>nsible for correcting these deficiencies or giving the SELLER written notice within
business days that they will not continue with the.transaction
... ·
and wm receive their Earnest Money back.
4, lf SELLER does not respond within the strict time period specified, .BUYER shall have the right to ,cancel this agreement in Writing.
.
5. If BUYER;does not give such written notice of cancellation within the strict time periods specified, BUYER shall conclusively be deemed to·have elected to
proceed with the transaction without repairs or corrections other than for items which.SELLER has:otherwise agreed in writing to repair or correct.

164

165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172

17.3,
174
11s

!76

i

3

SELLER shall make the property available for all Inspections. BUYER shall keep the property free and clear of liens; indemnify and hold SELLER harmless
from all liability, claims, demands, damages and costs; and repair any damages arising from the-inspections. No inspections may be made by any
governmentaJ building or zoning inspector or government employee without the prior consent of SELLER, unless required by local law.

177

178
179
160

SQUARE FOOTAGE VERIFiCATION: BUYER IS AWARE THAT ANY REFERENCE TO THE SQUARE FOOTAGE OF THE REAL PROPERTY OR
IMPROVEMENTS IS APPROXIMATE. IF SQUARE FOOTAGE IS MATERIAL TO THE BUYER, IT MUST BE VERIFIED DURING THE INSPECTION
PERIOD.
.

161
162

11, SELLER'S PROPERTY DISCLOSURE FORM: If required by Ti«e 55, Chapter 25 Idaho Code SELLER shaU within ten (10)days atter execution of

1s3

this Agreement provide to BUYER "SELLER'S Property Disclosure Form" or other acceptable form. BUYER has received the "SELLER'S Property Disclosure
Form" or other acceptable form prior to signing this Agreement: 0Yes DNo [;,}NIA
.
'
.
BUYER hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the Seller's Property Condition Disclosure Form and understand the SELLER may accept another offer until.
such ti1111e that the BUYER waives their right to resdnd said purchase agreement within three (3) business days from date of receipt of the Seller's Property
Conditions Disclosure Form. BUYER below hereby Ddoes D does not waive the right to rescind base_d on the Seller's Property Condition Disclosure
Report,

184

rns
1s6
187

1ee

,a9
90

12, LEAD.PAINT DISCLOSURE:The subject property

91
92

hazards. If yes, BUYER hereby acknowledges the following: (a) BUYER has been provided an EPA approved lead~based paint hazard information pamphlet,
"Protect Your Family Prom Lead in Your Home", ( b) receipt of Seller's Disclosure of Information and Acknowledgment Form and have been provided with all
records, test reports or other information, if any, related to the pr~sence of Jead~based paint hazards on said property, ( c) that this contrac:t is contingent upon
BUYER'S right to have the property tested for lead-based paint hazards to be completed no later than _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ or the contingency will
terminate, ( d) that BUYER hereby Owaiv~s Odoes not waive this right, ( e) that, if test results show unacceptable amounts oflead-based paint on the
premises, BUYER has the right to cancel the contract subject to the option of the SELLER (to be given in writing) to elect to remove the leadwbased paint and
correct the problem which must be accomplished before closing, ( f) that, if the contract is canceled under this clause, BUYER'S earnest money deposit will
be returned to BUYER.

93
94

95
96
97
98

Dis

g;fnot defined as 'Target Housing" regarding lead-based paint or lead-based paint

99

00

o,
02

13. COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS (CC& R'S): . BUYER is responsible to obtain and review a copy of the CC& R's (if
applicable). BUYER has reviewed CC& R's. DYes ONo [;;!NIA
I
BUYER and SELLER acknowledge receipt of copy of this page, which constitutes page 3 of 6 pages.
)~--~ Dale (1 k-"<} p::
SELLER'S Initials
·
Date _ _ _ _ _ __
BUYER'S lniti,als f(:bclP

03
04

05
06

07
08
09
10
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14

15

14: SUBDIVISION HOMEOWNER'~ ASSOC!ATION: BUYER is aware lhatmembersZ a Home Owner's Association may be required and BUYER

16
17

agrees to abide by the Articles of Incorporation, By~Laws and rules and regulations of the Association. BUYER is further aware that the Property may be
---subj1:rct·to·-am~'"E~mmientsIeviecroy7lie AssoCiatf"on OeSCr16eoTrTTU117i1lhel:5eclaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions, BUYER has reviewed

Homeowner's Association Documents: DYes ONo i,tN/A Association fees/dues are ~ - - - - - - p e r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

18
19 .

21

;?{NIA DBUYER OS ELLER to pay Homeo:.Vner's Association SET UP l'EES for this property in the amount of$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~t closing.
~ / A DBUYER OSELLER to pay Homeowner's Association TRANtER FEES for this property in the amount of $_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ at closing.

. - ·~--·-- --··----·~ .............. ~.-l .. ·------··--·~···-·"'·· ········

22
23

24

- -

--··············- - -·--·------··

1s:RJSK 07=TdSS': Prior to-closing of this sale, all risk of loss shall remain with SELLER. In addition, should the premises be materially damaged by fire or
other destructive cause prior to closing, this Agreement shall be voidable at the option of BUYER.

\

25
26

?r

aa
rn

16, COSTS PAID BY: Costs in addition to those listed below may be incurred by BUYER and SELLER unless otherwise agreed herein, or provided by law
or required by lender, or otherwise stated herein. The below costs wm be paid as indicated. Some costs are subject to loan program reqyire.Jll:ents.
SELLER agrees to pay up to
lender·repair costs only.
. :,
BUYER or SELLER has the option to pay any-lender required repair costs in excess of this amount.

lO

BUYER

SELLER

BUYER

N/A

Shared
Equally

Appraisal Fee

)(
'

Appraisal Re-Inspection Fee.

'I-

SELLER

Tille Ins. Standard Coverage Owner's
Policy

'J.

'-/.,

Tille !ns. Extended Coverage

,.)(

f

Fee
Flood Certification/Tracking

Fee

.

X

?<

Lender Required Inspections

/'

Tax Service Fee

,

·- ~':,(

'

Owner's Polley

L~nder Document Preparation

y'

Homeowner's Exp·anded Coverage
Endorsement

,

x

'

Well Inspection
Septic Inspections
SeJ.)tic Pumping

X

Sutvey

Attorney Contract Preparation
,

Fee

............

...

Lender's Policy"- Mortgagee Policy
Title Ins. Extended Coverage

Closing Escrow Fee

N/A

Shared
Equally

Fuel in Tank - Amount to be
Determihed by Supplier

../

A

I
2

17, FINAL WALK THROUGH: The SELLER grants BUYER and any representative of BUYER reasonable access to conduct a final walk through

3

inspection of the premises approximately _ _ calendar day(s) prior to close of escrow, NOT AS A CONTINGENCY OF THE SALE, but for purposes of
satisfying BUYER that any repairs agreed to fn writing by BUYER and SELLER have been completed and premises are in substantially the same
condition· as on acceptance date of this contract SELLER shall make premises available for the final walk through and agrees to accept the
responsibility and expense for making sure all the utilities are turned on for the walk through except for phone and cable. If BUYER does not conduct a
final walk through, BUYER specifically releases the Broker(s) of any liability_

4

s
s
7
8
9

18. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND CONTINGENCIES: This Agreement is made subject to the following special considerations and/or

o

conting~_ncies which must be satisfied prior to closing:
,- / ...
,/

s
7

· ·'

·

·

,, \~-

/'

19. CLOSING: On or before the closing date, BUYER and SELLER shall deposit with the closing agency all funds and instryments necessary to complete
this transaction. Closing means the date on which all documents are either recorded or accepted by an escrow agent and the sale proceeds are
available to SELLER. The closing shall be no later than (Date) , ,.....-t~./,..,,..-.,,/· r -';-/
/ .,::· ~, ~. ~
.
The parties agr,ee that the CL.OSING AGENCY for this transaction shall be
if 1 .. ·;.' ? -r ,,, ~.? .-:,·t--·1 r· . ;-• J ,. e,.1 .A./
!fa long-term escrow/ collection is involved, then the long-term escrow holder shall be __,.,.,.._--.t-,·,c,:~;_·;.--·c.+~'---,-4--=µ:,+.,L.;;;;..,'4--A..l---------

o

BUYER and SELLER acknowledge receipt of copy of this page, which constitutes page 4 of 6 pages.

BUYER'S Initials(\;
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SELLER'S Initials ~--~~--~Date _ _ _ _ __
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30. ENTIRE AGREEMeN"f: 1°hfa Agrw•mentcontaln.s tho onUtc~roomcnt of the partlo& nu,poQtinp lhit m11tt6t's horoin set forth Md aupera1'det!. all prior
AQreemenlS between tne patties respecting euch m:ntem, No warrsnlies. including, wifhout limitation. any WArranty of habftsbllity, agreetrterns or
retm,senlmtiOM not t1kprcranly aet for\h herein shell be nl41dinQ upon either party .

31. TIMI! IS OF THC CSSP:NCC IN THIS AGRt!C!Ml!fi!:, ___________.. _______________________________________________________ _
·-·- -·- ~ - - - -

--

32. AUTHORJTY 01' SIGNATORY: !I BUY~ or SELLER ;.a co11>or.1Hon, p,1rtno,,.hip. !rUSl esmlc. or olhornnlily, tl'lo p0n;on ~x11CU11n!l llli• "O'"•mont
on iu t>e~lr w.:ur.anta hi, Ot t\or .1uthorlt)' to do so and lo bind BUYER and SEU.ER.

ij 2-/0

33. ACCEPT~: el,IYER'rlfer i& made subject lo tile acceptanc,i ot SElLEl't on or be10ro (O~tel .;;J..
3:, ·
••
(Time)
Q a.m. p.m.11 SELU!R do.. 001 ocupt lhiS Agreemonl Wilhin lh• time Oll)QCiflCO. tho entire e,,mlr,r M.....; Sllaw t>e rolunde<i <o
DUYER on dem~nd.

:S_

...,.....

MT

..
...
...,,...
..,

,
,.,
,.,
,..
,,
>57

0 SEE ATTACHED BUY~'S_

.:10G

::it:;1

m

,,.
,.,

370

.-

BUYER (Print Name)

LIJ,µ,iem l,

Cil)'

<th,-,

~

8 'fep, Q3 T1m•_._ _ _[J a.m. ~ -

3"1 I1 IJ .
5,,,..kht,)i.'

J\odro••

m

...,.,,..
...'""
,,.
,,,
....,.
...•n,,.,.

&-M' ..L ,,_

IIUYER Slonotun,

Date

ADD~ZD
M( : _ _ _ -,~pecify number of SUYER addem;lum($) attached.)

.P'Ait

Bo s:t S :C: •
Stale~ Zip

'3'3205'

BUYER Slgnatu,c_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
BUYER (Pilnl Nllrne),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Oote_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tuno _ _ _ _ _,0 o.m.

0 p.m.

Addrt!H - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~tak, _ _._ Zip_ _ __

So<?· ,;:u,,-r.~Sr

as.

SELLER'S SIGNAl'URES:
on thio date-, I/We hereby approve and accept me transaction set forth In tne aoove Agreement ana agree 10 carry ou1 all tne terms thereof on the pan. ot the
,$El.LEA. JJV!Je fuMct oolu'low!efjgc receipt of o cruc: oopy of 111i., Agrt:emc:nt :nlgma by bot!\ pame,.
)( SIGNATURE(S) SUBJECT TO ATTACHED COUNTER OFFER
0 SIGNATURE(S) SU6JECT TO ATTACHl!D ,!\DDl!!N0UM(S) II _ _ __
SCLLtR Sigoet.ro

~=

. SEl.t.ER(P~nt

o....

~"

d~

SELLER Signature,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SEl.LER(PrlnlN111110),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name)-1.i/,i;)_q (t.JC.Pl,.,. «

?111/t>?,

T,mo

J.~()i'

Oa ...... l)l(e.m.

Oa,...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Timo,_____0 o,m.

0

p,1n•

A<ldre:i,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Addr~'°------------------Cit)'._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ :Zip,_ __

=

Cityc__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zlp,_ __

36. BUYER'$ ACKNOWI.E0GMt:NT OF Rl:!Cl:!IPT Of' l'INAL COPY l!Sl!!ARING ALL SIGNATURl:!S:
A true copy or the· foregoing Agroement, :;ignea Dy the SE.L.\..5.R on<l cont:uning the tun ant, complete oBaenpnon or tnl'.! premises. is hereby received on

,.,

,..

...

,""'

...,.,,.,.

Dau,

BUY!iiR;

q:7,"0 d·
('_; - ', . · _J._
,L O
,/--:f'~

~~·

.t.r{m, Cl p,m.
8UYER,, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,

.,

,..
,.,

...
,.
~!)5

OUVCR •nd SC.lt..C:R oeknowlodgo roclillil)t of t;l.)py of thitJ page, whl~~~tltut<to pago 6 of 6 p.9g~:,; •
8UY5R'S lniti&le ( ~

4

)

Oat4'

..a~, f)1

.S6''"-Llilt'S lnld~J& ~ ){

) 03le __, _ _ __

1'hlfl ''"'"' I• print.0a ono otoltib\Jt,,Q b)'. l:ha J<lahD AMociallon or RCAL "l"ORCA!>, Int:. , .Ad• Courny AH00la11Qn of RCALiOFU:li®, 1no. 'rni• lomi tlH b"n ao-.lgn•d fOr •ncl
l• ~.,,..:400 only for"t.i. p,ol•.,,•ivnllll• wtio •r. m•Mbal'II of 1h• H•~tw.l ;\pod•l:IOt'I of ACALTMOO.

by,..., ...

USII IIV ANY OTHEI?, P151>.$0N IS Pl>.OHIBITCD.
Copyright Idaho Assod.1tion of RE:ALTOAS®. lf'lo, / Ada County AAs:ociallan of RFALTO~S®. Inc. All rights rtt&0rvod,
f:t,E:,2:t F.fleocth•• Qat. oa:102
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GMAC REAL ESTATE

SELLER'S COUNTER OFFER#

208 76S 8537

P.01/02

J

THIS IS A LEGALY BINDING CONTRACT, READ nm ENTIRE DOCUMENT,
INCLUDING ,ANY AlTACHMENTS CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING. IF YOU
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CONSULT YOUR ATIORl'lEY BEFORE SIGNINn. ___________________ _
···-·---- --·-- -· -··----·,------ ·--·-------· -·---,.This is a counter offl:r to the Real Estate Purcb.i® IUld Sale Agrccll1Cllt and Receipt for
Elll::ncst MQl)ey:

Earnest Money Dat<ld :

fobr;y.,m 8, 2003

ADDRESS:_ 6600 Goymµnent w_oy, Dahon Gardens, lda)lQ

BUYER($):

William L. Pas:r;lOll

SELLER($):

NAC_

Seller accepts all the tcu:o.1 and conditiollli in thc above dcsifl;Dated agrc,c,ment with the
following cb,mges or ame,,dn::,ents:

Buyer to :,cquitc now Joan.
Cgntiopmcy Period

Buyer to hnve until April 2, 2003 to detc:rmlne project
fi.:asibility and to satisfy all concerns !llld x,:quireroonts.

Deoosit Money

Buyer will, upon remo\'lll of all oootingc:ncics, deposit into
=row SlS,000. Subject deposit will be c:onsidc;rcd by all
parties, a non-xefundable ~sit, In the event Buyer does
not conclude ~ction.
Seller rcSCl"Vl;ll the righl to increase tbQ purchase: price prior
to Buyer's removal of contingcucies, such increase to
tcllcct k:nscG signed during the coJltin&ency period.
Increase not to exceed .$10,000 r,cr lease.

Buyc:r shall have the 9ption to complote and pay for any
tenant improvements cb.Jrin£ escrow. IfSeller,complctes
iroprovcmc:nt.-i, Sollor sbail have the option to incn:,,sc the
purohasc price accordingly.

Closing Date

April 30, 2003

Buyc;r sbail have three 30 rii,;y cictemion options with
$5,000 non-refundable c=st money deposit. Seller
r=cs the risht to incr= purchase prux: prior to
gmnting
extension, such incrcnse only to reflect leases
signed end/or improvements completed.

=

., ,'

:

,')

) "t I

Feb

1,6 03

12:49p

Dian·

··.H.

(50,

Olsen

'24-2008

GMAC REAL ESTATE

p.2

208 765 663?

P. 0,1/02

Pagel ofSellcrCounter Q f f i : ! : J L L - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - To Purchase and Sale Agx cx::ulC.lll # 1345 55
Dated February 8, 2003

- -- -

- The hc:rc:in agxcc;ancnt, upon its execution by both parties. is made an integral part ofthe ,

--

aforomontio~ Acn,em:::nt.
OTHER TERMS: All other tenns and ccoditions to remain the s.une.

RIGIIT TO ACCEPT OTHER OFFERS: Seller reserves the right to accept any other
offi:lf prior t0 Buyer·i1 wrinen a ~ ofthis coWJXer offer. Al:ceptance shall DOt bo
effective until a copy of this CoUIXtcr O:ffur, dated and signed by Buyer, is pc:i:sotmlly
received by the Sellt:r or Scllcr's agent.
EXPIRATION: Thi~ Coun%er Offer sllall expire unless a copy hereof with buyer's
writtc:n acceptance is delivered to seller or Seller's agent on or before:

S::OOPM. febru;uy ls=, 2003..

Dntod _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ SELL.ER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Dmod _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BUYER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I/we acknowledge receipt of a true :rigx:x:.d copy of Buyer's acceptance.

SELLER.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.

:

(

) ,,'.f /

TOTAL P. 02

------

I-' - "-1 '.<.

·:, :.::~08 il:,15 8E37

ADDENDTJ\1,'i

_l _____ ,

TH!f,; lS AN ADDENDUM JO APlJRCMSE A."ID SALE AGREE.MENT.,R£AO
•
THE l::NTIRf- DOCUMENT !NCLUDINO ANY ATTACHMENTS CAREF,ULLY
DEFORE SIGNING. IF YOU ff.AVE ANY (,JUESTIONS, CONSULT YOU'i\
ATTORl'-TFY BEFORE SIG!{!NG.
fhis i;; 3.11 wido::ndtun to the Real Estate Purch:tse and Sale Agreement and Rec-hipl fur

Ea.rue~ Money:

ADDRESS: _.MQQ..QQ1·<:llTil:lM!f!t \\fay. Llaltqn.Oardens.

Jdllho

Bl iYER\S).__)l,:'il!~~-e_i.1i;r:;Q._,,n_ __
SFi LFR(,8): __JY.:'\,C_(.lj_m,by ameru,!c;d tc· JCAY. LLG)_
,,..., ,:,idc,-;,igm:d parties l'l<lreby agree a.'l follows:

~l\1,,'I

The proper name of the seller is JCAV, LLC.
Jack Va.nderWaal is the authorized si~r for JC'/',.V, LLC.
The Purchase and Sale Agreement dated Febl1lllfY 8, 2003
and Seller's Counter Offer #I signed February Ip, 2003 by
Mike McPhcc on behalf of JCAV, LLC have bein read and
approved by Jack VanderW&al.

:Q~psit

Money

fr,,missory Note

Buyer hereby removes all contingencies, and sh;j.U deposit
into escrow $15,000 by 5pmApril 2, :!003. S4~ect deposit
will be considered by all parties a non-refundabl'/' IJeposit,
in the event Buyer does oot conclude trallilactioi'i.

17,

The Straigltt Pro.missoryNotepated February
2003 in
the ,um of $5,000 payable to GMAC Real Esiat.~
Northwest as earnest money on this sale will be i::onsidered
by all parties a non-refundable deposit, in the ev6nt Buyer
does not conclude trruisaction.

') .-'l
•
j,,'

P'. Ci?,. 03

I

~ii,

°7--

208 76$ 8637

GMAC REAL ESTATE

P.01/01

ADDENDUM#_ _...__ _
THIS IS AN ADDENDUM TO A PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT, READ

IliliENllREJ)~, TNCLJ JDJN..GJ\NY..A.Il'A.CHMENf.S.J:ABEll!LL.Y_ ------- -------BEFORE SIGNING. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUES11ONS. CONSULT YOUR
ATTORNEY BEFORE SIGNlNG.

This is ZIil uddcodum to the R.eru: Estate Purchase nnd Sal¢ ~ t and Receipt for
Earnest Money:
E.amcllt Money Dated;

BUYER(S):

~-

Wj)Jiam L. Peterson

SELLER(S):_J~AV. u,c

Toe undersii:ncd parties hereby agree as folloWll:

Financing

Due to a sbordall in the appraisal value. Buyer n:qwnos additional
financln£, Buyer bas applied and been approved f()r the additional
financing by FintBllllk. Fir:ltB.mk oili=d a better Me :and term
on the prirollX)' loan, fur whicli Buyer bas mi,de follIJlll application.
FirstBaok will xcach a decision on furmal approval by July 31,
2003. Buyer anthorlzcs FirstBank to answer sellc,: inquiries as to
the stlltw! of the loan. Buyer's intent is to close the $ale regardless

of the FirstBank approval decision.

~losing

The closing shall be extended to no later than August 20, 2003.

The betcin agreement, upon its execution by both parties, is Xllllde an integral part oftllc
afuremcnti<>ned AgrecttlCD!.
D&cd _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SELLER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~"/)g-~=~ .-A-:-L~

BUYER~
h1 "'.if-:-/:

TOTAL. f>.01

6600 Government Way

. - ·AeROS-SFROM-THE-S-II:i-v·E-R-t:AKE--M"A:LL$7,875/mo. current income on 5-year triple net lease just signed 12/02
______________ . __ __
____ . ~!~:,_610/mo income when ful!YJeased .. _ _
··----·------Very Marketable Space Remaining
2,S00sf prime office with great Government Way visibility
5,640sf super high visibility "Artistic Ductwork" building includes an additional
1,200sf +/- finished office mezzanine
4,800sf prime warehouse space

***

Total of 29, 790+/- square feet on 2+ acres
Returns 10% on$1.57million@90% occupancy

Priced to Sell@ $1,395,000
Bldg B leased by Service
Experts, except front 2,500sf
office, projected to lease @
$0.75sf or $1875/mo.
Bldg F & G leased by Service
Experts

H~
0
.~

60.0'

J,0.0'

Bldg His 4,800sfprime
warehouse, projected to lease
@$0.30sf or $1,440/mo.
Bldg I is 5,640sf shop with
approximately 1,200sf finished
office mezzanine, projected to
lease@ $0.50sf or $3,420/mo
* Shaded areas leased to Service E.xperts

Government Way

iliirthwe,1 First
f9(;MA~
l1h.,._.;,·r

GMAC Real Estate
Jay Johnson
(208) 640-9146
jay@northwestfirst.com

EXHIBIT

STEPHEN B. McCREA
ATTORNEY AT LAW
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite !0l
P.O. Box 1501
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1501
Telephone (208) 666-2594
FAX (208) 664-4370

July I 1, 2003

Jay Johnson
GMAC Real Estate Northwest
1900 Northwest Blvd.
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814
RE:

Earnest Money between William L. Peterson, Buyer and JV AC, LLC, Seller

Dear Jay:
Demand is hereby made on you for all sums held by you in your trust account pertaining to the above
described transaction. The closing date has past and no further thirty day extension options have
been purchased. We consider the original Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement with the
a<ldendums to have expired.
Thank you for your immediate attention to this matter. Please let me know when the sums will be
released.
Sincerely yours,

2~.5S.f-C-__
. ~l
.
..
STEPHEN B. McCREA
SBM:sd
cc:

--

client

----·---·---------·-·--- -- - ""
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-- - ------- --
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-- - --- -- - - - --···--·- ·--· -----·- ---- ·------- -~-------·-- --- -·-·-- -·------·- -
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STEPHEN B. McCREA
ATTORNEY AT LAW
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 101
P.O. Box 1501
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1501
Telephone (208) 666-2594
FAX (208) 664-4370

July 21, 2003

Jay Johnson
GMAC Real Estate Northwest
FAX (208) 667-0210

RE:

Earnest Money between William L. Peterson, Buyer, and JVAC, LLC, Seller

Dear Jay:

I will be filing a lawsuit against GMAC Real Estate Northwest on Friday, July25, 2003 for recovery
of the sums paid by William L. Peterson for the option to purchase the property in Dalton Gardens
owned by JVAC, LLC. unless the funds are paid to my office prior to 5:00 p.m., Thursday, July 24,
2003.
As this is a commercial transaction, we will be seeking attorney's fees and costs incurred. Your
immediate compliance is requested.
Sincerely yours,

~ti),~
STEPHEN B. McCREA
SBM:sd

cc:

client

/

t·.

) '-!· !

01

,-

••
•••
••

07/22/2003

2085544370

15: 05

••
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STEPHEN B. McCREA
ATTORNEY AT LAW
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 101
P.O. Box 1501
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1501
Telephone (208) 666-2594

FAX (208) 664-4370

July 22, 2003
'

.,-.,

~

Jay Johnson
GMAC Real Estate Northwest
FAX (208) 667-0210
RE:

Earnest Money between William L. Peterson, Buyer, and JVAC, LLC, Seller

Dear Jay:

My client has no intention of closing within a few days or two to three weeks unless there is a new,
executed earnest money setting forth the new tenns.
As I indicated previously, if the new agreement is not put together prior to Thursday at 5 :00 p.m. the
action I referred to in my previous communication will be filed.
Sincerely yours,

~-STEPHEN B. McCREA
SBM:sd
cc:

!

client

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ······-···· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

, Jay Johnson
GMAC Real Estate Northwest
1900 Northwest Blvd.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
July 22, 2003
Stephen B. McCrea, Attorney at Law

RE: Earnest Money between William L. Peterson and JV AC, LLC
Dear Steve,
Jack VanderWaal agreed last week in verbal correspondence that he would be available
to, sign closing documents on the sale in mid-August. Mr. VanderWaal expressed no
concerns with the transaction or the buyer, other than a simple logistical matter of getting
closing docs to and from him, as he will be on an oceanic excursion.
I told Mr. Peterson that Mr. VanderWaal would cooperate with his situation.
The buyer has formal loan approval from Idaho Independent Bank for $862,500. He has
formal loan approval from FirstBank for $150,000, and he has, including his earnest
money deposit, $350,000 cash. He is currently in the process of shopping the best rate
for his loan. He will make his commitment to a bank today or tomorrow. The closing
documents will be ready either in a few days, if Idaho Independent Bank, or 2-3 weeks, if
FirstBank.
Bearing in mind, the delay beyond the contractual closing date is due to a $185,000
shortfall in the appraised value of the property. Mr. Peterson regards his willingness to
close in spite of that problem as sufficient to keep the deal alive. He does not want to
· release the earnest money or make any concession ahead of closing.
The earnest money, per the original and standard Idaho Purchase and Sale agreement, in
the event of buyer default, is to be used first to cover broker expenses, then to be split
50/50 between seller's broker and seller.
I would suggest in the interest of your client, that any lawsuit be filed only after the buyer
makes clear intent to default. To date, he has shown no such intention, rather, he is
working hard to close the deal on favorable terms.

Sincerely,

- _,.

.,

___________

on,.GMACReal.Estate. ____________

EXHIBIT
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IDAHO

DEPARTMENT

OF

HEALTH &WELFARE
Region I
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES

DIRK KEMPTHORNE - Governor
KARL B. KURTZ CDirector
KEN DEIBERT - Division Administrator

21' 95 Ironwood Court
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2655
PHONE 208-769-1408 or 208,769-1409
FAX 208·769-1430
TOLL FREE 888-769-1405

March 29, 2006

To: Child Support, Coeur d'Alene Office
From: Scott Oden, MA and Dr. Rhodes
RE: Curtis J. Johnson

Mr. Johnson is a client here at Region I Mental Health, with diagnoses of Bipolar
Disorder and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. He is symptomatic with his illnesses and
is unable to work.
th

Mr. Johnson's last job lasted only six weeks, terminating March 10 of 2006. Prior to that
he had not worked for 2 years due to his illnesses. He has large back arrears in his child
support payments. He is supposed to be paying a current amount of $800 a month. Mr.
Johnson is unable to pay any of the past due money and current monthly amount for an
indefinite period.
We are requesting a modification of the court order regarding his child support payments
to an amount as low as possible. Should you have any further questions, please do not
hesitate to contact us.

Respectfully yours

Scott Oden,
Clinician

Dr, Jennifer Rhodes. M.D.
Clinical Director
r· ,

) -; 1..

MA

IDAHO

DEPARTMENT

OF

HEALTH &WELFARE
Region I
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
21 95 Ironwood Court

JAMES E. RISCH -Governor
KARL 8. KURTZ -Director
KEN DEIBERT - Div~ion Administrator

Coeurd'Alene, Idaho 83814-2655
PHONE 208-769-1406 or 208-769-1409
FAX 2-08-769-1430
TOLL FREE 888-769-1405

June 6, 2006

To: Whom it may concern,
From: S. Oden & Dr. J. Rhodes, Region I Mental Health
Re: Curtis J Johnson, Termination Summary

Mr. Johnson was a patient here at Region I Mental Health from 12/08/05 to
05/10/06, with an admission diagnosis of Delusional Disorder, Somatic Type. Over the
course of 6 months a medication intervention was rejected by Mr. Johnson and talk
therapy was not helpful to him. By mutual agreement, treatment was terminated
05/10/06. His termination diagnosis is Bipolar I Disorder and PTSD, conditions that
appear to have been disabling Mr. Johnson over the past 2 years.

~y>,1'1111 ft~, frJ.JJ.
S. Oden M.A.

Dr J. Rhodes

•

c•

) :) 1

.r..vv

+.t!,J.\I.H.J.

1v1l!.1J J. CR.J-1

2003 LINCOLN WAY
• COEOE. D'ALENE, ID
(866)-236-8971

PAGE
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83814

FINAL

f!ENT NAME

PATIENT ACCT NUfylBER

OHNSON,CURTIS J

KM7595655

ARANTOR

INSURANCE COVERAGE

JOHNSON,CURTIS J
1206 N 6TH ST
COEUR DALENE ID

RVICE DATE/
•STING DATE

ADM!SSION DATE IDISCHARGE DATE

I

BILLING DATE

05/08/06 05/14/06
I 05/08/06
POLICY NUMBER

83814

DESCRIPTION

CPTCODE

PSYCH - ICU
LABORATORY
LAB CHEMISTRY
LAB IMMUNOLOGY
LAB HEMATOLOGY
EMERGENCY
EKG/ECG
PROFESSIONAL FEE ER
PRO FEE/EKG

QTY

1
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

AMOUNT

1425.00
46.50
413.45
28.90
64.25
436.85
108.05
180.00
31.15

PATIENT ACCOUNT NO.

Kootenai Medical Center
Kootenai County EMS System
North Idaho MRI

!!!lllii,,. YOU

iMillll"

MAY RECEIVE ADDITIONAL BILLINGS FOR OTHER
SERVICES SUCH AS PHYSICIANS OR CONSULTANTS.

TOTAL

.'.J;O'.f/X4\¢B~Pn;sc\ :;

>~),..- ,·./

··:-,

TOTAL DUE

•

\;;;;;;;,L,;;p

ti{)\ '.
2734 .15

:11srnNi1#t!!P::11ii1>0.aA.;N'91;;e:,@/fi:I/Ant.:c;r.;cs.:qsourtt;

r

tlM,ti 1 Vi /.,

Jay Johnson
From:

To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Neal Bernklau" <neal.bernklau@irec.idaho.gov>
"Jay@ LYHITM, Inc." <jay@lyhitm.com>
Friday, December 22, 2006 2:54 PM
RE: Curtis Johnson License info
Salesperson 25251 Expired

EXHIBIT

<f

I

Curtis Johnson

I
DB Name

Company Name
Address
Mailing Address
E-Mail Address

WebSite

License Status License Type Issue Date

Expire Date Co. Type Co. Number DB Number

Salesperson
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP
SP

10/3l/2006
03/09/2005
01/05/2005
10/31/2004
08/10/2004
05/14/2004
11/01/2002
04/25/2002
07/13/2001
04/24/2001

Phone Number
Toll Free Number
Fax Number

10/31/2006
10/31/2006
10/31/2006
10/31/2004
10/31/2004
10/31/2004
10/31/2004
10/31/2002
10/31/2002
10/31/2002

0

0

0

0

0

0

PR
PR

co
co
co

l
l

PR
Add / Modify the License

Renew the License

I

I

_N.eal H . .Rernklau

Licensing Supervisor
Idaho Real Estate Commission
Direct (208) 955-8479
(866)447-5411 ext 116 (within Idaho)
(208) 334-2050 Fax

---------------·--··---·

12/27/2006

IDAHO REAL ESTATE COMMISSION
Guideline #20

NONAGENCY
Introduction In certain, rare situations, licensees have found themselves in the position of not
having an agency relationship with either party to a transaction. This may occur by the evolution of a
transaction or by the preferences of the buyer or seller. For example, a licensee has been working
with a buyer and treating that buyer properly as a customer. Subsequently, the buyer decides to
purchase a home from a seller who is not offering subagency. If the buyer does not want
representation, and now the seller does not offer subagency, the licensee represents no one.

Issues According to the Idaho Real Estate License Law and Rules:
Can a real estate licensee engage in the business ofreal estate without establishing an agency
relationship with one or more parties to the transaction?
Can a "nonagent" receive compensation for engaging in the business of real estate?
If a licensee can act as a "nonagent" in a transaction, must he or she complete the agency
disclosure statement in accordance with Section 54-2085, Idaho Code?

Discussion While the concepts of "facilitator" and "nonagent" evolve across the country, a
number of questions are being asked as licensees and regulators try to detennine if and how the
statutes, rules and regulations apply or don't apply to these changing agency issues.
The initial question to be addressed is, does Idaho Code allow for the existence of a nonagent
real estate licensee? Section 54-2004, Idaho Code, defines a real estate broker:
54-2004. Definitions.

"Real estate broker" means and includes:
(a) Any person other than a real estate salesperson, who, directly or
indirectly, while acting for another, for compensation or a promise or an expectation thereof,
engages in.any of the following: sells, lists, buys, or negotiates, or offers to sell, list, buy or
negotiate the purchase, sale, option or exchange of real estate or any interest therein or
business opportunity or interest therein for others.
(b) Any actively licensed broker while, directly or indirectly, acting on the
ilroker's own telralf;
(c) Any person who represents to the public that the person is engaged in any
of the above activities;

,..... r ..

.'~th
~ ,_.,

Guideline #20
(d) Any person who directly or indirectly engages in, directs, or talces any part
in the procuring of prospects, or in the negotiating or closing of any transaction which does
or is calculated to result in any of the acts above set forth;
(e) a dealer in options as defined in this section.
It is the opinion of the Commission, together with its legal counsel, that this statutory definition of a
real estate broker does two things.

First, it does not require the existence of an agency relationship with either buyer or seller. The
Commission believes that a licensee can "act for another" without the action rising to the status ofan
agent. Agency is a consensual relationship. Clearly, a licensee cannot force an agency relationship
upon a buyer or seller who refuses to enter into one.
Second, this statute is broad enough to require licensure for any facilitator or nonagent who might
engage in any of the acts noted above or more completely spelled out in the statute. While there is
not a fully-developed definition in case law of a real estate "facilitator" or "nonagents", certain
parallels can be drawn by comparing the level of duly and service with that provided in past years by
a selling agent who worked with a "customer" (buyer) or a "middleman".
Both real estate treatises and case law have repeatedly held that the payment of compensation alone
does not create an agency relationship between a real estate licensee and a buyer or seller. Likewise,
it follows that just becal!Se a licensee is a nonagent in a transaction, it does not mean the licensee
cannot be paid for his or her work. Furthermore, the Idaho Real Estate License Law and Rules does
not prohibit payment to a licensee who is acting for another without an agency relationship with that
person. The law only requires a license (Section 54-2002, Idaho Code).
Even though a real estate licensee may be acting or purporting to act for a buyer or seller as a
"nonagents", that licensee is fully subject to fue real estate license law and rules. Therefore, the
licensee must comply with agency disclosure. This law must be logically construed to require
disclosure of "nonagency" relationships as well. The Commission approved brochure must be given
to all parties to the transaction and a signed receipt obtained, and the required statement in the law
must be completed by the nonagent licensee in the following example. "Agency Disclosure: At fue
time of signing this agreement the agent working with the buyer represented neither bnyer nor
seller and the agent working with the seller represented seller." In this case, the selling licensee
only is the nonagent.
---- -- -· · - --11reeomruissionnotesl:liani--supremeCoiifn:ase-ili1dilho; 93.VISCK476,-Apn1T993;iliscusses -- ·Page2of4
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Guideline.#20 .
the impact of this statement in an earnest money agreement on the actual determination of whether
or not an agency relationship exists in a transaction. In this case, the plaintiff/buyer was alleging that
the selling licensee acted as the agent for the buyer, despite the fact that he put "seller/seller" in the
blanks on the earnest money agreement The discussion centered on the parol (oral) evidence rule,
which the court said "does not exclude evidence of the (agency) relationship between a realtor and a
purchaser because an earnest money agreement refers.to the realtor as the seller's agent." The court
reversed and remanded the case for further proceedings.
As this case points out, the actions and disclosures made by the licensee purporting to represent or
not represent a party to a transaction are not simply solved by completing this one statement, even
though it is required by law. The law is also clear that liability remains for the licensee, regardless of
the legal capacity in which the licensee believes he or she is acting. In other words,just because a
licensee labels himself or herself a "nonagent" or a "facilitator" does not mean there will necessarily
be any reduction in civil liability, and there will be no reduction in responsibility under the license
law whatsoever.
The additional problem of identity crisis exists for "facilitator". At this time, there are no Idaho
cases defining a real estate facilitator or the duties and obligations qwed by a facilitator. This issue,
added to the problem of imputed agency, creates a quagmire for licensees in this position.

Conclusion
Idaho Real Estate License Law an.d Rules does not require a licensee to form an "agency"

relationship with either a buyer or seller of property in order to engage in the business of real estate.
A "nonagent" licensee can receive compensation in accordance with his or her contract rights
with a buyer, seller or another licensee for work performed in the business of real estate.
Eveiy active licensee, whether acting as an "agent" or not, must complete the agency disclosure
statement in accordance with Section 54-2085, Idaho Code, and must distribute the approved blue
brochure to all buyers and sellers, and obtain a signed receipt.
Each licensee, acting for another in any real estate capacity, agent or not, must be actively
licensed and is fully subject to all parts of the real estate license law and rules.

In addition, licensees should be aware that civil liability will still remain for their acts. Only the
Page3 of4
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nature and extent of the liability will be affected by their agency status. Since it may be to a
plaintiffs advantage to claim the existence of an agency status, licensees should also be aware that
their actions during a transaction may still cause the court to conclude the existence of an agency
relationship, despite what was purported on the earnest money agreement.

Because of the unsettled nature of the "nonagent" status and "facilitator" status, both from a
standpoint of definition and a legal and liability standpoint, it is the recommendation of the
Commission that licensees prepare to act as agents, to assume that they may be claimed to be one

by buyers or sellers and to document accordingly.

----~--··----·--
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··AGt~CYREI'ili.;SENTATION-defi~;s~iiirnt".
.what duties aildobJigations are owed bya ~ealestate •·
profes'sionalto a dient.
..
.i
•.
'

•CLIENT - ~ buyer or seller of real estatiwllo has ~\
written. agreement for representat/oti ill
.

'thei'
.

CUSTOMER - a buyer or seller wh~js-~6T{
,resented,·but who receives servicesfrom•,freaF:·
~stale professional.

LIMITED DUAL AGENT - a real estat,fl\tolierage
which offers specific and limited representatio,n to ''
both a buyer and a seller withtheir•consent.

Real estate licensees in Idaho must give you
this brochure at first substantial business contact.
Disclosure and duties to a customer or client are
defined by the "Idaho Real Estate Brokerage
Represeutatiou Act" in sections 54-2082 to 542094, Idaho Code.
When you sign a real estate Purchase and Sale
Agreement, as a buyer or seller; you will be asked
to confirm:
(1) that this brochure was given to you;
(2) who, if anyone, represented you in the
transaction; and,
(3) that you have read and understand the
contents of this brochure.

If you have any questions about the information
in this brochure, contact:

Idaho Real Estate Commission
633 N. 4th Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0077
(208) 334-3285
Toll free m Idaho (866) 447-5411
Fax (208) 334-2050
TRS 1-800-377-3529
website: www.idahorealestatecommission.com
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Costs associated with this publication are available
from the Idaho Real Estate Commission in accordance
with section 60-202, I.C. March 2003/50,000/429
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I certify that the information provided is true and correct and that, if maintaining an adive Hcense, I have obtained Errors and Omissions
Insurance as required by Idaho Law.

License Type: :S- Sales Associate Status:
O Broker
D Associate Broker
D Designated Broker

A

.Mf"Active
D Inactive
o Provisional
D Other

License Type:

D
D
D
O

D Branch Manager
O Main Office

J( l Lt;' (. .i.d: l.- \ "'} :
location Address: ;; ~ o 1- GcvW 1J,t c. N r
~ i~~c.,
B . _ - . . . , &oy;
{.e,.,. t

Office Telephone (with area code):

O Provisional

o

Other

·
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Licensee's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Licensee's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Personal.Address:

Personal Address:

.......

City, State, Zip:

City, State, Zip:

Home Telephone (wilh area code): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Home Telephone (wilh area code):

·------i=-mai'""":----------t·-cen Pfione:

Firm Organization:

D

.1iw- Active
O Inactive

cl- ·

vf
CJ:. o-i)
X . ,_. . . __ _,,,_
COil.UC ~,; _

Broker
Associate Broker
Designated Broker
Branch Manager

fJ Main Office o Branch Office
Firm Name: f:}. f L I} V S 'l. (.... '-Location Address: I.$' D <"t
A) W 6 { \I'

O Branch Office

Firm Name:

City, State, Zip:

I!f Sales Associate -Status:

Firm Organization:

O Sole Proprietorship

D Limited Partnership
o Limited Liabilily PartnerShip
D Limited Liabiflty Company

D Corporation
D Partnership

E 7:1cense-Ongm:

Ema1:

o0

1aano Pnmary Ocense
Reciprocity

D Sole Proprietorship
D Corporation
0 Partnership

r.imse Origin:

D Limited Partnership
D Limited Liability Partnership
D Limited Liability Company

o "laafiol1'fmary License
0 Reciprocity

see reverse si~~ for irnpo~nt additional instructions
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STEPHEN B. McCREA, ISB #1654
Attorney at L~w
P.O. Box 1501
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 101
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1501
(208) 666-2594 I FAX: (208) 664-4370
email: sbmccrea@adelphia.net
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST nJDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON,

)
CASE NO. CV0S-8999

.)

Plaintiff,

)
.)

vs.

)

AFFIDAVIT OF
JACK C. VANDERWAAL

)

MIKE McPHEE artd JCAV, LLC,
Defendants.
. -~····: ,.
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Jack C. V anderwaal, being first ~uly sworn on oath, states as follows: I am over the age of

eighteen and competent to testify to the matters set forth herein.
I am the sole member of an entity known as JCA V, LLC. JCAV, LLC is a limited liability
coinpany organized in the State of Washington on November 25, 2000 and registered to do business
in the State of Idaho. See the attached certificate of existence.
· The only commission arrangement that either I or JCA V, LLC have entered into with Curtis
Jay Johnson has been for the purchase and subsequent sale of real property on O-overnment Way in
July of 2003.
.. .

- - ·~ - - - Neither
- - -- .. - .. - JCAY
---- . .1... lJ~~. 9!. J!lY~~lf_have_had. .an_y ..oraLagi:eemcmt- with ··Mik-e-MePhee for- the:
~

purchase o,f prQp~):cy .or fpr the development of property. JCAV, LLC has a written agreement with
t

' ·,

-

. . ·.

. - - -. ';

- ,: .~: . .'

- '.. '

'

:_, McPhee Design and Development, Inc., for constructiQn management of Radiant Lake Estates, and
',

.. ,,.......

'

,.

•
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has a written agreement with Vanderwaal & Associates, LLC, to manage property whichJCA::V,
LLC owns on Government Way.
I was asked to be a partner with Mike McPhee for the purchase of property known as Radiant
Lake Estates, but opted to do the project myself without any partners. The real property know as
Radiant Lake Estates was purchased by JCAV, LLC, in January of 2005. Mike McPhee is not now,
and has never been, a member of JCAV, LLC. Mike McPhee did not purchase the real property
for the Radiant Lake Project.
DATED this ~ a y of April, 2006.

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMITTAL:
I hereby certify tha~ on this/,2~day of April, 2006, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
document was mailed by first class mail, postage prepaid, or hand delivered, to:
Curtis Jay Johnson
1206 N. 6 th Street
Coeur d',4Jene, ID 83814

•

Ian D. Smith
Attorney at Law
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste 101
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
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ADDENDUM
TO

TBAYER/VANDERWAAL-PURCHASE.ANDSALEAGRE&~.ENT
This Addendum. made and en'lered into this 2'!f'nlday of June, 2005 by end
between Georg:11 Thayer and A11<Jtee Tl;rn,yer, husban~fe, whose address is .P. 0.
Box 190, Rat.lid.rum, Idaho 83858, hereafter referred to as "Se!.let" and JCAV LT,C, a

Washington Limited Liability Complllly, whose principal place of bus.il'l..ess ls P. 0. BoY46:l, Fo~ Islmd, Washington 96333, hf;l!'eafter refett~ to as "Buye;" and fut muturu
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, do heteby

agree to amend that certain real estate Purchase and Sale agreement executed on me

:l£IJ1 u@Y, ,

"t;',c;J,i day of the
2004 by'l!Ud bi:rtween the abc,ve referener,,,d pa,-tlt:;; fo
~owing m.rumer and on th<i foilowl.ng tem1S and conditi-:ms;

1. .
rn lieu of Buyer's obligation to execute a. Note and Deed of Trust in favor
of Seller to secure the performance of Buyer's obligation to ()O!lStruct the roadway

.

improvements as provideli for in Paragraph numbereli ·4 Qf :mid ~ment, Buyer shall
instead deposit at closins the sum of $457,280 ln e$crow at l'ioneer Title Compa."ly to
guarantee. the construction of said improvements 011 the following tem:ls and coooiiioM:
a.
The proceedi. to be deposited in escrow in the .amG\lnt of $457,:WO
sb.'11! be used solely fur tile construction of the roadway improvements made by Buyer for
which Buyer has been given a credit under the wrms of the .Purchase md S~e
Agreement. In the event that the Buyer has not completed said lm.provements in e tuuely
manner as required mthe original Purchase and Sale Agreemell.!, the Seller shall be
entitled to utilize all of the prooe¢s for the constru{;tion of the· improvemet>ts or ilnY
portion the(eof which has notbeen completed by the Buyer, _upon the sa.,ue fCooitio!l!l for
release of the proceeds as set fqrth tx;Jow.

b.

,Buyer shall be entitled to make draws from the escrow account fo"'

that portion of the work certified by the Pl'oject Engineer to have been oompleted. The
Project Engineer shall prepare. a written certificate of completion to be deposited h!
escrow and shall allocate what per¢el®ge, of the wo.>k has bee.. oo-plet.ed. US &nl<
shall also provide written authorization to i:el.ease said funds in ~corqance with these
te= but shall not withhold authorization for the release of said funds to Seller L,; 'the

event of d~fault by Buyer, The escrow egcnt shall then be er.tided to rele= to t!te
Buyer, or to be paid on Buycfs behalf, that peroentage of the amount escrowed. Such
releases of the proceeds for such purposes shall be made in increments of twenty.five
pment (25¾). The final tw,;,nt;y,-tlve percent (25%) of the proceeds ab.all not be rel~=d
under any· condi Uon un!il the roadway has been certifiod as fully completed.

of

c.
Buyer may, at Buyer's option, provide for Seller's benefit a letter
ctedit, satisfactory tQ Si:iller, in favor of Seller securing cl! of, ~uyer's obligidions for
consl.rut>!l_O¥_ ~f~_C::_IU_aj'.lll'!I:).'~ !l!l.<iYP9!l_@~ce of_said letter. 0£ ~t-by-Se!ier,Buye~ · · - - - - - · ·

- -sli~ff be; Telieved of the obligation to maintain the funds in eSC!'oW.

'

'' (

)\) ./

1.::..AMi

2.
All warranties, reprc:,sentatiollll, covenants, obligations .md agreem.e."1ts
contained in or !Irising out of this Addendum and the Pur()hase and &le Agreenient shell
survive the Clomng and transf\11' and conveyw,.ee of the Property hereunder !!nd e..,iy and
ell performance hereunder. Ali. warrantles and rc:,presentati.o!'.s sh•ll be efl:ectlve

regaroless of any investig11tion made or which could have been made.
3.

All tel'IIIS Md conditions not specifically modl!'fod herein shlll ! t"emain in

full force and effect.
This Addendum. is entered into voluntarily and for the mutµa! benefit of th;;,
plitt.!es; the parties have requested that Altomey Charles B. Lem.;;esis prepare this
document and have both acknowledged the existing conflict of intare,,-t that exis-.s; ·and
have knowingly waived the same. . Further, each. of
parties has obtained such

the

independent legal advice as they deem 11ppropril\te and necess11rY prior to the wceoution of
this Arldendwn. They hllve not relied upon the opu,lon of Charles :a. Lemr_,,es.is in
ag=ing hereto.
SELLER

GEORGE ffiAYER, Seller

AUDREE THAYER, Seller
STATE OF IDAHO

)

) ss
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI )
On this-'-- day of June, 2005, before me,a Notaty J>ublic for the St!® of
ldaho, personally appelll'ed GEORGE THAYER and AUDREE TI-lAYER, known or
ldentifi,:,d to me to be the persoll1! whose lUlmes <ll'e ~ubscn'bed tc the fore~oing
instrument as Sellern and acknowledged to me that they executed tlie ss.me.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,.! have hereunto set my hand end seal tlie ru;me SM
ye2:r In this certit!cate first above writt,m.

- ~------·-----·-------~---·--

NOTARY PUBUC FOR !DAH.0
Residing At:
. .Conunission-E1<yil-es¼ · - - - - · -

t'age

u,,

rage.

.Jut, .. i:;!:;i.-L_

/if

STATE OF WASBINGTON )

comrrv OF P!ERCB

) 55

)

c:iJ:!.

On this
day of June, 2005, before aw, a Nota.ry Pub!io fo!" tile State of
Washington, personally appeared JACK VANDER WAAL, known or identified to me to
be the managing member of JCAV LLC, he execnted the within instrument on behalf of
said limited liability company and acknowledged to fi).e that such limi.u;d liability
.
company ex~u:ted the sM1e.
·
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TARY PUBLTC FOR W~H!NG!;. ;· ~fJTJ;~J' ··;~

ResidingA.t: ,<Arl/l!,eµ,-,r,

· Commission Expires: &'/"1/.!i.1/~1,f'J
.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

5w:
~
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~. Ff!
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COVNTYOFK001ENAI)

· On. this ,.ggt1day of June, 2005, before me, a Notary Public for the State of
Washington, personally appeared MICHAEL McPHBE, known or identified to me to be
the managing member of JCAV LLC, bi, executed the Within instrument on behalf of said
limited liabillt)" company and acknowledged to ine that llllch li..<nited llabiHty compmy
oll'l{ecuted the s11.me.

TAkY PUBLIC FOR. .IDAHO

Residing At: £.47'.-fb,e,t:4-n
Commissio!l Expires: <o/'/ijd 9
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INTERROGATOR YNO. 12: Waflhe managing director aware

ihaI Jay Johnson wa.s being·

subjected to extreme conflicting pressure by Mike McPhee and Lane VanderWaal for the duration
of the time between the contractual closing date and the actual closing date?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Not aware, had no knowledge of and object to
the question as assuming facts which have no relevance.
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Is the managing director aware that Jay Johnson selected the
location, set up the land deal, conceived the high density affordable waterfront development, and
arranged all the preliminary meetings between Mike McPhee, Tom Johnson, Cliff Mort, and the
engineer, Elmer Smith for Radiant Lake?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 19: The managing director was not aware and had
no knowledge about any land deals, and objects to the question as posed. This was prior to JCAV,
LLC's involvement in the project.
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: Was the managing director informed by Jay Johnson that Mike
McPhee had been extremely angry in the past and that Jay Johnson could not cope with talking to
or negotiating with Mike McPhee?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 21: No, the managing director was not concerned
about any perso,nal problems between Mike McPhee and Jay Johnson.
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: If so, did Jay Johnson ask the managing director to keep that
conversation confidential?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 22: No.
INTERROGATORY NO. 23: If so, did the managing director keep that conversation
confidential?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 23: Not applicable due to previous answer to
· Interrogatory No. 22.
INTERROGATORY NO. 24: Did the managing dfrector instruct Mike McPhee to put in
writing what he owed Jay Johnson for Jay Johnson's work on the Radiant Lake Estates project?

·· - ··· · · · · ANSWERTOINTERROGATORYNO. 24: No, I told Jay Johnson to put his involvement
in writing and I would talk to Mike McPhee about the merit of Jay's requests. In no way did JCAV,
LLC feel obligated to Jay Johnson since JCAV, LLC was not a party to his involvement. .

ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES: PAGE 2

INTERROGATORY NO. 33: Did the managing direct6t then make fuiy·gesture

of

consideration toward Jay Johnson from that point on?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 33: No, I told Jay Johnson any dealings between
him and Mike McPhee would have to be resolved between them since I was not a party to their
relationship.
INTERROGATORY NO. 34: Did Jay Johnson inform the managing director. that he was in
desperate poverty?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 34: Yes, by telephone.
INTERROGATORY NO. 35: Did the managing director tell Jay Johnson that he already had
invested around $1,000,000 of his own money into the Radiant Lake project, and therefor he had no
money to spare for Jay Johnson?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 35: No, I told Jay Johnson I had substantial
personal money invested and any pr'ior arrangements or commissions or monies would have to be
resolved between he and Mike McPhee.
INTERROGATORY NO. 36: Did the managing director actually use, as the primary source
of capital to secure the construction loan for Radiant Lake, profits in the form of equity from the real
estate deal at 6600 Government Way, which Jay Johnson was directly responsible for?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 36: No, the 6600 Government Way business park
was just part ofmy equity package for the bank. Jay Johnson was an agent that was involved in the
initial sale and again when we sold half the property and his company received commissions on the
sales.
INTERROGATORY NO. 37: Did the managing director tell Jay Johnson that he had already
come up with $4,000 from the VanderWaal and Associates checking account for Jay Johnson, and
that would have to suffice.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 37: No. I have no control over monies that
VanderWaal & Associates disburse.

--- -· - -- - ··-lNFER:ROGAT0RY-N0:-3-S:iJiu"1!ie managing-iiirecloffelTiay Toliiison tliat there would ·
be plenty of money once the lots were sold?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 38: No.

ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES: PAGE 4

- ·

INTERROGATORY NO. 41: Did the managing director make any effort whatsoever to
investigate whether Mike McPhee might have abused Jay Johnson to an extent and in a nature that
was serious?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 41: No, this was none of my business.
INTERROGATORY NO. 42: If so, what effort did the managing director make?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 42: See answer to Interrogatory No. 41.
INTERROGATORY NO. 43: Did Jay Johnson ask the managing director to put an agreement
in writing as to eventual payment of Jay Johnson for his work on Radiant Lake?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 43: No.
INTERROGATORY NO. 44: Did Jay Johnson tell the managing director that such an
agreement would enable Jay Johnson to borrow sufficient money to survive the months until the Jots
were sold?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 44: No.
INTERROGATORY NO. 45: Did Jay Johnson text message Jack VanderWaal that Lane
VanderWaal was "snake bit"?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 45: Yes, ona text message tome on November 4,
2005.
INTERROGATORY NO. 50: Was the managing director aware of stories told by Mike
McPhee and Lane VanderWaal of drugging a young man with Viagra in Caho San Lucas, Mexico?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 50: No and object to the question as not calculated
to lead to admissible evidence.
INTERROGATORY NO. 51: Was the managing director informed by Anita VanderWaal
that Mike McPhee was regularly smoking marijuana at the company offices on Government Way?
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 51: No and object to the question as not calculated
to lead to admissible evidence.
INTERROGATORY NO. 52: Is there any written agreement that Lane VanderWaal will be

-- -- -- --pa1a1'rom proceeos ofRachant Lal<e'T
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 52: No.
INTERROGATORY NO. 53: Ifso, when was that agreement written?

I -----------------------ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES: PAGE 5
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Curtis "Jay" Johnson, Pro Se
th
1206 N. 6 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 769-9337

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
Curtis "Ja( Johnson
1
1206 N 6 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Plaintiff,
vs.
MikeMcPhee
JCAV, LLC
Defendants

)" Case # CV05-8999
)
)
) Affidavit of
)
) Susan McGahey
)
)
)

STA TE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

I, Susan McGahey, do hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the
laws of the United States of America, that I am over the age of eighteen and competent
to testify to the matters set forth herein, and that the following is true and correct.
Curtis Jay Johnson (hereinafter Jay) was my real estate agent and friend for about
three years, from approximately May 2003 until about August 2006.
During the time Jay was showing and selling me houses, which I bought for investment,
approximately May 2003 through February 2004, Jay told me many many times that he
was extremely distressed that his friend at the time, Mike, was charming his girlfriend at
the time, Nanci, and that Nanci was falling for Mike. Jay told me that Mike had
. _. _threatened Jiay thllt t,e \flould _have_ sex »'itl'l N?nci. J11y_ told

f!lt3 !b?t _Mikt3 ha<iJ<>ld _./.aY.

to perform oral sex on Mike, and that Mike had made obscene licking type gestures to
Jay.
Jay became more and more agonized, such that he could not concentrate. He got lost

...

trying to drive me to houses listed for sale. Jay lost all self esteem, and made self
deprecating comments constantly. At the same time, Jay idolized Mike and felt inferior
to him.
In August 2005, Jay was trying to negotiate payment with Mike for Jay's work on the
man made lake. Jay used my computer to wlite an email letter to the man Jay said was
Mike's partner in the man made lake. Jay told me the man was compaling notes
between what Mike said and what Jay said. Jay received two voice mail messages. from
Mike, both of which I listened to, the second one of which Jay asked me to listen to and
tell him what it said, so he wouldn't have to listen to it. The two messages were very
abusive and l told Jay the second one was almost identical to the first one.
When I first met Jay, he was a very responsible man with an excellent business ethic
and nice personality. I saw Jay's mental health and fife deteriorate very rapidly, and
then his girlfriend Nanci broke up with him. Jay became and acted desperate,
extremely insecure and paranoid. Over time he became desperately poor and lost
most contact with his kids. l loaned money from time to time to Jay and paid him to do
chores around my home so he could survive and get his Look Your Heart in the Mirror
company going.

DATED this £,£;day of December, 2006.

OM-<l 0.()6,-{Zhi~ a.,1,__2-,Y

Susan McGahey

AND
to before me thi~_d_ey
- SUBSCRIBED
'"·- ----- --- -·- -- ~- ...--SWORN
·- -------··--·-·--·- -- - ·- -- '

-v -

9f [?e.9~.!]'lbe,:, ~QQ§ _

.

___Curtis "Jaf Johnson, Pro Se
1206 N. 6h St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 759.9337

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
) Case # CV05·8999

Curtis "Jay" Johnson
th
1206 N 6 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

)
)
Plaintiff,

vs.
Mike McPhee
JCAV, LLC

) Affidavit of
)
) Art Elliott

)
Defendants

)
)

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

I, Art EJJiott, do hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United
States of America, that I am over the age of eighteen and competent to testify to the matters
set forth herein, and th_at the following is true and correct Curtis Jay Johnson (hereinafter Jay)
came to my office approximately early Spring, 2004 with a plat map indicating lots on a man
made lake, projected to be built in Rathdrum. Jay offered lots to me, as I am a builder, and I
had a familiarity with Jay, which started while Jay was working at Marshall Mend Real Estate. I
became very interested in the man made lake lots, when I found out that there would not be
hectic activity with water ski boats, and I told Jay \hat I would be interested in reserving some
lots. Jay has since shown me concept drawings of several real estate development projects,
which he designed, one in particular was next to the Fred Meyer store in Coeur d'Alene, where
there is a large barn. I found Jay's projects to be very creative and worthy of consideration. I
referred Jay to people I thought might be interested in helping Jay get his projects going.

DATED this 27th day of December, 2006.

SUBSCRIB~1{1,t,JQ11SWORN to before me this 27th day of December, 2006
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Curtis "Jay" Johnson, Pro Se
1206 N. 61" St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 769-9337

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
) Case # CV05-8999
)

Curtis "Jaf Johnson
1206 N 61 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

)

Plaintiff,
vs.
Mike McPhee
JCAV, LLC

) Affidavit of
) Lyn J Glassman
)

)
)

Defendants

)

STA TE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai ·
I, Lyn J. Glassman, do hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the
laws of the United States of America, that I am over the age of eighteen and competent
to testify to the matters set forth· herein, and that the following is true and correct.
I was Curtis Jay Johnson's (hereinafter Jay) girlfriend during his marriage, from 1/2000
to 5/2000. Jay's wife, Corinna, knew that I was Jay's girlfriend, and I met socially with
Corinna during the time I was Jay's girlfriend.
Jay was ambitiously pursuing a modern answer to the social ills surrounding marriage
and divorce, and the horrible impacts on children.
I am a highly educated woman. I graduated with a 3.96 GPA from the University of
Rhode Island and obtained a Bachelor's degree in Philosophy and Sociology. I also
have a Teacher's Certificate in Early Childhood from the University of North Carolina. I
am a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Society.
My relationship with Jay was very substantial. We worked together writing a book. Jay
was a very strong and confident man, and I personally saw nothing immoral in our
relationship.
DA TED this 7J_ day of December, 2006.

l

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

-·
j
Z\

day of December, 2006

-------··-·-··-·
CHRISTIN GEWECKE
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATF OF IDAHO

-_-.'
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Notary Public for Idaho

Comm. Expires:
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FROM :DEBTMAGEMEMT
'06-17-2004 18:16

JAY JO, ~J-,

,86659188

Curtis "Jal( Johnson, Pro Se
St.
.
1200 N.

e'

Coeur t:'Alene, ID 83814
{.208) 769-9337

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IOAHO, IN AND FO~ THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
Curtis "Ja(. Johnson
1200 N fi St
Coeurd'Alans, ID 83814

) Ca'ie # CVOS-8999
)
)

Plaintiff,

) Affidavit of
)

V$.

) Richard A. Foal

MlkeMcPhee

)
)

JCAV, LLC
Dllfendants

)

STA TE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

I, Ricl111r<I A. Foat, do hereby declare, under pen11fty ot perj.iry under the
laws of the United St.ltes ot Ameri,ca, that I am over the age or Gightaen and comp&lent

10 testify to u·1111 matters set forth 1'18nlin, and that the toltowin'gjs_,ttu.< audcrirrect · ·

1am part owner of tile home at 1206 N. 6"' St in Coeur d'Ahmo, Curtis Jay Johnson
{hereinafter Jay) ha$ been the tenant in that heme sitlee Dec-.mcer ot 2004.

Jay falled to make hi$ rent payment c,n lime esrty in 200ti. I began talking to Jay
about 11111 situanon at that time. He told me he had set up a man made lake project es

a real estate agent, and he said thet he expectQd to get paid for that, at. least $25,000
from the developer and probal'lty another $25,000 from the rarmer. I subsequently
neaflS from Pat Reagan. lhe reef estate agent that SOid us the al'orftmfll'IIIOl'led him!e,

tnat Jay did indeed
~ paid

set up the man made lake - ' 86tate projolet I believed Jay WOUid

tor his work &etting up the man made lake project, so I wa$ forgivillll on his la~

rent payment$. Jay told me, es a matter of explaining hi~ lack of income,

that the

d,weloper of the man made lake had tortul'Qd Jay, that he had told J9;1 to bend over

.).

'/
I

.,.,..,_, '

..-,-,, ,1- ,,....,-.,1,. l

'"'1(;10C C c:'C'l 1 0 0
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FA;< NO. : 1'3163620115

FROM :DEBTMAGEMEHT
06·17-2(.]04 18: 15
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JMI':"

.85659188

28 2006 04:23PM P2
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and perform oral lllilX, and told Jay that he would have sex with Jay'$ Qil'1h"ieM. Jay told
me that his suffering had led him to start a company he called Look Your Heart In the
Mim>r', whiCh he &:,q:,ect9d to be s11CCE1Ssfu1. Jay told ma approximately in June 2005,
that ll'le developer hi.d paid him $2,000. Jay made <1 substantial rent payment at that

time. and another one about a month later, after he said he wa$ paid another $2,000 by
~ developer. Jay w11S.soon lille again on rent, and

!hat th& deveJoper had told him he would have

he was very upllet and agonizlld

to wait until thlily sold ltle lots on the

man mada lalw before he could get paid tha n;i,;t 1:1f the money.
Getting to know Jay QI/fir lhe period of months, I found Jllfi w be very~ and I
befieved Jay's Look Your Heart in the Mirror company would be &UCCMSful, so I offerfld

to invest in Jay's company, LYHITM, Inc., and I sent Jay several payment$ Oller a
couple of months amounting to $8,000, which Jay paid approldmately 75% of back to
me and my partner (in the aforementioned home) In rent. Since that time, I h_av_e been
forgiving

of Jay's continued rentdelinquency, and have lnvestild furtherin LYHITI.4,'liic:

I am the Secretary of LYHITM, Inc.

,¼

OATEO Ihle

2-E ,day Qf December, 2000

-

<7&.Q

Ricnaro A. Foat

State of ov ,ove,(LE;oont-f ot ~
Sub~bed and swam lo (or offlrmed} bef01e me th~

,£t. day of ,:[}/;,C_, 20..<L by

pe,;it.i aJtty ru lUWII lo II ,e or p(OV
basis Of sallstactory evid
l

who appears befO!e me.

~otary u ti for alifamla ·
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Curtis "Jay" Johnson, Pro Se
th
1206 N. 6 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 769-9337

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
) Case # CV05-8999

Curtis "Ja( Johnson
1206 N 61 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

)

Plaintiff,

vs.
Mike McPhee
JCAV, LLC
Defendants

)
) Affidavit of
) Curtis Jay Johnson
) Regarding Voice Messages
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

I, Curtis Jay Johnson, do hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the
laws of the United States of America, that I am over the age of eighteen and competent
to testify to the matters set forth herein, and that the following is true and correct.
I received two harrassing and abusive voice mail messages from Mike McPhee, one on
or about August 30, 2005, and the other on or about August 31, 200/~
I reported these messages to the Coeur d'Ale
2005, Report Nu
of which is:

Police

partment on September 3,

er-05.C26632. The police recorded th second message, transcript

ey you fucki~ad;-wJ:IY-Gen't-yetrcall me back? I need to borrow

some money. You have never loaned me a nickel. You fucking prick. Give me a call.
The first message was inadvertently deleted from my phone, but the transcript was
- - - - - - -- - ~- - - -------·----- --··--------- ---------- - - ____ ____,_ - ----- ·-- ---·- -,

'

'

'

'

essentially the same, except he said ·can me" instead of "Give me a call."
I was very aggravated and psychologically terrified by these messages, as I had been
severely traumatized by Mike McPhee's cruelty and abuse.

I had very recently been speaking with Jack Vanderwaal, and wrote Jack Vanderwaal
an E-mail letter on August 26, 2005, describing McPhee's abusive unruly conduct and
his breach of contract to lawfully pay me for my real estate work on Radiant Lake
Estates. I believed at the time that Mike McPhee was a member of JCAV, LLC, and
that Jack Vanderwaal shared Mike McPhee's contractual obligation to pay me.
Jack Vanderwaal told me that he had already paid me $4,000 and that he didn't have
any additional available funds at the time. I subsequently informed Jack Vanderwaal .
that Mike McPhee had left me abusive messages, and I imitated over the telephone to
Jack Vanderwaal, suggestive slurping gestures Mike McPhee had made to me in 2003,
beckoning me to perform oral sex on Mike McPhee. Jack Vanderwaal said he would
soon be in Coeur d'Alene to investigate what the hell was going on.

7af0

DATED thiSCLJ.L day of-December, 2006.

Curtis

. SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~day of December, 2006

~Jnt11llliJ~~-&Q;J

Notary Public f ~
Comm. Expires:,

-----------------------·-···----·----

3D.3Dl~

F"t!IBIT

,

0
Starr Kelso
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

<SuzanMcGahey@aol.com>
<Starr. Kelso@verizon.net>
Friday, August 26, 2005 5:32 PM
Jay Johnson

Starr,
I sent this letter to Jack, the money partner behind the lake.

Subj: Radiant Lake
Date: 8/26/2005 5:29:27 PM Pacific Standard Time
From: SuzanMcGahey
To: jcav555@centucytel.net

Dear Jack,
Mike asked me to find a spot on the prairie, where he would build a lake,
I called George Thayer and told him what I was interested in.

Mike and I visited George Thayer and made offers on his property west of Highway 41. George agreed to pay me, if Mike bought the
land. George did not respond to our offers, since he did not want to tie the property up for a long time with no option money. Mike asked
me to scout other properties, which I did, in Hayden, but we didn't spend much time on it, because it was a long way from services and
close to the airport.
Finally, getting nowhere with George and feeling the urgency of starting the project, I asked George for permission to see Tom Johnson
about the project. George said it would be fine by him. I called Tom and had one or two meetings with him. Mike was not present. Tom
agreed to cooperate, and agreed to sell the land at his basis, i.e. for cost. I told Mike about the deal.
Mike then met Tom, Tom referred us to Elmer Smith, the consulting engineer, who started drawing. There were about a half dozen
meetings which I was responsible for arranging. The timing and spirit of the meetings was excellent.
Tom took over my job. He took over negotiations which I started with the people who owned the commercial property on Highway 41.
He took over talking to George. The engineer did not like me calling to bug him. No one liked that I talked about the project too much.
sent out an email to all the Realtors, advertising a lottery game to s.ee who got to pick lots first. It was way too fast for Tom, he worried
the county authority might regard it as selling lots before they existed.
I realized that I was not helping the project any longer, however, I had been told a half dozen times by Mike that t would be selling the
lots, and in fact I had almost all of the secondary fats and 20% of the waterfront lots spoken for. Tom had told me he would build a spec
home out of which I could sell the subdivision. It was a forgone conclusion that I would be the primary agent for selling the subdivision.
I knew I had personal growth issues, so I stepped away from the project voluntarily to address them, in order that when the time came I
would be ready.
·

In the very b_eginnin_g, Mike told me that he r~~liz13d th~ !and we were looking at was not listed for sale, and he assured me that if.-the
lahdowrierS did not pay commission,-he would. I believed George would pay me, and Mike and I discussed $25,000 for Tom's land,
which is roughly 3%. George did not pay me, he said I was representing the developer, not him, So by extensi?PA~f theJpirit of 'ke'.s
assusrances, l believe I am owed commission on George's piece.
lu,. ~ ~tU.,o-1,~ ~ c ·

2/. Ocll

,-,

~

Roughly six months ago, I called Mike and asked that he sign a contract top commission on the land sale. He said "we are not going
to do that." When we talked about his paylng me directly, not through a br er, he said I should keep it quiet, since he knew I am not
~
allowed to earn commission income without the involvement of a broker... his grieved me, but Mike had been so furious and unruly over ~
disagreements in the past, that I went along with it, trusting things would work out.
..-.
/i-C_ _ ..

JV

;p.J

Here is what I believe I am entitled to:
,-::;_,;z.=:A;);:50,000-{appr.oximately..:J'lo-Of4he-laA<l-sale).-l-believe-the-$4;0601hat-has-beer17,aid-rrreirornihe Gover, 11, tentWarop,rraltng
account should not be considered part of the ·$50,000. I think it should be considered consideration for the payment delay. I am not
legally allowed to earn commissions directly.
B) 0.5% on the sale of the lots, upon sale, or $100,000 upon the \irst bulk sale of lots.

C) I need the promises to pay in writing, through the broker of my choice as soon as possible, which should help to alleviate pressing day
-1"---••o..dayju:laAcial..issue .

~ ;~~00:7.(; belj.;J:.

I believe I set the deal up in the only place in the county it would have worked. I believe I should be rewarded appropriately and that my
best interest that I am rewar:jd ~cording to hrs promises,

~-

C-

0
~\tff/-'/ ~

Qnonnn~

Pagt2ol'2

regardless of any personal issues he might have with me.
Respectfully,

Jay Johnson
1206 N 6th St
Cda83814
208-640-9146

Subj:
Date:
From'
To:
Sent from

loto 5 &6
2/3/2004 6:34:17 PM Pacific Standard Time
jack_arlenew@prodigy.net.mx
REA~4CE:R@aol.com
the Internet (Details)

Hello Mike
Just read your e-mail, we went out fishing today, three Dorados
and a couple of big Sieras, and it's still cool here, sunny but cool,
around 72.
If we can get the 1.4Mil we accomplished what we set out to do
and that was to make a million on the property. rm sure you guys
could add a little more rental space but I'm not sure that
spending more money on the place will net out much except a lot
of work and permits and time that you probably won•t have much
of when the lake property get going. If you guys want any cash to
invest or what ever, we need to sell the place, to me it doesn't
matter.
I would like to get some old business cleared up, like the note
with interest on the house project.Also If you guys had some
cash you could participate as a investor in the lake deal which
would net you more money than the business park. Anyway that
are my thoughts. Jack

Wednesday, February 04, 2004 America Online: REAL4CER

'

nancy@radiantlake.com
From:

nancy@radiantlake.com

Sent:

Wednesday, August 31, 2005 4:30 PM

To:

Jack VanderWaal (jcav555@centurytel.net)

'''l'' ..............
~jJ-ljD5-

Subject: Jaysletter.rtf

Jack, this is Jays letter to you, I have made changes to reflect how I believe it should have been
authored. I have underlined the changed areas.
Thanks
Mike

mike@radiantlake.com
From;
Sent:

To:

SuzanMcGahey@aol.com
Friday. August 26! 2005 5:29 PM
j 05v555@centurytel.net

Subject:

Radiant Lake

Dear Jack.
Mike asked me to find a spot on the prairie, where he would build a lake.
I called George Thayer and told him what I was interested in.
Mike and I visited George Thayer and made offers on his property west of Highway 41. George
agreed to pay me, if Mike bought the land. George did not respond to our offers, since ho did
not want to tie the property up for a long time with no option money. Mike asked me to scout
other properties, which I did, in Hayden, but we didn't spend much time on it, because it was a
long way from services and close to the airport.
Finally, getting nowhere with George and feeling the urgency of starting the project, I asked
George for permission to see Tom Johnson about the project. George said it would be fine by
him. I called Tom and had one or two meetings witli him. Mike was not present. Tom agreed to
cooperate, and agreed to sell the land at his basis, i.e. for cost. I told Mike about the deal.
Mike then met Tom. Tom referred- us to Elmer Smith; the consulting engineer, who started
drawing. There were about a half dozen meetings which I was responsible for arranging. The
timing and spirit of the meetings was excellent.
Tom took over my job. He took over negotiations which I started with the people who owned
the commercial property on Highway 41. He took over talking to George. The engineer did not
like me calling to bug him. No one liked that 'talked about the project too much. I sent out an
email ,to all the Realtors, advertising a lottery game to see who got to pick lots first, it was way
too fast for Tom, he worried the county authority might regard it as selling lots before they
·; 0 (.
;

8/31/2005

,_}

'

existed.
I realized that I was not helping the project any longer, b_owever, I l]c1q been askec:l a haJf_dqzel)
tirnes_ at le'!lsL!:lY.Jv1ike .DQ\/i mu_cb Jhe lot~ WJSre wortti,J!? c;_omps etc"bQW§.Ver I prQYjc:led none
byt told .Mike I cpuld sell the_m. l:his dLd nqt heJ.pJylJke with the feasibility of the_pJ_gje_c::t butth91
iswhy the question was asked. Mike .had asked me. on several occasions not to discy:,s the
project_§nd/QLLQt sa[esJ_diQ.§0 any how, _Jn fact Mike.did not reserve any lotstobui!c:lersJh.c1t I
thought I had lqts sold to. lnJac:t,those_by_ilders haye stated thattheywoulil_nothaveJi!IJYthing
to.do with the subdivision if I was inYQ!ved. I believe Torn had told me he would build a spec
home out of which I could sell the subdivision. (.!::!ow does J1i.ys_agreermmt tOS.§!l.b.9.iJSes for
Tom relate to our. selling_ of lots? It was alVifil's. our policy thatanysornmissions wouLd..be
e.~rn.e<;J 9n home sale.sJ not.Jot Scl.!es. As isJhfil case now.L we bave noreaJtor~W9JJ9ng for \JS,
the.y_\l\fill be mc1king commissions fromJhe sales of homes rrotlots.)
I knew I had personal growth issues, so I stepped away from the project to address them, in
order that when the time came I would be ready.
\/'{hen v(e start.§_gJhis I told Mi.!se !hat Gl;l_orge would P?YJJ1e commission, howe_vf2lo.ve we_r!;) not
de.l31ingwith Geqrg_e any longer. just i:om on the]S) §cr~s. Milse clnd I tt)Qug!Jt.Tom (sellEJr)
would pay a cornmii;sion as is c_ys:!Pmary. After month§! Qf dealing_ with TornJ.m;:idJ;i_Mik.$
~ware.that Tom was notgoing to_pay me commlssiruJ as I c:Uc:l.r:1.ot have._aJji;ting and wc1s ..not a
licensed agEJn.tat th?. time. MJke did.not have.money or obligation to r:;,ay a comrn)ssi9_nJ2Y.tfelt
b_l:!_d for my malfeasance.•JY!ike_knowittg that you_ .were trying to_get into .tl:!is..with zero_downJ
gf:f.ered m.@..cl. discount oGm,.ooo to 22,000 doll@IS on a lot th_1;1U had picked out and is on.file ~t
Mikes offiQEJ.•. Mike b.§.QJJO Qpligationjp give me c1oytbing but <;!Jd..so out ot.!sindness C;!Ild
comp<;1,§l;lion knowing that if we_got to the§nd there wq!Jl.\'.JJ;Je some1bJng to give ...JJ?.e.!~ve_g
George_ woul.d._pc1y_ me. when 1\/like_oiade <i!_d_eal to buy a..c:li;lJtional larntf.rom Georg_e_. Mike neve_r
.said he wo\Jld_give me.i!nything for l;;md pun,!m.sed from George,.J;leorge._<:lJq__noJ..PsJ.Y..me, he
said.1w.a.s represt;inti.!19 the deyel_oper, not him and I had nothing tQJ2f.ove one way orthe
other~
Roughly six months ago. I called Mike and asked that he sign a contract to pay commission on
the land sale. He said "we are not going to do thaCJv1ilse believedJh1;1t he did not nesld.:!9 sign_
§..contrr;tct to gift §!pmething to.§om..eone. When we talked about his paying me directly, not
through a broker. he said he cguld not.d.9 this as it is n.2tJegaj,_ since he new I am not allowed
to earn commission income without the involvement of a broker, This grieved me. but Mike had
been so furious and unruly over disagreements in the past, that I went along with it, trusting
things would work out. (Everyone else thoug_htMike was to e<1§Y. o.n Jay. as Jay was ignoring
our wishe$ §..nd CQJJlP(Omising our pmiect)
Here is what I believe I am entitled to:
A) ZE.80.(Mike has loanec:l_Jay $4,0QQ,_QQ out of compassio..n)

..fil_Givt::ln the w.cll/.)@Y bas a.cted MikeJe?Js that Jay does n9t_de§!1Jrve the "gift" when Jhe
lots be<;:QIJlf3 available. __
C) Mike thin!s_s I §b_ould approaciJ. TomJo finalize my c:lec:1JJ0..r selling his hQtJ$6ll-

·; 8 'l
8/31/2005

,I showed Mike property that I thought would work for the project and I thought he would buy. !
made the mistakEl_ of not having a signed listing agreemen~Mike had _advised m@Jo,
tnereforethe only thing I could .have gotten was g_g:jfLSome oimY contribuJions Je: .workiQg_g§
~u·eal esta~a_gent to find the land, doing thi!JQ.§J_was sgecificaUy~ed not to, alienat[og_oU1Elf
ll@OpJe[nvolved in the-12.[Q.iecjwhich severally_i@gpardized the project.I have.been given cre_dit
for the above contributions, most of which are not in thebest interest of the project and a;e
hcJrd .to respect.
Respectfully,
Jay Johnson

I _would.also_ like to address the_commel]tabout "Mike's bestinterest"with theJQ!lowing:J take
thaJasAthreat in the samJUnanner asJay has threaten§<Lmyjife toJ)Umerous peoQle arQUDc:l
town aJ)d I will act upon thiswith the.fil)_pJopriate authorities.

8/31/2005

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 28th day of December, 2006, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing documents (except Exhibit 7 and Exhibit 9,) to be
served by hand delivery to the following:
STEPHEN MCCREA, ATTORNEY FOR JCAV, LLC
608 NORTHWEST BLVD
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
FACSIMILE (208) 664-4370
IAN SMITH, ATTORNEY FOR MIKE MCPHEE
608 NORTHWEST BLVD
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
FACSIMILE (208) 765-9089

Curtis
ohnson
Plaintiff, Pro Se

- - - - - - - - - --·-----·----···· - - - - -
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STEPHEN B. McCREA, ISB #1654
Attomey at Law
P.O. Box 1501
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 101
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 l 6- l 501
(208) 666-2594 I FAX: (208) 664-4370
email: sbmccrea@adclphia.net

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO; IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON,

)

)
Plaintiff,

)

)
vs.

)

)
MIKE McPHEE and JCAV, LLC,

OBJECTIONS TO EXHIBITS TO
AFFIDAVTT OF CURTIS .TAY
JOHNSON DATED 12/28/06

)
)
)

________________
Defendants.

CASE NO. CV0S-8999

)_

Defendant, JCA V, LLC, objects to the following submission by Jo.bnson:

Exhibit 3, the letter written on Idaho De_pt. of Health & Welfare letterhead, dated March 29.
2006, addressed to ChiJd Support, Coeur d'Alene Office., from Scott Oden, MA and Dr. Rhodes is
not sworn to and the second paragraph is hearsay.
Exhibit 3, the Jetter written on Idaho Dept. of Health & Welfare letterhead, dated June 6,
2006, addressed to Whom it may concern, from S. Oden & Dr. J. Rhodes is not an affidavit and it
is not relevant or material as it does not address the issue of causation. Furlhennore, to the extent

it purports to be an opinion., it is not supported by a determination that the diagnosis is correct to a
reasonable degree of medical probability and no qualifications of the signatories have been shown.
Exhibit 3, the document consisting of a bill from Kootenai Medical Center should be rejected
as irrelevant and immaterial and not sworn to.
Exhibit 4 is objected to as it is not an affidavit and not sworn to.
Exhibit 6, the Affidavit of Susan McGahey is objected to beginning with the last line on the
first page thereof as being conclusionary and without foundation. The first sentence of the next

OBJECTIONS TO EXHIBITS TO AFFfDAVJTOF CJ.JR.TIS JAY .101-!NSON: PAGJ;: I
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paragraph beginning with the words "In August 2005" is objected to as being hearsay and without
foundathm.
Exhibit 6, the Affidavit of Richard A. Foat is objected to beginning with the first full
sentence in the sixth line of the affidavit, as it is hearsay and such hearsay continues through the
fourth sentence on the second page. The seventh line on the second page is hearsay. The statement
that "Jay was found to be honest" is an improper opinion as to veracity and is objectionable.
DATED this.3_ day of January, 2007.

Attorney for Defendant, .TCA V, LLC
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMITTAL:

.3,_

day of Janua,y, 2007, a true and correct copy of the foregoing documentw.is
I hereby certify that on this
mailed by first class mail, postage prepaid, or hand delivered, to:
Curtis Jay Johnson
1206 N. 6'' Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

First Class Mail

]an D. Smith

Hand Delivered

Attorney at Law
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste 101
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

'87~~~

STEPHEN B. McCREA
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IAN D. SMITH
Attorney at Law
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 101
P.O. Box 3019
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-3019
Telephone: (208) 765-4050
Facsimile: (208) 765-9089
Idaho State Bar No. 4696
Attorney for Defendant Mike McPhee

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON,
CASE NO. CV-05-08999
Plaintiff,
OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON DATED
12/18/06 AND SUPPLEMENTAL
ANSWER TO JCAV, LLC'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
MIKE MCPHEE; and JCAV, LLC,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, MIKE MCPHEE (hereinafter:
"McPhee"), by and through his attorney of record, IAN D. SMITH, and hereby objects to
the AFFIDAVIT OF CURTIS JAY JOHNSON DATED 12/18/06 and SUPPLEMENTAL
ANSWER TO JCAV, LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT.

OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON DATl::D
12/18106 ANO SUPPLEMENTAL
ANSWER TO JCAV, LLC'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

-

1•

ML.;L.;tst:.A A I I UtsNt:. '/

This Objection is made upon the grounds and for the reasons as set forth below:
1.

AFFIDAVIT OF CURTIS JAY JOHNSON DATED 12/18/06
a.

Exhibit 3: 2 letters and 1 invoice. These documents contain
hearsay and lack foundation.

b.

Exhibit 4: E-Mail from Neal Bernklau. This document contains
hearsay.

c.

Exhibit 6: Affidavit of Susan McGahey, Affidavit of Richard A. Float
and Affidavit of Curtis J. Johnson. These affidavits contain
hearsay, lack foundation, contain conclusory statements, and are
not in the proper format.

2.

d.

Exhibit 8: Handwritten notes of Star Kelso on E-Mail are hearsay.

e.

Exhibit 9: ls irrelevant, contains hearsay and lacks foundation.

SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO JCAV, LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
a.

Contains hearsay.

DATED this 5th day of January, 2007

OBJf':CTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON DATED
12/18/06 AND SUPPLEMENTAL
ANSWER TO JCAV, LLC'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

- 2'

--·,·
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r
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01/05/2007

12:41
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 5 th day of January, 2007, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served l:iy the method as indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
Curtis Jay Johnson

1206 N. 6th Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Stephen B. McCrea
Attorney at Law
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 101
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

[ J Hand-delivered
[X] Regular U.S. Mail
[] Certified U.S. Mail
[ JOvernight Mail
[ ] Facsimile Transmission
[) Inter-office Mail

[X] Hand-delivered
[] Regular U.S. Mall
[] Certified U.S. Mail
( J Overnight Mail
[] Facsimile To: 208-664-4370
[] Inter-office Mail

IAN D. MITH
Attorney at Law

OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON DATED
12/18/06 AND SUPPLEMENTAL
ANSWER TO JCAV, LLC'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

-3-
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STATE OF IDAHO
}
COON~,F KOOTENAI SS

ALEqi

Curtis "Jat Johnson, Pro Se

~

1206 N. 6 St.

2007 jAN -

Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 769-9337

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
) Case # CV0S-8999
)

Curtis "Jaf Johnson
61

1206 N
St.
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814

) Affidavit of Curtis Jay

) Johnson
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

Defendants

)

vs.
Mike McPhee
JCAV, LLC

(, Curtis Jay Johnson, do hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the

United States of America, that I am over the age of eighteen and competent to testify in
the matters set forth herein, and that the following is true and correct.

Attached hereto are true and correct copies of the folJowing documents:
•

Affidavit of Cheryl Burchell, January 5, 2007

•

Affidavit of Bryan Tucker, December 29, 2006

,.-rw

DATED this L_ day of January, 2007.

Curtis~,

SUBSCRIBED ANO SWORN to before me this

-_; B

~j.

PH J: 49

,-25-2004 20:09

JAY JUHN~UN c~ob~~~loo

STATE OF IEV\H()
}
COUNTY Of KOOTEWJ
FlLEDNi'-

Curtis "Jat Johnson, Pro Se
1206 N. 6h St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 769-9337

SS
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI \tniHsft-~L!V-.LllM'.'.,,,
) Case # CV0S-8999

Curtis "Jaf Johnson
1
1206 N 6 St.
Coeurd'Alene, ID 83814

)

)
) Affidavit of
) Cheryl Burchell

Plaintiff,

)

vs.
MikeMcPhee
JCAV, LLC

)

Defendants

)
)

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

I, Cheryl Burchell, do hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws of
the United States of America, that I am over the age of eighteen and competent to
testify to the matters set forth herein, and that the following is true and correct.
I am a jeweler in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. Curtis Jay Johnson (hereinafter Jay) came to
my place of business approximately January of 2005 with an idea for jewelry he called
Look Your Heart in the Mirror. I offered to help Jay with the project. Jay told me he
was broke and was suffering severe psychological trauma because of what the man
who was building the made lake in Rathdrum said and did to him. Jay told me he was
expecting to be paid at least $25,000 for his work setting up the man made lake project,
and once he got paid he could fund production of the Look Your Heart in the Mirror
jewelry.
. Jay told me, approximately August of 2005 he was thinking of suing the man made lake
developer, and I advised him against it. I told Jay in a heart to heart way,
approximately, you need to go and work it out with him, tell him, "man, you hurt my
pride." Immediately after hearing those words, Jay fainted and fell to the floor. When
he came to, Jay passed a massive bowel movement.

Q~.

dDOl

?:t /l.

DA TED this _5_ day of DeeembeF, 2906.
Che _
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
~

-

-

-

....

-

CHARLENE O'BLENESS
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

urcrieii

.5... day of Cl

{)

JLL- {. L. ,

2 . dJJ7
~er, 2006

(1J101,Q~~
Notary Public for ld!o J
Comm. Expires: ..:;i.. ~z , .
Ia
>~-'I '

;-25-2004 20: 09
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STATE OF IDAHO.

Curtis "Ja( Johnson, Pro Se
1206 N. 6 h St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 769-9337

2007 JAN -5 PH I: li9

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
) Case # CVOS-8999

Curtis "Ja(, Johnson
1
1206 N 6 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
MikeMcPhee

) Affidavit of
)
) B,an Tucker

)

JCAV, LLC

)

Defendants

}ss

~!_.2F KOOTENAI •
~11'

)

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

I. B,1an Tucker, do hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the
laws of the United States of America, that I am over the age of eighteen and competent
to testify to the matters set forth herein, and that the following is true and correct.
I was working as the door man at the Iron Horse Bar in Coeur d'Alene, when I met
Jay Johnson approximately in October 2004. Jay danced in a way many people found
peculiar, one lady called him the candlestick man. Many people commented to me
about Jay, very negatively. Jay told me, at that time, that he was trying to shed
negative energy by dancing.

I heard many rumors regarding Jay from patrons at the Iron Horse. People said that
Jay had drugged women, that he was a sex offender, that he was a rapist, etc.
Occasionally, groups of people ganged up on Jay. One time in the summer of 2006, I
asked three men and two women to leave Iron Horse, because they were harassing

7 r·\ 'I

)j I

;-25-2004 20:09

JAY JOHNSON 2086659188
. ·"'·

PRGE:4

and intimidating Jay in a very cruel way.

ROMEL T. KEYES
NOTARY PUBLIC
STATE OF IDAHO

-----·

',.;---

DATED this~

day of December, 2006.

B!fan Tucker
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thisA7ay of December, 2006

:/

Mc&:f}J /4-~

Notary Public for !da'.0:~--"' d&-~, (~f!t;,1
Comm. Expires:

(!Jf/~/o,t

tl'.I/J:,~1.

l6·29·2004 20: 35

JAY JOHNSON 212r 0 s59188
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Curtis "Jay" Johnson, Pro Se
1
1206 N. 6 " St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 769-9337
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICmf
CT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Curtis "Ja(. Johnson
1
1206 N 6 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Plaintiff,
vs.
MikeMcPhee
JCAV, LLC

) Case # CV0S-8999
)
) Affidavit of Corann
) Rentfro
)
)

}
Defendants

)
)

I, Corann Rentfro, do hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the
United States of America, that I am over the age of eighteen and competent to testify in
the matters set forth herein, and that the following is true and correct.

I am an authorized records custodian at the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare

Region 1 Developmental Disabilities Mental Health Services.

Attached hereto are true and correct copies of the following documents:

1) Letter to, Child Support Coeur d'Alene Office, from Scott Oden, MA and Dr. Jennifer
Rhodes, M.D., dated March 29, 2006, RE: Curtis J. Johnson
2) Letter to, Whom it may concern, from S. Oden, MA and Dr. J. Rhodes, M.D., dated
June 6, 2006, RE: Curtis J. Johnson, Termination Summary

These letters were written in the course of regulariy scheduled business activity. It is
the regular practice of the State of Idaho Mental Health Services to write letters of
diagnosis on behalf of patients. The diagnosis of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and

r'H~t:.: 'f

Bipolar I disorder, and the doctor's and clinician's medical opinion that Curtis J.
Johnson was unable to work and that his conditions appeared to have been disabling
him over the past 2 years, were made at or near the time the letters were written. Dr.
Jennifer Rhodes is a Medical Doctor and the Clinical Director.

DATED this

7'C/i day of January, 2007.

, SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this9~ay of January, 2007
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DEPARTMENT

HEALTH

&

OF

WELFARE
Region I
DEVl=LOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
21 95 Ironwood Coun

DIRK KEMPTHORNE - Gov•mor
KARL B. KURTZ- Director
KEN DEIBERT - Division Administralor

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2655
PHONE 20&-769-1406 or 206-769-1409
FAX 206-769-1430

TOLL FREE 686-769·1405

March 29, 2006
To: Child Support, Coeur d'Alene Office
From: Scott Oden, MA and Dr. Rhodes
RE: Curtis J. Johnson

Mr. Johnson is a client here at Region I Mental Health, with diagnoses of Bipolar
Disorder and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. He is symptomatic with his illnesses and
is unable to work.
1

Mr. Johnson's last job lasted only six weeks, terminating March 10 h of 2006. Prior to that
he had not worked for 2 years due to his illnesses. He has large back arrears in his child
support payments. He is supposed to be paying a current amount of $800 a month. Mr.
Johnson is unable to pay any of the past due money and current monthly amount for an
indefinite period.
We are requesting a modification of the court order regarding his child support payments
to an amount as low as possible. Should you have any further questions, please do not
hesitate to contact us.

Respectfully yours

Dr, Jennifer Rhodes. M.D.
Clinical Director

Scott Oden, M .IJ
Clinician

16-29-2004 20: 36
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JAY JOHNSON 208£,_659188

ID AH 0

DEPARTMENT

OF

HEALTH &WELFARE
JAMES E;. RISCH -Govemor

KARL B, KURlZ - Director
KEN DEIBERT - Division Admin~lrolor

Regino I
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
2l 95 lronlM>Od Coun
Coe\lrd'Alene, ldllho 831114-2555

PHONE 201!-769-1406 or 208-769-1400
FAX 206•?69-!430
TOLL FREE 8611--769-1405

June 6, 2006

To: Whom it may concern,
From: S. Oden & Dr. J. Rhodes, Region I Mental Health
Re: Curtis J Johnson, Termination Summary

Mr. Johnson was a patient here at Region I Mental Health from 12/08/05 to
05/10/06, with an admission diagnosis of Delusional Disorder, Somatic Type. Over the
course of 6 months a medication intervention was rejected by Mr. Johnson and talk
therapy was not helpful to him. By mutual agreement, treatment was terminated
05/10/06. His termination diagnosis is Bipolar I Disorder and PTSD, conditions that
appear to have been disabling Mr. Johnson over the past 2 years.

J>v1~ M~, frl.JJ.
Dr J. Rhodes

)D~M
S. Oden M.A.

•.· STAT€ OF 10AHO
}
COUNWOF ·KOOTENAI SS
FILED ~,
Curtis •Jaf Johnson, Pro Se

2007 JAN -9 PM 2: 16

1206 N. 6 h St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 769-9337

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL J~~ICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

Curtis "Ja(. Johnson
1206 N 6 1 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Plaintiff,
vs.
Mike McPhee
JCAV, LLC
Defendants

) Case # CV05-8999
)
) Affidavit of Curtis Jay
) Johnson
)
)
)
)
)

I, Curtis Jay Johnson, do hereby declare, under penalty of perjury under the laws of the.
United States of America, that I am over the age of eighteen and competent to testify in
the matters set forth herein, and that the following is true and correct.

Attached hereto are true and correct copies of the following documents:

1) Affidavit of Corann Rentfro, January 9, 2007, whereto are attached and herein
included by this reference,
2) Letter to, Child Support Coeur d'Alene Office, from Scott Oden, MA and Dr. Jennifer
Rhodes, M.D., dated March 29, 2006, RE: Curtis J. Johnson
3) Letter to, Whom it may concern, from S. Oden, MA and Dr. J. Rhodes, M.D., dated
June 6, 2006, RE: Curtis J. Johnson, Termination Summary

DATED this !f!!:day of January, 2007.
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SUBSCRIBEO AND SWORN to before me this'f- day of January. 2007
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IAN D. SMITH
Attorney at Law
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 101
P.O. Box 3019
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-3019
Telephone: (208) 765-4050
Facsimile: (208) 765-9089
Idaho State Bar No. 4696
Attorney for Defendant Mike McPhee
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

CURTIS JAY JOHNSON,
CASE NO. CV-05-08999
Plaintiff,

vs.
MIKE MCPHEE; and JCAV, LLC,

OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON DATED
1/9/07, AND AFFIDAVIT OF
CORANN RENTFRO

Defendants.

COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, MIKE MCPHEE (hereinafter:
"McPhee"), by and through his attorney of record, IAN D. SMITH, and hereby objects to
the AFFIDAVIT OF CURTIS JAY JOHNSON DATED 1/9/07 and the AFFIDAVIT OF
CORANN RENTFRO.
This Objection is made upon the grounds and for the reasons as set forth below:

OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF CURTIS
JAY JOHNSON DATED 1/9/07 AND
AFFIDAVIT OF CORANN RENTFRO

-1"
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IAN D SMITH ATTY
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The Affidavits described above purport that the Plaintiff has been diagnosed with
Delusional Disorder, Bi-Polar Disorder, and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. The
diagnosis of such conditions may only be introduced into evidence by expert testimony.
The purported diagnosis is made by Dr. Jennifer Rhodes and Scott Oden, MA. Mr.
Oden is not qualified to make such a diagnosis.
In Posey v. Ford Motor Credit Co., 141 Idaho 477, 111 P.2d 162 (2005), the
Idaho Supreme Court stated:
Affidavits supporting or opposing a summary judgment motion must be
made on personal knowledge, must set forth such facts as would be
admissible in evidence, and must show affirmatively that the affiant is
competent to testify to the matters stated. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
56(e). These requirements "are not satisfied by an affidavit that is
conclusory, based on hearsay, and not supported by personal
knowledge." State v. Shama Res. Ltd. P'ship, 127 Idaho 267, 271, 899
P.2d 977, 981 (1995). See a/so Sprinkler Irrigation Co., Inc. v. John
Deere Ins. Co., Inc., 139 Idaho 691, 696-97, 85 P.3d 667, 672-73 (2004),
and Oats v. Nissan Motor Corp. in U.S.A., 126 Idaho 162, 166, 879
P.2d 1095, 1099 (1994).
It is quite possible that Dr. Rhodes has the qualifications and knowledge to
render an opinion as to the Plaintiff's mental health. The problem however is the Dr.
Rhodes' opinion would not be admissible in evidence due to the fact that there is
nothing in the.record to qualify Dr. Rhodes as an expert.
In addition, the Plaintiff failed to comply with Paragraph 2 of the Pre-Trial Order.
The Plaintiff did not disclose Dr. Rhodes as an expert witness, did not provide a

OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF CURTIS
JAY JOHNSON DATED 1/9/07 ANO
AFFIDAVIT OF CORANN RENTFRO
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complete statement of Dr. Rhodes' opinion and the basis and reasons therefore, did not
provide any exhibits to be used as a summary of or support for Dr. Rhodes' opinions,
did not provide the qualifications of Dr. Rhodes, did not provide a list of all of the
publications of Dr. Rhodes in the last 10 years, did not disclose the compensation to be
paid to Dr. Rhodes, nor provide a listing of all of the other cases in which Dr. Rhodes
has testified as an expert at trial or by deposition within the last 4 years.
In essence, the Plaintiff's request that the Court consider the Affidavit of Corann
Rentfro, and the attachments thereto as evidence to be considered by the Court in
ruling on the Motion for Summary Judgment, is the same is if the Plaintiff appeared at
Trial with an undisclosed expert witness and was permitted to elicit expert opinions from
the witness. This would constitute a violation of the Pre-Trial Order and would result in
"trial by ambush" and prej.udice to McPhee.
The Affidavit of Corann Rentfro and the attachments thereto should not be
considered by the Court as they are not admissible as evidence due to a lack of
foundation, the failure to properly qualify Dr. Rhodes or Scott Oden as expert witnesses,
the purported opinions are conclusory, and because the Plaintiff failed to disclose any
expert witnesses as required by the Pre-Trial Order herein.

OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF CURTIS
JAY JOHNSON DATED 1/9/07 AND
AFFIDAVIT OF CORANN RENTFRO
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DATED this 10th day of January, 2007

flot_J)). ~

/2 SiJ,fa-C_

IAN D. SMITH
Attorney for McPhee

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 10th day of January, 2007, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method as indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
Curtis Jay Johnson
1206 N. 6 th Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

[ ] Hand-delivered
[XJ Regular U.S. Mail
[] Certified U.S. Mail
[ ] Overnight Mail
[] Facsimile Transmission
[ ] Inter-office Mail

Stephen B. McCrea
Attorney at Law
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 101
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

[X] Hand-delivered

[ JRegular U.S. Mail
[] Certified U.S. Mail
[] Overnight Mail
[] Facsimile To: 208-664-4370
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IAN D. SMITH
Attorney at Law

OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF CURTIS
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STEPHEN B. McCREA, ISB #1654
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 1501
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite IO I
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1501
(208) 666-2594 \FAX: (208) 664-4370
email: sbmccrea@adelphia.net

STATE OF ID(IHO
COUNTY OF KO/JTIINAI/
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IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON,
Plaintiff,
vs.
MIKE McPHEE and JCAV, LLC,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV0S-8999
ORDER GRANTING
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

This matter came before the Court on the 11th day of January, 2007, before the Honorable
John Patrick Luster. Upon consideration of the verified pleadings, depositions, affidavits and other
exhibits presented to the Court, and the Court having rendered its opinion orally in open court in
favor of defendant, JCAV, LLC, now, therefore,
ITIS HEREBY ORDERED that summary judgment be granted in favor of defendant, JCAV,
LLC, and against plaintiff, Curtis Jay Johnson. Therefore, further proceedings in this matter should
be and are hereby dismissed with prejudice.
·

DATED this

23r'Uday of January, 2007.

JOHN PATRJCK LUSTER
District Judge

ORDER GRANTING SUMMARY JUDGMENT: PAGE I
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSMITTAL:
I hereby certify that on thi _-;\y of January, 2007, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing document was mailed b y ~ : mail, postage prepaid, or transmitted by fa~ machine
to:
Curtis Jay Johnson
1206 N. 6th Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 8 I 4

First Class Mail

IanD. Smith
Attorney at Law
FAX (208) 765-9089

FAX

Stephen.B. McCrea
Attorney at Law
FAX (208)664-4370

FAX

J
)
CLERK.OFT
I
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ORDER GRANTING SUMMARY JUDGMENT: PAGE 2

IAN D. SMITH
Attorney at Law
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 101
P.O. Box 3019
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-3019
Telephone: (208) 765-4050
Facsimile: (208) 765-9089
Idaho State Bar No. 4696
Attorney for Defendant Mike McPhee
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
CURTIS JAY JOHNSON,
CASE NO. CV-05-08999
Plaintiff,
ORDER RE: DEFENDANT MIKE
MCPHEE'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

VS.

MIKE MCPHEE, and JCAV, LLC.,
Defendants.

The above-named Defendant, MIKE MCPHEE (hereinafter: "McPhee"), by and
through his Attorney of Record, IAN D. SMITH, moved the Court, pursuant to Rule 56 of
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, for the entry of summary judgment against the
above-named Plaintiff, CURTIS JAY JOHNSON (hereinafter: "Johnson"), thereby
dismissing Johnson's Claims against McPhee set forth in Johnson's First Amended
Complaint.

ORDER RE: DEFENDANT MIKE MCPHEE'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

-

1-

McPhee filed a Memorandum and Affidavits in support the Motion for Summary
Judgment and Johnson filed a response to McPhee's Motion for Summary Judgment
and various Affidavits, some portions of, and some in their entirety, which were not
admissible as evidence. The matter came on for hearing before the undersigned on the
11 th day of January, 2007, at which time the Parties presented oral argument to the
Court. After consideration of the files and records herein, the argument of the Parties,
and good cause appearing;
NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED
THAT:
1.

The findings of facts and conclusions of law articulated by the
undersigned from the bench on the 11 th day of January, 2007, shall be,
and hereby are, incorporated herein by this reference;

2.

Johnson's claim of Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress against
McPhee as set forth in Johnson's First Amended Complaint shall be, and
hereby is, dismissed with prejudice;

3.

Johnson's claim of Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress against
McPhee as set forth in Johnson's First Amended Complaint shall be, and
hereby is, dismissed, with prejudice;

ORDER RE: DEFENDANT MIKE MCPHEE'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

-
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4.

Johnson's claim of Breach of Contract against McPhee as set forth in
Johnson's First Amended Complaint shall be, and hereby is, dismissed
with prejudice.

DATED this

2.3,Jday of January, 2007.

JOHN P. LUSTER
District Court Judge

ORDER RE: DEFENDANT MIKE MCPHEE'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

·
I hereby certify that on the~ ~day of January, 2007, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing doc~~ be served by the method as indicated below,
·
and addressed to the following:
Curtis Jay Johnson
1206 N. 6th Street
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

[] Hand-delivered
[X] Regular U.S. Mail
[] Certified U.S. Mail
[] Overnight Mail
[] Facsimile Transmission

Stephen B. McCrea
Attorney at Law
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 101
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

[] Hand-delivered
[] Regular U.S. Mail
[] Certified U.S. Mail
[ ] Overnight Mail
[X] Facsimile To: 208-664-4370

Ian D. Smith
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 3019
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-3019

[ ] Hand-delivered
[] Regular U.S. Mail
[] Certified U.S. Mail
[ ] Overnight Mail
[X] Facsimile To: 208-765-9 89

ORDER RE: DEFENDANT MIKE MCPHEE'$
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

-
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Curtis Jay Johnson
Appellant Pro Se
1206 N. 6th St
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
208-769-9337
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' TRICT OF THE STATE OF
1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDI
IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 1N THE STATE OF IDAHO

) Case # CV05-8999
) NOTICE OF APPEAL

Curtis "Jaf' Johnson
1206 N 61 St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

)
)

Appellant,

)

vs.

)

Mike McPhee
JCAV, LLC

)
)
Repsondents )

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, MIKE MCPHEE AND JCAV, LLC, AND THE
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, IAN SMITH and STEPHEN MCCRAE, AND THE CLERK OF THE
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above named appellant, Curtis Jay Johnson, appeals against the above-named
respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from Summary Judgment, Order Granting Summary
Judgment entered in the above-entitled action on the 25th day of January,,.Honorable Judge John
2. o o 7
Patrick Luster presiding.

2. The party has a right to appeal to the Idabo Supreme Court, and the judgments or
orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 11 (a)( 1)
I.AR.

@

@

©

3. The Court erred by construing the evidence in a manner most favorably to the moving
party, repeatedly and in every instance.

The Court erred in making no verbal or written ruling on appellant's argument that the
respondents should be equitably estopped from asserting the statute of limitations as a
defense to the claims of intentional and negligent infliction of emotional distress occurring
in 2003.
The Court erred by acceding to the respondents'arguments and inferences, that Johnson
was weak and fell prey to ordinary locker room talk by Mike McPhee. Mike McPhee

I
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testified that Johnson's claims of Mike McPhee' s homosexual directives were a complete
fabrication. Mike McPhee is bound by that testimony, and the respondents cannot
subsequently argue that the alleged conduct was ordinary locker room talk.

@)

The Court abused its discretion in ruling that the conduct did not rise to the level of
intentional infliction of emotional distress. Clearly, Johnson's distress was extreme, and
clearly so was the alleged conduct. The defense oflocker room talk, acceded to by the
Court, is specious and is directly contradicted by Mike McPhee's own testimony.
The evidence before the Court, in Johnson's testimony, and in the testimony of Cheryl
Burchell and others, and in the Look Your Heart in the Mirror video, and in the voice mail
recording of Mike McPhee's abusive domination, clearly showed that Johnson was
shocked, electrocuted, putrefied, pulverized and severely mentally and physically disabled
by a man he thought was his best friend, by a man who was his prized customer, by a man
whom he idolized, and by a man who used Johnson's services as a licensed and talented
real estate agent to set up major real estate projects, enriching himself and JCAV, LLC.
The Court abused its discretion by making or acceding to inferences upon the evidence
least favorable to the non-moving party, in that the respondents inferred that because
Johnson idolized Mike McPhee, Johnson was somehow deficient and therefor his claims
were unworthy of Court action. The respondents also inferred that Johnson and Mike
McPhee had a history of confrontations, based upon evidence of recent confrontations.
The respondents also inferred that because Johnson did not completely cease all
communication with McPhee, Johnson was somehow complicit or not to be believed.

@
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It stands to reason that a man whose life and soul have been deeply uprooted, poisoned
and traumatized by sick violently abusive shocking and outrageous homosexual directives
and beckonings, high voltage hatred, demonic domination, and then an unconscionable
breach of contract, aggravated by further high voltage hatred and degrading abuse; all of
which was given in return for excellent service and devoted friendship; it stands to reason,
that a man subsequently cruelly and uniformly ostracized by society as a creep, psycho,
sex offender; a man bitterly impoverished and miserably deranged by post traumatic stress
disorder, paranoia, anxiety, and the agony oflost love, self worth, and dignity; a man who
has laid on his back near death from anxiety for two years trying to settle his soul and
come to terms with his derangement and failure; a man who has lost almost all connection
to his children, a man who has been told, "you're a fly on my ass," by his tormentor ...
That man who has endured this and more, would tend to be, and really must be, at least
slightly confrontational, as part of his recovery, and would tend to be slightly desperate for
income and acceptance, such that he would even tum to his tormentor, who had made
promises of payment and made gestures of reconciliation, and whom Johnson, by reason
of his moral values, did not want to judge.
The inferences most favorable to the respondents and acceded to by the Court are that
Johnson was always confrontational, that confrontation and locker room talk
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characterized the relationship between Mike McPhee and Johnson, and that Johnson was a
deficient man, stupid enough even to communicate with his torturer.
It is well known, if not judicially recognized, that abuse victims frequently stay in
relationship with their abuser. Johnson idolized McPhee, and tried to accept or
understand McPhee' s torture and abuse as a life lesson, which Johnson felt he must have
deserved, due to Johnson's recent troubles. All this cogitation and rationalization on the
part of Johnson is attributable to severe mental illness and emotional helplessness,
proximately caused by Mike McPhee' s intentional infliction of emotional distress.

Abuse victims frequently blame themselves. This is a human psychological reality. Sexual
harassment makes people sick, literally. Severe, powerfully and shockingly delivered
abysmally abominating homosexual sexual harassment made Johnson VERY sick. Justice
cannot demand that mentally ill people act in mentally healthy ways. The bell did not go
off in Johnson's head that Mike McPhee's conduct was purely evil, and that Johnson was
innocent, until Mike McPhee refused to acknowledge Johnson's contribution to the man
made lake project and give Johnson credit and reasonable timely payment for his work.

®

Mike McPhee is a predator, and he saw his opportunity to strike, as Johnson's
submissiveness and idolization became deeply rooted. Society assumed and inferred that
Johnson was a pathetic wretched sex offender, when in fact Mike McPhee was the sex
offender. The Court should not be a gaveled echo of society's arrogant ego, rather it
should be a solemn chamber where society's honorable conscience and just heart can be
called upon in dire circumstances of extreme injustice and decrepit malevolence.
All the inferences offered by the respondents are unsubstantiated by evidence, and
ignorant of widely known psychological realities, and certainly the Court has erred in
adopting those inferences in its rulings.

®
®
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The Court erred in its failure to weigh Johnson's testimony that Mike McPhee was
extraordinarily powerful, such that the man who replaced Johnson as Mike McPhee's
companion died of psychological related causes soon after a falling out with Mike
McPhee, and such that Johnson experienced a demon possession type lunacy as a result of
Mike McPhee's conduct and domination.
Mike McPhee was cognitively capable of conceiving and consequently constructing a man
made lake residential real estate development, and capable of befuddling the senses of Jack
Vanderawaal, such that Jack Vanderwaal allowed Mike McPhee to affirm before a notary
that Mike McPhee was a managing member of Jack Vanderwaal's company, JCAV, LLC;
when in fact Jack Vanderwaal testified that Mike McPhee was not now, nor ever a
member, of JCAV, LLC. This striking contradiction is felony perjury and deserves
significant consideration.
The Court erred and was biased in consistently giving greater weight to the respondents
arguments, despite their blatant perjury.
]

The Court erred in construing the evidence in favor of the moving party, in that it ruled
Johnson's weakness was primarily responsible for his trauma, rather than Mike McPhee' s
wanton malevolence, psychologically torturing domination, and unconscionable abuse of
power, subjugation and undue influence.

®
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The Court abused its discretion in precluding a judgment for Johnson on grounds that it
would create a precedence, whereupon the Courts would be overrun with similar claims
based on locker room talk. The Court failed to apprehend the extremities alleged and well
evidenced in this situation, rather, it relied upon specious unsupported arguments by the
respondents. The issues at law in the determination of a claim for intentional and
negligent infliction of emotional distress were well met by the allegations and well
supported by the evidence.
Sexual harassment can obviously be a vicious weapon of psychological abuse, and
particularly in situations where an abuser has economic workplace related power over his
or her victim. Absent an employee employer relationship, where such conduct can be a
crime by federal law, there is a genuine need for the potential for Court intervention, and
the only tort law which can apply in this case is intentional infliction of emotional distress.
The Court erred and abused its discretion in dismissing the breach of contract cause of
action on grounds that the contract had to be in writing. There was substantial evidence
of part payment, and no denial by the respondents that Johnson performed his part of the
alleged contract. In the Complaint Johnson alleges Mike McPhee refused to sign a
contract, and subjugated Johnson and abused Johnson; according to Johnson's testimony,
almost to death.
The Court was surprisingly unaware of Johnson's Motion to Compel, which was properly
scheduled for hearing the same day as the respondents' Motion for Summary Judgment,
and therefor the Court did not review the contents of Johnson's Motion to Compel prior
to the hearing. Within those contents was an admission in a response to discovery by the
respondent Mike McPhee, that the two checks written to Johnson for $2,000 existed, and
would be furnished in due course.
The Court referred to the payment as "some kind of payment" and thereby erred and
abused its discretion by quasi ruling on an issue of material fact in dispute, whether there
was part payment and therefor an exception to the Statute of Frauds requirement that the
contract be in writing.
Johnson showed clearly, that a real estate agent can pursue his or her contract rights for
compensation, absent a written agency agreement with the buyer or seller ofreal estate.
The Court's rulings were clearly biased, this bias was shown most clearly when the Court
stated there was no evidence of agency between respondents JCAV, LLC and Mike
McPhee. There was an admission, in evidence, affirmed before a notary public of the

1
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State ofldaho by Mike McPhee and JCAV, LLC, that Mike McPhee was a managing
member of JCA V, LLC. Mike McPhee negotiated and signed numerous real estate
contracts on behalfofJCAV, LLC. True and correct copies of these contracts were
submitted into evidence by the appellant under affidavit.
The pleadings and testimony and arguments of the respondents have been impeached,
most profoundly by their perjured affirmations on the Thayer addendum, but also
significantly within their testimony as it contradicts statements within their own emails
produced through discovery, submitted by .the appellant into evidence. For example, Jack
Vanderwaal testified he became involved in the project well after the time of Johnson's
involvement, and did not know ofJolmson's involvement or any land deals Jolmson may
have been a part of. In an email from Jack Vanderwaal to Mike McPhee, written well
prior to the time Jack Vanderwaal testified that his involvement started, and well within
the time ofJolmson's involvement, Jack Vanderwaal wrote to Mike McPhee in clear
language that he was involved and was going to do the lake project.

(J)

Clearly, Johnson's case is well supported by substantial substantive and demonstrative
evidence, in addition to and consistent with his own testimony. Clearly the respondents'
testimony, pleadings, and arguments are unreliable. The respondents repeatedly
misrepresented Jolmson' s testimony in their written motions for summary judgment.
The Court was clearly biased in ruling perfectly consistent with the respondents'
arguments on every issue. The Court clearly erred in repeatedly and unifonnly construing
the evidence in a light most favorable to the moving party.
The Court abused its discretion in silently dismissing the Plaintiff's assertion of equitable
estoppel against the statute of limitations defense, and by ruling that the alleged conduct
was not extreme and outrageous, and by dismissing the claim for breach of contract as a
matter oflaw, although genuine issues of material fact existed.
The Court orders granting summary judgment with prejudice for the respondents should
be overturned on all causes of action.
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of therecord.
S.(a) A reporter's transcript is requested.
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's
transcript:
The entire reporter's transcript of the hearing on the Motions for Summary Judgment
on January 111h 2007.
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR.

•
•
•
•

All affidavits of all parties and non-parties in the record
All responses to discovery in the record
Plaintiff's First Amended Motion to Compel
All exhibits, recordings and documents submitted for the hearing on the Defendants'
Motions for Summary Judgment, as under Rule 3l(a), I.A.R.

7. I certify:

(a) that a copy of this notice o~appeal has been served on the reporter.
(b) (I) [)9 That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been paid the estimated
fee for preparation of the reporter*s transcript.
(2) [ ] That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because _ __

(c) (I) ['{.J That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has been paid.
(2) [ J That appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for preparation of the record
because

---------------------------

(d) (1)

~

That the appellate filing fee has been paid.

(2) [ ] That appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because _ _ _ _ __
(e) That·service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20. (and
the attorney general ofldaho pursuant to§ 67~1401(1), Idaho Code).
DA1ED TIIlS '2. l. r\~ day of

ff. 6 , 20rr_.
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State ofldaho
County of Kootenai

)
) ss.
)

Curtis Jay Johnson, being sworn, deposes and says:
That the party is the appellant in the above-entitled appeal, and that all statements in this notice of
appeal are true and correct to the best of his knowledge and belief.

DATEDU,.=..y of Fobrua,y, 2 0 0 7 ~ - ~
urtis Jay Johnson
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~day of Februa

~

007

~

Notary Publ~c f~~aho?
Comm. Exprres.(_.l L< t§6-·d'."

l°J 1 ~ ~

PLAINTIFF'S LIST OF EXHIBITS

Plaintiffs Exhibit 7, CDA Police Audio Recording, Report# 05C26632
Plaintiffs Exhibit 9, Look Your Heart In The Mirror CV0S-899

In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho

CURTIS "JAY" JOHNSON
Plaintiff-Appellant,
V.

MIKE MCPHEE and JCAV, LLC,
Defendants-Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING
APPELLANT'S MOTION
TO AUGMENT
Supreme Court Docket No. 33966
Kootenai County Case No. 05-8999

A MOTION TO AUGMENT with attachments was filed by Appellant Curtis Jay Johnson
on June 4, 2008. Therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant Curtis Jay Johnson's MOTION TO
AUGMENT be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the
documents listed below, file stamped copies of which accompanied the Motion, as EXHIBITS:
1. Defendant Mike McPhee's First Amended Motion for Summary Judgment, file

stamped December 11, 2006;
2. Defendant Mike McPhee's First Amended Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Summary Judgment, file stamped December 11, 2006;
3. Motion for Summary Judgment and Notice of Hearing, file stamped June 21, 2006;
and
4. Memorandum in Support of Defendant JCAV LLC' s Motion for Summary Judgment,
file stamped December 6, 2006.

tk-

DATED this~ day of June 2008.

Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk
cc:

Counsel of Record

ORDER GRANTING APPELLANT'S MOTION TO AUGMENT - Docket No. 3396

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

JOHNSON, CURTIS "JAY"
Plaintiff/ Appellant,

VS

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

MC PHEE, MIKE
AND
JCAV, LLC

SUPREME COURT DOCKET NO.

)
)
)

Defendants / Respondents.

33966

)
)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
I, Daniel J. English, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing
record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is
a true, full and correct record of the pleadings and documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho
Appellate Rules.

I further certify that exhibits were offered in this case.
I certify that the Attorneys for the Appellant and Respondent were notified that the
Clerk's Record was complete and ready to be picked up, or if the attorney is out of town,
the copies were mailed by U.S. mail, postage prepaid on the
/}P!Z/L.

2007.

aa
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day of

I do further certify that the Clerk's Record will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the
Supreme Court.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at
Kootenai County, Idaho this ,;;l,:'.)

day of APfZ/L , 2007.
DANIEL J. ENGLISH
Clerk of the District Court

By: _ _ _
'I_.~_:_
.. ;_Le_
. . _P•_·r_e_ _

Deputy Clerk
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

JOHNSON, CURTIS "JAY"

Plaintiff/ Appellant,

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

vs

SUPREME COURT DOCKET NO.
33966

MC PHEE, MIKE
AND
JCAV,LLC
Defendants/ Respondents. )

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Daniel J, English, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have personally served or
mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the Attorneys of record
in this cause as follows:
Curtis "Jay" Johnson
1206 N. 6 th St.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Jan D. Smith
PO Box 3019
Cd' A, ID 83816

Stephen B. McCrea
PO Box 1501
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83 816

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have unto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said Court this
9 0 day of ,4pfZ/?- 2007.
Daniel J. English
Clerk of the District Court

Nick LA,n.,'i ,,
By:_ _ _ _ _ _~_---

aaa

